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Multiquanta Photodetachment from the H" Ion

by

Chen-Yau Tang

Abstract

Multiphoton detachment (MPD) of an electron from the loosely bound H"

system (binding energy= 0.7542 eV) has been studied at various photon energies

and laser intensities. In the center of mass of 800-MeV H~ ions the CO2 laser

photon energy, 0.117 eV, was Doppler tuned over a wide range, from 0.15 to 0.39

eV. The peak laser intensity in the lab frame was varied from 2 to 12 GW/cm2. The

general behavior of MPD versus photon energy and the ac-StarL/ponderomotive

effects are of special interest in the study.

Characteristic threshold structures by absorption of 2, 3, 4, and 5 photons were

observed, as evidenced by rapid changes in the signal amplitudes. These thresholds

provide a straightforward picture of channel opening in MPD as the photon energy

is increased. A fit of two-photon detachment data to the Wigner threshold law

showed a good match with a small intensity-induced shift in the threshold energy. A

study of laser intensity effects demonstrated departures from the simple power law

predicted by lowest-order perturbation theory, which is possibly another indication

of ponderomotive shifts in the threshold. The absolute MPD rates have been

estimated and found to be in fairly good agreement with the results of Floquet

theorv.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"Multiphoton processes" generally refers to those interactions that have more

than one photon involved in a complete reaction such as scattering, absorption

or emission, or a mixture of these. Since many processes usually occur simulta-

neously in intense laser fields, investigations are generally performed by looking

at specific reaction channels. Multiphoton-excited electronic transitions between.-

bound states, continuum states, or from bound to continuum states have been

studied extensively. In view of the complication of these processes, however, the

study was intended to focus on the simple but fundamental case of multiphoton

detachment from the negative hydrogen ion, H~. With such a simple atomic sys-

tem, great tunability of photon energies, and well defined experimental conditions,

the experimental results may contribute to a better understanding of multiphoton

absorption processes.

1.1 Historical Overview

The study of multiphoton processes began in the early days of quantum me-

chanics (Kramers and Heisenberg, 1925; Goeppert-Mayer, 1931). However, due to

the lack of high-intensity radiation sources, extensive interest in this area did not

arise until the advent of powerful pulsed lasers in early 1960s. Thereafter, many

multiphoton processes were observed in solids and gases. Second harmonic genera-

tion in quartz was first observed by Franken et al. (1961). Two-photon absorption

1



Chapter 1: Introduction

processes were observed in a Eu2+ doped CaF2 crystal (Kaiser and Garret, 1961)

and cesium vapor (Abella, 1962). Gas ionization and breakdown in helium and

argon were also observed at optical frequencies (Damon and Tomlinson, 1963; and

Meyerand and Haught, 1963). These experimental observations and many others

stimulated great interest in high-intensity multiphoton processes, especially in the

fields of nonlinear optics and atomic and molecular physics.

Early descriptions of MPI were mainly based on lowest-order perturbation

theory (Gold and Bebb, 1965), which for nonresonant cases, predicts a simple

power law that the ionization probability of an N-photon absorption varies with

intensity to the Nth power. Some deviations from lowest-order perturbation theory

(LOPT) may be explained by including higher-order perturbation terms (Aymar

and Crance, 1981); however, many intense-field effects cannot be explained by

perturbation theory.

Keldysh (1965) first introduced the concept of MPI as a transition from an

initial state to a "dressed" final state, initially as an improvement of first-order

perturbation theory; it has turned out to be a powerful nonperturbative (in the

sense of the interaction field) method. Floquet (or quasi-energy) approaches con-

sider the existence of a Floquet wavefunction in a time-periodic interaction. Since

these methods treat field-induced ionization and shifts consistently, they are possi-

bly more reliable than other analytical methods in model potential studies. These

basic approaches will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 2.

1.1.1 Multiphoton Ionization

Up till now, multiphoton ionization (MPI) has been studied in great detail

both theoretically and experimentally. Many aspects of the effects of laser inten-

sity, frequency, polarization, and coherence (or statistical) properties of light on

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

transition are reasonably well understood (Lambropoulos, 1976; Morellec, 1982).

However, previous studies of laser-frequency effects mainly concentrated on very

small ranges, around either a resonance or a threshold (from no signal). The inter-

esting phenomenon of transitions from an N-photon to an (N+l)-photon dominant

process was not ever observed before the experiments described herein.

The response of free electrons to an intense electromagnetic field is very well

understood (Kibble, 1966). Electrons oscillating with the field acquire a quiver

energy, whose time-average is

£ p = q2 <E2(r,t)>/2rr^'2, . (1.1)

where E(r, t) is the the electric field vector, m is the electron mass, q is the electron

charge, and u> is the angular frequency of the field. Through elastic scattering by

the field, the electrons experience a force, —VEP, converting quiver energy into

translational energy. Thus, Ep is also known as the ponderomotive potential. It

is clear that with an increment of Ep in the energy of the field-dressed continuum

states, the required ionization energy in the zero-field limit, E^, becomes Ep+ Et,,

ignoring small ground-state shifts. Thus, the ponderomotive potential may affect

electron motion not only in the continuum but also en route to the continuum in

ionization. However, it should be noted that adding Ep to the continuum may

make sense only when the energy of the ionized electron can be well defined by

its time-averaged value, which requires an interaction time of many optical cycles

and a sufficiently large u>. For the same reason, similar ponderomotive effects

may be expected for any state whose orbiting frequency is much smaller than w.

Apparently, the ponderomotive energy can not be defined in the low-frequency

limit, u ~ 0, and whether or not it is of practical meaning depends much on the
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Chapter 1: Introduction

field frequency. Also, we note that to observe ponderomotive effects, the field has

to be strong enough, since on rewriting Eq. (1.1)

Ep = 9.34 x 10~14A2/ , (1.2)

where A (in ^m) is the wavelength, / (in W/cm2) is the laser intensity, and Ep is

in eV.

The effects of laser intensity have been studied both extensively and inten-

sively. At fixed photon energies, nonresonant MPI has usually found to be good

agreement with lowest-order perturbation theory even at very high intensities

(Lompre et aJ., 1976). With varying frequencies near a resonance, it was found

that both the resonance energy and transition linewidth increase with laser inten-

sities (Morellec et aJ., 1976; and Lompre, et ai., 1978), which may probably be the

earliest evidence of ponderomotive shifts.

With advanced techniques in electron spectroscopy, significant progress in un-

derstanding the effects of laser intensity and polarization has been made by re-

solving the electron energy and angular distribution. Martin and Mandel (1976)

observed fast electrons with much higher energy than acquired just above thresh-

old ionization. Agostini et al. (1979, 1981) demonstrated that MPI electrons show

a series of peaks separated by the photon energy, TILJ, in their energy spectrum.

Two different mechanisms may be responsible for this type of energy spectrum.

The first one is the inverse bremsstrahlung (Weingartshofer et ai., 1977), in which

photodetached electrons may further absorb photons via inelastic scattering with

other atoms in the presence of an intense laser field (Rahman, 1974). The second is

the so-called above-threshold ionization (ATI) or continuum-continuum transition,

in which an initially bound electron may absorb more photons than the minimum

required for ionization. However, when the atomic density is low enough such that

4



Chapter 1: Introduction

the mean free path of detached electrons is much longer than the dimensions of the

interaction region, ATI is the responsible mechanism. It is noted that in interac-

tion with a laser field, an electron may energetically be raised into the continuum

while still staying close to the nucleus. During that time it may keep making tran-

sitions by absorbing (or emitting) more photons, contributing to the ATI energy

spectrum.

The most important results from ATI studies include: peak suppression and

switching in the ATI spectrum (Kruit et ai., 1983, Bucksbaum, et ai., 1986), pon-

deromotive sc?+*ering effects on ATI electrons (Freeman, et al., 1986, and Bucks-

baum et al., 1987), red shifts, peak broadenings, and ac Stark-shifted resonances

(substructures) in the ATI spectrum (Freeman et ai., 1987; Agostini, et al., 1989;

and Rottke, et ai., 1990). It is interesting to note that all these results point to

the same physical origin: the ac-Stark effect, which generally refers to the ac-field-

induced level shifts, broadening, and splittings rather than simply level splitting

in a perturbative dc-field. Here we note that these ATI studies have provided def-

inite and direct information of ponderomotive effects on Rydberg states and ATI

electron energies; they also imply a ponderomotive threshold shift, which can be

verified directly by scanning photon energies across threshold.

Other interesting phenomena include the laser-induced tunnel effect (Baldwin,

et ai, 1981), which may be well characterized classically (Augst, et ai., 1989); and

multiple ionization, in which electrons tend to be ionized sequentially from the same

atom (Lambropolous and Tang, 1987). However, study of these very-high-intensity

effects in our case is beyond the capability of our current laser system.
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1.1.2 Multiphoton Detachment from Negative Ions

Negative atomic ions generally have a low binding energy, one bound state,

with the outer electron experiencing a short-range potential, allowing simple mod-

eling of the fundamental processes of MPI. Structures in the continuum (see for

example, Harris, et al., 1990) far above the detachment threshold can be safely

ignored for moderate laser fields. Thus, multiphoton excitation processes from

the ground state to the continuum can be studied without interference from any

intermediate electronic states. These are some of the advantages of studying mul-

tiphoton processes in negative ions. In the past, most investigations on MPI have

been done with neutral atoms, especially with the rare gases, the hydrogen atom,

and the atomic alkalis. Although the study of multiphoton detachment (MPD) in'

negative ions began early in the 1960's, much less attention has been paid to such

simple atomic systems in the intense study of multiphoton processes.

Among the first few pioneering works in MPD, Geltman (1963) assumed plane-

wave approximation for intermediate and final states and calculated two-photon

ionization rates for I~, Cl~, and F~; Hall et al. (1965), using a Ruby laser with

a focused intensity of 2 GW/cm2, measured two-photon detachment cross sections

of I". Their results differed only by a factor of three or so. Improved calculations

(Robinson and Geltman, 1967), considering exact wavefunctions in a central po-

tential, showed better agreement with experiment. These early calculations were

based on perturbation theory.

When the atom-field interaction is so strong that the usual pictures derived

from perturbation theory break down, nonperturbative treatments become neces-

sary. Among various approaches, the application of Floquet theory to MPD in a

three-dimentional zero-range potential is of special interest. Although the model

6
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is simple, much deep insight into the physics of MPI may be clearly illustrated

analytically (Berson, 1975).

Xot until recently has experimental interest in MPD resumed. Measurement

of absolute cross sections of three-photon detachment of I~ (Blondel, et ai., 1987),

and two- and three-photon detachment of F~ (Kwon, et ai.,, 19S9) have been

done at fixed photon energies. With a tunable dye laser, Trainham, ct ai., (1987a)

observed threshold behavior of two-photon detachment from Cl~, and did a power-

law study by varying laser intensities. The threshold behavior study found good

agreement with the Wigner threshold law (Wigner, 1948); while, the power-law

study showed a lower exponent, 1.4, rather than 2, which was attributed to a

possible electron reattachment process. A more realistic explanation can be given-

through our MPD study.

A test of the ac-Stark effect on the detachment threshold has been attempted

in a two-color experiment (Trainham, et ai., 1987b), showing a ponderomotive

shift which is about five times smaller than that caused by the peak laser intensity.

This deviation was attributed to experimental circumstances, e.g., the spatial and

temporal substructure of laser pulses. However, the threshold structure of a two-

color experiment is not so simple, and is usually complicated by interference effects

(Crance, 1990). To be specific, in this type of two-color experiment an intense low-

frequency (U>L) laser is employed to cause an appreciable ponderomotive shift in

the continuum. Another weak high-frequency (U>H » ui) tunable laser is used as a

probe to scan across the one-photon threshold, producing detachment signals over

a small range of photon energies. In this case, the single-photon threshold is not

physically well defined, since threshold structures may occur around huitf ±nhu;i =

Eb + Ep, which has been well illustrated by a two-color MPD study with circularly

polarized light (Becker et ai., 1990b). Since different reaction channels (or final

7
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states with different angular momenta, Ih) may be dominant over different photon-

energy regions, fitting data to the Wigner threshold law for /= 1 does not seem

reasonable. For a real test of ponderomotive threshold shift, using simply one laser

may be the easiest choice, seeing that now UJH = UL, and multiphoton thresholds

can be well defined. This is one of the features of our MPD experiment.

1.2 Multiphoton Detachment from H

The H~ ion is one of the simplest multielectron atomic systems, in which one

of the two electrons is weakly bound by the induced electric dipole field formed

by the proton-electron core. It has a very simple energy level structure, except

for its high-lying resonances that are far above its first detachment threshold. It

also has a very low detachment threshold energy: Ei> — 0.7542 eV (Smirnov, 1982;

and Lykke et ai., 1991), taken from the H~ ground state to the first continuum

threshold of H°(n = 1) with one electron just inside the continuum, where n is

the principal quantum number. It is noted that excitations from the H~ ground

state to H°(n > 2) + e~ (in the continuum) require more energy than 10.9 eV.

When the excitation photon energy is small (say < 0.5 eV), these processes require

absorptions of many more photons than required for reaching the first detachment

threshold; thus, they are much less likely to happen in the range of our laser

intensities: -E'p(^O.leV) < £"& < 10 eV. Thus, we may simply consider the

dominant processes:

H~ +(N + s)photons -> H°(n = 1) + e~(in the continuum), (1.3)

where N is the minimum number of photons required for photo-detachment in a

field of constant intensities, and s is the surplus number of photons absorbed above

the minimum.

8
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1.2.1 Theoretical interest in MPD of H~

The first calculations of the differential and total two-photon detachment cross

sections of H~ were done very early (Adelman, 1972) by assuming a zero-range

potential and by using LOPT. The photon energy and polarization dependences

of the cross sections were examined over the whole 2-photon range. For linear

polarization, the S-wave (/ = 0) dominates right above the two-photon threshold,

resulting in a nearly isotropic angular distribution of the ejected electron; whereas,

the D-wave dominates near the one-photon threshold and the distribution is sharply

peaked along the light polarization. The ratio of cross sections between circular and

linear polarizations is very rm&W on the low-energy side, and gets bigger and bigger

towards the one-photon threshold. Note that a simple model such as this may

lead to a better understanding of the fundamental MPI physics. This method has

recently been generalized for calculating up to seven-photon total detachment cross

sections (Geltman, 1990). There have been some other calculations of two-photon

cross sections of H~ via different approaches (Arrighini, et ai., 1987; Crance and

Ay mar, 1985; and Fink and Zoller, 19S5); unfortunately, apparent disagreement

exists among these results. It is noted that the above approaches only considered

lowest-order transitions, they show neither intensity-dependent cross sections nor

ponderomotive effects.

More detailed physics may be revealed through non-perturbative studies. Us-

ing an integral-equation (Floquet) approach, Shakeshaft and Tang (1987) showed

that the MPD rate may not increase monotonically with intensity, and that the

ground level of H" is generally shifted downward by an amount which is much

smaller than EF. Mercouris and Nicolaides (1988) considered MPD of H~ with

a CO2 laser, and showed possible electron correlation effects for intensities above

25 GW/cm2. Although these calculations showed results for only a few photon

9
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energies, they helped in predicting the feasibility of our experiment. More recent

calculations have been done by Dorr et al., (1990) and Becker et al., (1990a), using

different Floquet methods and model potentials. Their results have found very

good agreement with each other; especially, they compare well with our experi-

mental results.

1.2.2 About the H* MPD Experiment

This experiment is a direct extension of previous photo-detachment experi-

ments conducted by the University of New Mexico/LANL group since 1976. The

goal was to perform an extensive study of nonresonant multiphoton detachment

processes in the H~ ion by using an intense CO2 laser beam and relativistic Doppler

tuning effects. As compared to other MPI experiments, this experiment is unique

in that the photon energy can be tuned over a large range so that many different

orders of multiphoton processes may be examined and compared consistently. Due

to the relativistic speeds of the H~ and the small dimensions of the interaction

region, typical interaction times are on the picosecond level.

The main purpose of this experiment is, through performing a series of consis-

tent measurements, to study the total electron detachment rate, F, as a function

of photon energy (in the center of mass) and laser intensity (actually ponderomo-

tive energy). Features such as threshold behaviors, power-law dependence, channel

closing effects, and ponderomotive shifts, etc., are the main points of the study.

The variation of V with the order of nonlinearity is also of interest. Being limited

by equipment, however, the roles of laser polarization in MPD will only be briefly

discussed in Chapter 3.

In the experiment, the required relativistic H~ beam, provided by the Clin-

ton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF), was delivered to the High-

Resolution Atomic Beam Facility (HIRAB), an experimental area dedicated to

10
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H* B«am
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Fig. 1.1. Schematic diagram of the experiment.

high-resolution atomic physics at LAMPF. The beam was intersected with an in-

tense radiation from a powerful CO2-TEA (transversely excited at atmospheric

pressures) laser, see Fig. 1.1. The laser radiation was linearly polarized and was

tuned to a wavelength of 10.6 pm in the lab. The intersection angle (a= 0, when

head on) of these two beams was changed by turning a rotation frame, relative to

which the laser beam was essentially fixed. The laser photon energy in the ion's

center of mass (CM) frame is a function of a:

= 7(1 (1.4)

where (for an 800 MeV H~ beam) 7= 1.85, /3= 0.842, and fiwjai= 0.117 eV (the

photon energy in the lab frame). By changing a from 162° to 18°, the photon

energy can be tuned from 0.043 eV up to 0.391 eV in the center of mass of an

SOO-MeV H~. With photon energy in this range, and with laser intensities high

11
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enough, we could observe 2- up to probably 17-photon MPD processes, depending

on available laser intensities. A very important feature of the experiment is that

the ponderomotive energy, Ep, remains a constant when a is changed, since Ep oc

I/(h^)2 and the intensity (/) transforms like u2 (see section 2.6).

After the interaction the photodetached electrons (and thus HOls) continue to

travel along the beam. The electrons are swept out from the beam by a weak mag-

netic field within an electron spectrometer into a detector. Further downstream,

the H~ beam is steered by an analyzing magnet into a Faraday cup; whereas,

the H° atoms simply go straight forward into a detector. Analog signals are digi-

tized and analyzed giving either total MPD cross sections or detachment rates (see

Appendix F).

(0

CO §

25
Kill

0 "

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

Fig. 1.2. Preliminary data of H" photodetachment relative cross section versus
photon energy, from 0.15 to 0.32 eV, and from 0.08 to 0.18 eV (obtained with a
higher photomultiplier gain). Y-axis scaling in the two sets of data differs by a
factor of ~ 10.
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The first observation of MPD in H~ was attempted successfully at HIRAB,

on August 31, 1988. The H" beam energy was 581 MeV, resulting in a smaller

tuning range of photon energies than at 800 MeV. Preliminary results (Tang, et

ai., 1989) showed 3- to 8-photon detachment signals at an averaged laser intensity

of ~ 20 GW/cm2, as shown in Fig. 1.2. However, detailed data analysis was

precluded mainly due to uncertainties in the beam overlap, detailed geometry of

the interaction region, and especially the laser intensity. The intensity problem was

mainly due to the multimode operation of the laser. A typical laser pulse temporal

profile is shown in Fig. 1.3, whose spiky structure was due to the beating of many

axial modes.

50 200100 150

TIME (ns)

Fig. 1.3. A typical temporal profile of the multi-axial-mode CO2 laser pulses.

Improvements in the experiment were made early in 1989. With a low-

pressure gain cell in the laser cavity, the gain profile was modified to obtain single-

longitudinal-mode operation, resulting in temporally smooth laser pulses. A new

13
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interaction chamber was built, which has a big view port and a remotely controlled

beam monitor, ensuring good beam overlap. Also, the use of a 12-bit angle encoder

improves the angular resolution to better than 0.1 degree. With these efforts, data

of much better quality were obtained in August, 1989.

The basic physcis and concepts of atom-field interaction are discussed in detail

in Chapter 2; an important gauge problem is further examined in Appendix B.

Interesting features of MPD in H~ are considered from theoretical points of view

in Chapter 3. Details of experimental method and procedure are summarized in

Chapter 4. Finally, the results are shown and discussed in Chapter o; a direct

comparison of our data with theory around the 2-photon detachment threshold at

the lowest peak laser intensity (2 GW/cm2) shows fairly good agreement. More -

calculations and comparisons may be worth doing, which may cost a huge amount

of CPU time. Other interesting details include a derivation of the integral equation

for the Floquet eigenvalue of H~ (Appendix C), operational information of the

CO2 laser system (Appendix D), and a procedure for aligning the laser and optics

(Appendix E).
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Chapter 2

Basic Physics and Concepts

Multiphoton (MP) processes in single atoms usually occur with very low prob-

ability; they are usually observed only in intense light fields. Collective coherent

responses of atoms or molecules in dense media, e.g., crystals, effectively magnify

the transition probability for MP processes so that many applications in nonlinear

optics do not require very intense fields. The study of MP processes in single atomic

systems is essential for understanding the fundamental interactions of matter with

intense radiation. For example, MPI plays an essential role in the initialization of

optical breakdown in gases (Chin, 1970). Studying MPD in the simple H~ system

with quite tunable parameters may bring deep insight into the usually complicated

MP processes.

2.1 General Aspects

Electrons sitting in an (monochromatic) EM-field experience a periodic ex-

ternal modulation in their motion. Unlike free electrons, tightly bound electrons,

under the influence of a binding potential, cannot move coherently with the EM-

field, Similar to the situation in a system of two coupled oscillators, harmonic

components (of field frequency) in electron motion may be generated through the

periodic interaction (or boundary condition). Being driven by the field, an elec-

tron does not have a constant energy, instead, it appears "dressed" by photons and

shows a spectrum of frequency components in the associated wavefunction. This
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is manifested in the well known Volkov state (for free electrons in a plane-wave

field) and the Floquet (or quasienergy) state (for bound electrons) in an ac-field.

As happens in dc electric fields, energy levels of bound states are also shifted and

broadened in ac fields; they have an intensity-dependent lifetime (or complex en-

ergy) and an ac-Stark shift. The field-related energy-level broadening is due to

coupling of a bound state to the continuum and other bound states such that the

probability of finding an electron in the bound state decreases with time.

When the field is intense enough to induce high MPI rates (F) close to or

even higher than the field frequency (w), the effective interaction time may be too

short for the bound electron to experience a periodic interaction. Nevertheless, the

final state is still dressed in the field. This situation is in the tunnel regime, where.,

the field amplitude is the dominant parameter rather than the field frequency.

Then, long-interaction-time (r ^» 2TT/U>) theories, including perturbation theory

and Floquet theory, may no longer be valid.

If the interacting field varies little in space during the escape of the detached

electron from the interaction region, the time-averaged kinetic energy of the final

state, < Ef >, may remain constant and be measured outside the field. For a

linearly polarized electric field, E — EQ sinwre, where e is a unit vector, the final

state energy may be found by classical mechanics (Gallagher, 1988) as

< Ef >= Ep(l+ 2cos2w<0), (2.1)

where Ep = e2£o/4mu>2 is the ponderomotive energy of the electron in the field,

and to is a reference time when the detached electron has zero velocity in the field.

The first term in Eq. (2.1) corresponds to the quiver energy; while, the second term

at time to is a potential energy, which eventually becomes translational energy.

Thus, the electron energy being detected is dependent on the reference time and
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thus the phase and amplitude of the field that seen by the electron when ionization

is completed. A recent experiment done by Tate et al. (1990) with microwaves,

where the phase and the amplitude of the field can be tuned for interaction, has

justified the validity of Eq. (2.1). However, one may question: What happens as

•jj approaches 0? In the low-frequency limit, we must caution that the requirement

of a long interaction time for the validity of Eq. (2.1) may not be realized by

experiments using an atomic beam, and that the electron kinetic energy (quivering

or translational) may simply be due to acceleration by the field after ionization has

occurred. In the low-frequency (long-wavelength) limit that the electron escape

time is much shorter than one period of the field, the quiver energy term is to

be ignored, and the measured electron energy simply registers the instantaneous

field amplitude (or potential energy) when ionization occurs. Thus, ionization in

the limiting case gives T 3> a,%. It seems that the field amplitude may become the

dominant factor in the high-intensity or low-frequency limit. In another limiting

case of interaction with extremely short light pulses (say 1 or 2 cycles), we may

need to solve Schrodinger equation dynamically, since the transition rate can only

be defined for a reasonably long interaction time.

The concept of adding ponderomotive energy to the final continuum state

can be realistic when the electron has been oscillating with the field in making

transition to the continuum. This situation actually requires F «C u and a long

interaction time (r ;» 2TT/UJ). AS will be seen later that the required conditions

are satisfied by our experiment.

MP excitations in intense fields are very intriguing problems. Unlike single-

photon processes in weak fields, they are to be considered nonperturbatively. Es-

pecially, the usual physical considerations of transition from one stationary state to

another, in the framework of perturbation theory, have been strongly challenged.
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Development of the theories of multiphoton processes in atomic systems has

a long history. Various approaches have been developed to investigate the com-

plicated problems of atoms interacting with strong EM fields. These approaches

can be roughly categorized as perturbative or nonperturbative according to what

approximations are made. Perturbative methods can be valid when the initial

(ground) state is not depleted and the electron-field interaction is small compared

to the atomic potential. It is generally true that perturbation theories will break

down when the electron couples strongly to the field. Relevant criteria will be

discussed below. In practical applications, perturbation theories mainly consist of

lowest-order perturbation theory (LOPT) and those including a few higher-order

correction terms (Aymar and Crance, 1981). LOPT predicts a simple power-law

dependence of ionization rates on laser intensity for nonresonant MPI, which has

been proved by many experiments (Lompre et ai., 1976), and it was thought that

the power law should hold for nonresonant MPI. However, significant deviations

have been observed in ATI experiments and in our research. Nonperturbative meth-

ods mainly include the Green-function approach, or other equivalent formalisms

using scattering theory or the time-evolution operator, Floquet theory, and direct

numerical treatments of the Schrodinger equation. In principle, the most accurate

method is to solve the Schrodinger equation numerically, taking all interactions

into account. However, a huge amount of CPU time and high numerical accuracy

are required, making this approach very expensive.

There are also subtle gauge problems in treating MP problems. The minimal

coupling of a charged particle to the EM-field, which is exact in classical dynamics,

is taken as the starting point to examine the use of the gauge-dependent Hamilto-

nian and wave functions. The various aspects and validity of the commonly used

analytical approaches will be reviewed in this chapter.
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2.2 Consistency of Gauge, Operator, and State Vector

Various problems may be encountered in the theoretical treatment of time-

dependent quantum systems. One of the main problems is the choice of gauge

for describing the time evolution of the system and the consequent requirement

of consistency in expressing state vectors. Using gauge inconsistently may result

in blunders such as gauge-dependent transition amplitudes. Yet, this conceptual

difficulty may be solved if one can correctly identify the energy eigenstates, unper-

turbed Hamiltonian, and interaction Hamiltonian in the gauge of interest.

Evolution of a quantum state, |<P >, can be described by the Schrodinger equa-

tion,

i f t^Jp = # | * > , (2.2).

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. In the Schrodinger picture, H is always

time-independent for a closed system; however, it becomes time-dependent for an

open system exchanging energy with external sources. In problems dealing with

atoms interacting with an EM-field, the Hamiltonian considered is usually time-

dependent, simply because the field is not included as a part of the system. In

the non-relativistic single-particle model, the minimal-coupling (Coulomb gauge)

Hamiltonian describing the motion of an atomic electron in the field is given by

Hc(r-t) = fr-ff»' + K«. (2.3)

where p— —ihV is the canonical momentum, Ac is the vector potential for the

field, V is the atomic potential energy, f the position vector of the electron with

respect to the nucleus, and q (m) is the charge (mass) of the electron. It is noted

that in this gauge, the Hamiltonian is identical to the energy operator, £, which is

defined as the sum of the kinetic energy and atomic potential energy of the electron

(see Appendix B); no explicit interaction potential energy with the field can be
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seen. This peculiar situation is quite different from what is usually encountered

in quantum mechanics, where an extra interaction is introduced by adding an

additional potential energy. In fact, this result may be attributed to a mathematical

simplification, by which the apparent interaction is contained in the kinetic energy.

It should be noted that the unperturbed part Ho = p2/2m + V of Hc does not

correspond to a physical observable, for p here is merely a canonical momentum.

Thus, the eigenstates of Ho do not carry definite physical meaning, i.e., they are not

energy eigenstates in this gauge. Even so, they appear stationary in time, for Ho

is time-independent. In contrast, the eigenstates of Hc do not look stationary, but

they are stationary in energy. This complicated situation, however, can be well

explored by assuming the electric dipole approximation, \r\ «C A (wavelength),

under which the Coulomb gauge is referred to as the velocity (or A) gauge, and

then by a wise transformation to the electric-field (E) gauge:

>= r | * c >= exp(-ifff • Ac(0,t)/h)\<bc >, (2.4)

where |^ c > is the state vector in the velocity gauge, \<j> > is the new state vector,

and T is the Goppert-Mayer gauge transformation factor (Goppert-Mayer, 1931).

Comparisons of general physical properties and relations between these two gauges

are included in Appendix B and summarized in Table 2.1.

It is noted that the condition of |f| < A for the electric-dipole approximation

(EDA), restricts the validity of these two gauges to places not too far from the

nucleus. Thus, the transformation T applies to a localized region other than ev-

erywhere. When the above requirement is not satisfied, the advantages of using

the E-gauge may no longer exist: the canonical momentum is not identical to the

kinetic momentum, and the unperturbed Hamiltonian, Ho, may not be identified

as the energy operator any more. Use of these two gauges can be justified for tran-

sitions between two low-lying states, or from a low-lying state to a highly-excited
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Entity

State Vector

Hamiltonian (H)

Kinetic Momentum (mr)

Ho = f/2m + V

Eigenvalue Equation

Unperturbed Basis Set

Unperturbed Hamiltonian

Interaction Hamiltonian

•1-vector Potential

A-gauge

| * >

(p- -;A)2/2m + V

i > - 9--f

Not an energy operator

HT<\<t>n >= EnV\<t>n >

H- Hi

H, = qr dA/dt

(.4(0,0,0)

E-gauge

\<s> >= r | * >

?j2m + V -qrE

P

An energy operator

HQ\<t>n > = En\4>n >

{!*>}

Hi = -qr-E

(0,-fE{Q,t)

Notes

f _ g-tq? MO.tl/li

p= Canonical Momentum

"Unperturbed" Hamiltonian

r r | ^ n > is "dressed"

Energy eigenstates

see Appendix B

the same H,

Oipole Approximation

Table 2.1. Relations between the E- and A- gauges in the EDA.

state, or ionization from low-lying states, as long as the overlap of the involved

wavefunctions is mainly within a region where r < A throughout. A recent paper

(Giusti-Suzor and Zoller, 1987) reviewed atom-field interactions in three forms, i.e.,

the velocity, length, and acceleration gauges. It was emphasized that it is prefer-

able to work with the length form (or the E-gauge) when close to the atomic core

(or for small r); and that the acceleration-form interaction goes asymptotically

to zero for large r, and thus is the most convenient when dealing with Rydberg

or continuum states- which may go beyond the range of validity of the already

assumed dipole approximation if the wavelength involved is not much greater than

the atomic dimensions.

In the E-gauge, HQ is the sum of the kinetic energy (p2/2m) and atomic

potential energy, V, so that it is the energy operator. Accordingly, its eigenstates

are not only stationary but form a complete physical basis set. Expansion of state
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vectors in terms of these basis states can provide direct information of population

redistribution in treating problems of relaxation from finite (in time) interaction

with external sources. The influence of an external EM-field on the electron is

effectively represented as a perturbation,

Hi(F,t)= -gf-E(0,t), (2.5)

where the electric field, E = —dAc/dt, may actually be identified as the dielectric

displacement (Ackerhalt and Milonni, 1984), and Hi corresponds to the electronic

(dipolar) polarization energy due to the presence of the field. Problems of pho-

ton excitations may be solved unambiguously in this gauge as compared to other

gauges, where caution must be exercised to avoid mixing gauges.

For multielectron atomic systems, both the Hamiltonian and state vector may

explicitly describe the involved electrons. However, depending on the process of

interest, say photodetachment of H~, the one-electron model considered above

can be sufficient and the core of the ion is effectively represented by a potential.

The simplification will certainly break down when other competing processes, say

two-electron excitations of H~, are becoming appreciable.

2.3 Perturbation Theory

In standard perturbation theory (PT), the evolution of a state in MP processes

can best be described by a Feynman diagram. Each absorption or emission of a

photon by an electron will bring the state into another which is a linear superpo-

sition of the basis set of eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Then, the

state is seen to evolve step by step and is eventually projected on a final state of

interest to find the transition amplitudes. The influence of the applied EM field
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on an atomic electron is taken as much weaker than the associated atomic poten-

tial so that the time-dependent state vector can be approximated by that of the

initial state, up to a certain stage, in evaluating transition amplitudes. Also, the

final state considered is always taken as an unperturbed state; this approach may

finally break down because distortion (or dressing) of final states has to be taken

into account for intense radiation.

The time-dependent interaction Hamiltonian, in the electric dipole approxi-

mation and in the E gauge, is

Htft) = -qf-(eE0e-Mt/2+cc.), (2.6)

where EQ is the amplitude of the electric field, *J is the angular frequency of the

light wave, r*is the electron position vector with respect to the nucleus, c.c. denotes

the complex conjugate, and \f\ <C A. The Schrodinger equation is

5P >= (#o(r) + Ht(f, t)] |#(«) >, (2.7)

where HQ is the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Before making any approximations, let

us consider the evolution operator of the perturbed system, which is well known

as

U(i,to)= *7o(Mo) + ^ / <f t ' tVM')# i ( r ,<W,*o) , (2.8)

where to is a reference time before the the appearance of Hi, |$(*o) >= I* > is the

initial state, U satisfies

ihdU/dt = HU, (2.9)

and UQ is the evolution operator of the unperturbed system:

H0U0. (2.10)
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By iteration of Eq. (2.7), we may obtain the standard perturbation expansion of

U in Hr.

U(t,tQ) = U0(t,t0) + V U[n){t,tc), (2-11)

where

T f K**) (4 4 \ ^_ / J i TT 14 -f \ W / / ^ / /7^ T^ (•/ ^ \ 7*1 r / ^

J to -J to

••• / " " ' dtnH,(tn)U0(tn,to). (2.12)

The connection with another approach using the Green's function (see Appendix

A)

G(r,*;rV) = -I < rF(M')|r* >, (2.13)
in

can be clearly seen by comparing Eq. (2.8) and the expression,

G(x;f) = G0(x;f)-(- fdx"G0(x;x")H,(x")G(x",x>), (2.14)

where x = (r*, i), and G and Go are the Green's functions for the perturbed and

unperturbed system, respectively.

To get analytical expressions for transition amplitudes, the following four con-

ditions are imposed: (1) the reference time to is in the remote past, i.e. to —• — oo;

(2) the interaction is switched on adiabatically; (3) the interaction time is much

longer than the atomic periods of the bound electron; and (4) Eo varies little dur-

ing the interaction time. Then, one may find, by successive integration (Faisal,

1984), the N'k-order partial transition amplitude from \i > to a final state | / >,

) > , (2.15)

which is a sum of 2^ terms, each corresponding to an N-stage photon absorption

or emission process characterized by an an energy-conserving ^-function: S(Ei ±
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h^j ±kuj ± • • • ±fuv — Ej). For energy conservation, only a few of the 2N terms

may contribute to the transition amplitude. For an N-photon absorption process,

Ef = E, 4- Nhu:, the lowest-order transition amplitude may be obtained as

AN = - 2 ™ ( — ^ ) / v V">, (2.16)

and the corresponding transition rate is, ignoring higher-orders,

T{N) = [2n(2vau>)N\TN\2]FN6(ui + Nu - u;/), (2.17)

where a is the fine structure constant, F is the photon flux, 0;^^)= Ei(f)/?i, and

< f\f- e\afj-i > • • • < O2\r- e\a.i >< aj|r*- e\i >

(2.18)

where the intermediate N-l states a ; are carried over all the atomic states including

the continuum. Upon integrating F ^ over a transition line shape, we may write

F.v= <T,V FN, where <7,v is the so-called generalized cross section (Lambropoulos,

1976). It is seen that to the lowest order, the transition rate varies with photon flux

(or intensity) to the N-th order, and that a.v is dependent of the atomic structure

and photon energy and polarization.

When contributions from higher orders are included, the total N-photon ab-

sorption probability amplitude becomes

}, (2-19)
m = 0

It is noted that severe difficulties may occur in case of resonances with intermedi-

ate states, since problems with population trapping (or mixing of states) in this

situation are not taken into account in perturbation theory. Furthermore, energy

levels can be shifted, and final states can be seriously distorted in intense fields.
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The perturbative assumption of (/ > as an eigenstate of Ho is really question-

able. Nevertheless, perturbation theory may still provide good comparisons for

nonresonant MPI experiments with moderate intensities.

2.4 Keldysh-Type Theory

This type of theory considers intense-field induced transitions from an ini-

tial stationary state to a field-dressed final Volkov state, which may be taken as

an approximation in evaluating the overlap of the advanced state with the initial

state (see Appendix A). Equivalently, one may consider the overlap of the retarded

state and a final state. Those theories, as discussed below, lead to some interest-

ing features, e.g., ponderomotive effects on thresholds and energy spectra of ATI

electrons, that cannot be explained by perturbation theory. These theories can be

taken as nonperturbative as far as the effects of the EM-field is concerned.

2.4.1 Keldysh Ansatz

The famous Keldysh theory (Keldysh, 1965) has been most frequently referred

to in the literature associated with MPI problems, since by modeling atomic sys-

tems with simple potentials, it may lead to analytical, easy-to-interpret results. So

far, it has shown good analytical agreement with many experiments.

The whole idea is clear and brief: the only difference between this theory and

the usual (first-order time-dependent) perturbation theory is the substitution of a

stable final state by a ("photon-dressed" free-electron) Volkov state. This state is

well defined in the A-gauge and long-wavelength approximation (Reiss, 1980) as

an eigenstate of

Hf = (p - qA(t))2/2m, (2.20)
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where A(t) = a{eiut ip + c.c.)/2, and a is the amplitude of A. The wave function

is given by (Faisal, 1984), to within a normalization factor and a phase factor,

" ' . (2.21)

For linear polarization, say in the x-direction, ep = i,

ae,z/2)e-in^, (2.22)

where pis the translational momentum, k= p/h, Ep is the ponderomotive energy,

z = Ep/ku>, k( = k • ip, ae = eE/mu2 is the radius of electron oscillation in the

field, and the generalized Bessel function

Jn-2m{u) Jm(v), (2.23)
m— — oo

where Jn is the n'A-order Bessel function.

For circular polarization, say in the x-y plane, the unit polarization vector

may be taken as ip = (£ ± iy)/\/2, satisfying

*} = (fy2 = 0, (2.24)

and

*,-?,= 1. (2.25)

The Volkov wave function is

oo

(2.26)

It is obvious that Volkov states do not have a well defined energy, but rather a

well-defined energy spectrum under the above assumptions.
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Through an appropriate gauge transformation, Keldysh did his calculation in

the E-gauge. The transition amplitude is just

Ai~f = \ T dt< T(t)^;\t)\Ht(t)\i(t) >, (2-27)

where T is given by Eq. (2.4), Hi and \i > are given in the E-gauge. The key

concept of this theory lies in the judicious choice of a Volkov state as the final

state. Although the theory ignores effects of the residual atom (or V") on the

departing electron, it has taken the main effect of the electric field into account

and effectively employed the concept of dressed states. Also, it suggests that the

usual approximation of using a plane-wave final state in photoionization needs

further modifications ;.n case of intense fields. This concept may be justified in-

that the final state of MPI is initiated inside the field, which is still driven by the

field no matter where or how it is detected.

Although this approach has been frequently referred to as nonperturbative,

mainly because it fully includes the field coupling effect in the final state, it is

not a firmly founded theory. It is generally believed as an ansatz, and its validity

has not been rigorously justified. In fact, it has been shown recently (Burlon et al.

1987; Mu 1989) that the Keldysh theory is simply a first-order perturbation theory

in atomic potential. Therefore, it could be a good approximation for MPI in weakly

bound systems. However, there are still no criteria for now to discriminate loosely

bound systems from the others (Coulomb force may be effectively short-range in

MPI).

Although Keldysh assumed much smaller photon energy than the ionization

energy, to get analytical results, several important results were derived from his

calculation. One shows that the ionization may occur through various channels

each involving absorption of an integral number of photons. Another shows the
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transition may be due to seemingly different processes, the tunnel effect and MPI.

Keldysh showed that the tunnel effect and the multiphoton effect are essentially

the same in nature, except that they are different limiting cases. The limiting cases

are characterized by the Keldysh parameter

7 A-=W(2m/o)1 / 2 /e£, (2.28)

where Jo is the ionization energy, and E is the electric field amplitude. The tunnel

effect corresponds to low frequencies and strong fields (7/v- <£ 1); while, the MPI

corresponds to high frequencies and not too strong fields (7^' S> 1). The tunnel

effect may also happen in high-frequency fields, if the intensity can be sufficiently

high. There are no absolute criteria as to whether or not the field frequency is high

or low, which is of physical meaning in a relative sense. To be specific, the Keldysh

parameter can be interpreted as the ratio of field frequency to tunneling frequency

(Keldysh, 1965), which is dependent on the ionization potential, field frequency,

and field amplitude. A frequency in the microwave regime can be a high frequency

with respect to a Rydberg state (Gallagher, 1988).

We may also consider these two effects from a classical point of view. The

ground-state electron momentum may be evaluated as po — (2rnIQ)1^2, and the

change in electron-momentum magnitude in one optical cycle may be roughly eval-

uated by Ap = eE/u. Then we may rewrite -/K = Po/Ap. To ionize the electron

an increment of momentum on the order of (2m/o)^2 has to be added. Thus,

ionizations occurring with 7ft- >• 1 are multiphoton processes. In the other case,

where ~IK "€ li the tunnel effect seems to be apparent. This is approaching the

classical limit where a huge number of quanta can be exchanged in one cycle.

It is noted that the usual tunnel effect considered in quantum mechanics does

not involve any energy transfer, which corresponds to the limiting case u = 0. In

other cases the tunnel effect may still be taken as a multiphoton process in the

classical limit.
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2.4.2 A View on Keldysh-type Theories

Since Keldysh's theory was not rigorous, many attempts have been made to

justify its validity. The most impressive ones are considered below.

(A) Faisal's Theory:

Faisal (1973) employed a time-dependent scattering theory to solve the

Schrodinger equation,

J?(t)|*(*) > = (Ho + HliA\t)) |*(t) >, (2.29)

where the commonly used "interaction" Hamiltonian in the A-gauge,

H{
t
A\t) = -qp- A/m + q2A2

o(t)/2m, (2.30)

(-oo) > = \i >, and |#(oo) > = \f >. The initial and final states are both

"unperturbed" eigenstates of HQ in the A-gauge. Through a space translation

operation, a gauge transformation in the dipole approximation, the new state

*|$ > = T |$ > = e* / dtHi)^>\^ >, (2.31)

which satisfies the simple Schrodinger equation in the new gauge,

/ 2 m + V(?+3{t))]\*>, (2-32)

where s(t) — —^ J dt' A(t') may be taken as the change in electron position by

the field (see Appendix B). It is seen that asymptotically for

|r| » ea/muj = ae, (2.33)

the above Schrodinger equation reduces to the unperturbed one

at
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Then, by using a formula for the T-matrix (Reiss 1970), Faisal found the transition

amplitude as

Ai^f = ^ r dt< f\H\A\t)\T*$ > . (2.35)

This theory treats the EM-field as a perturbation on the transfonned state,

{$(*) >; then, transforms it back to \$(t) > in the A-gauge, a retarded state.

Finally, the transition amplitude is calculated by projecting \ty > onto a "station-

ary" state in this gauge. A fundamental problem with this approach is that the

stationary final state \f > in the A-gauge should be replaced by |T*/ >, an energy

stationary state in the A-gauge, where T is given by Eq. (2.4).

Another severe problem with this approach is that the condition for the above

asymptotic approximation is not good for a tightly localized ground state, where

the requirement of |rj >̂ ae may be easily broken in moderately intense fields.

Although Faisal considered the problem later on (Faisal, 1987 a) using the other

equivalent approach as mentioned earlier, he did not consider the initial state as

T*\i >. The gauge problem was settled (Faisal, 1987b) simply by switching to the

E-gauge.

(B) Reiss' Theory:

A modified version of Keldysh theory was done by Reiss (1980) in the A-

gauge. Starting with forma]. S-matrix scattering theory, he calculated the transition

amplitude -4 ,_ / by considering the overlap of the advanced and the initial states

and by approximating the advanced state by a Volkov state, which may be justified

by assuming a weakly bound system like H~. Then, with the initial state expressed

in the E-gauge, rather than T*\i >, he performed calculations for

A , w = ^ f°° dt> < *?\n\HlA){t')\i(t') > . (2.36)
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Because of the involved gauge problem, the simple analytical results derived from

the above equation (Reiss 19S0) are only valid for not very intense fields, where

T* 2: 1. In addition, they do not agree with the Wigner threshold law (VVigner,

1948; Burlon et al. 1987) at the thresholds. There is a revised version of Reiss'

theory by Perry (1988), including residual Coulomb effects. However, the gauge

problem was still not properly handled.

Although there are mistakes made in the above attempts, mainly with gauge,

the principal concepts of Keldysh's ansatz are clearly shown. Taking proper caution

on gauge (Burlon et al., 1987; Dorr et al., 1990) in the calculation of .Aj—/, the

remaining problems are simply mathematical or numerical. It is interesting to note

that since a Volkov state has infinitely many Fourier components it is possible that.-

the initial state may couple directly to a low-energy component of a Volkov state

by emitting or absorbing one photon. Further, since Keldysh type theories do not

consider energy shifts of the ground state, they are probably not as reliable as the

Floquet theory to be considered below.

2.5 Floquet Theory

The theory gets its name from G. Floquet (1883), who discussed the gen-

eral properties of the solutions of an n"*-order linear differential equation with

periodic coefficients. By this theory, there exists a solution for the time-periodic

Schrodinger equation, Eq. (2.7), of the form

*(?,*)= e-" ' /R$F(r , r ) , (2.37)

where e is the so-called characteristic exponent or quasi-energy (Zel'dovich, 1973;

and Chu, 1985), and $p is a periodic function of t:

$F(r, t + 2TT/W) = * F ( r , t). (2.38)
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For the theory to be valid, one has to assume a condition that the ionization

rate is much lower than the field frequency, i.e., on average, it should take many

optical cycles for each event of ionization to occur such that the assumption of a

periodic field can be good.

This theory has been used in problems involving a finite number of atomic

levels (Autler and Townes, 1955; Shirley, 1965). The quasi-energies discussed in

these problems are real for conservation of probability. The situation becomes quite

different when an infinite number of states, e.g. in the continuum, are involved,

say for ionization problems. For the case of our interest, MPD of H~, the bound

state is coupled to the continuum through interaction with the field. The energy

level is shifted and broadened, and the bound state has a finite lifetime. In this

case, the bound state becomes quasistationary (a resonance) and e is complex.

The complex quasi-energy cannot be obtained directly by ordinary Floquet

methods (solving the secular equation for eigenenergies). Nevertheless, this prob-

lem can be handled by complex coordinate transformation (Chu and Reinhardt,

1977; Moiseyev and Korsch; 1990). The basic idea is to make resonance states

square-integrable in a new frame so that they can be expanded, to a good approx-

imation, in terms of a finite number of square-integrable basis functions, then the

complex-eigenvalue problem can be solved as an eigenvalue problem.

Another approach is also very useful: By expanding $ F as a Fourier series,

the Schrodinger equation of $ may be reduced into a system of time-independent

coupled equations for these Fourier components, {<pn}- Then, by expressing ^nCO

as a superposition of outgoing waves when at large distances, and requiring <pn be

regular at the origin, the coupled equations may be reduced to a matrix eigenvalue

problem (Potvliege and Shakeshaft, 1989).
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A case of particular interest is the application of the Floquet theory to a

three-dimensional zero-range potential (Berson, 1975; Manakov and Fainshtein,

1981; and Becker et a/., 1990a). This approach leads to an eigenvalue problem

in a simple integral form (see Appendix C), which clearly describes the MPD

process as dependent on the photon energy, ponderomotive energy, and radiation

polarization. It should be noted that light intensity is not an independent variable

in the experiment.

2.6 Relativistic Doppler Effects

One of the main features of the experiment is the Doppler tuning effect, where

the photon energy in the moving frame of a relativistic H~ is a function of the angle

of photon incidence. This fact allows a great tunability of photon energy, and there-

fore, facilitates our investigations on MPI. In addition, through a straightforward

calculation, one can determine the angular dependence of light intensity.

Consider a photon of frequency w in the lab frame. The photon energy in the

ion's (primed) frame is

ttw' = fhu (1 + /3cosa), (2.39)

where 7 = (1 — 02)~1/2, ft = v/c, and a the angle of incidence (a=0, when head-

on). From this equation the relative photon-energy spread in the moving frame

is

where p is the momentum of the relativistic atom. In the experiment Ap/p as

5 x 10~4, and Au/u; ~ 10~6. For a focused laser beam the angular spread can be

large, and becomes the dominant factor among the uncertainties.
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To find the transformation relation for laser intensity, / , one may employ the

Lorentz transformation for the electric and magnetic fields:

£ ' = £|| + 7 (£x+ vxB), (2.41)

and

B' = 5|, + 7(£fj. - v x E/c2), (2.42)

and || (_L) denotes the vector component in (perpendicular to) the direction of

v. Through some algebraic manipulation, one may find that, for a plane wave

propagating in the z-direction and an observer moving at an angle a from the

z-axis

E' x H' = £#{(s ina ( l + ;3cosa)[7(7- l )cosa+ -y2p]p

- 7(7- l )s in 2Q(l+/3cosa)]z}, (2.43)

where H is the magnetic field vector, and p is the unit vector in the radial direction

from the z-axis. Since I <x\E x H\, one may find that

/ ' = (7(1 + /3cosa)]2I, (2.44)

which indicates both the field amplitude and photon flux change by a factor of

"7(1 + /? cos a)." From the intensity relation one may evaluate the intensity in the

ion's frame while measurement is done in the lab frame. However, it should be

emphasized that a more important parameter than intensity in the experiment is

the ponderomotive energy, Ep oc ^ , which, from Eqs. (2.39) and (2.44), does not

change with a and, together with the photon energy (see Appendix C), determines

the MPD rate of H~ for fixed laser polarization.

Laser polarization is a very important factor in MP transitions. It is interesting

to note that the ellipticity of laser polarization does not change through Lorentz
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transformation by considering the following facts: (a) phase factors are Lorentz-

invariant; (b) the two perpendicular components of the electric field vector E, E\

and E2, will still be perpendicular to each other after transformation; and (c) the

field amplitudes, \E\\ and I-E l̂, change by the same factor. Thus, laser polarization

can simply be characterized in the lab frame.

2.7 A Heuristic Theory

A simple theory (Mainfray and Manus, 1984) provides a general estimate for

the order of magnitude of the transition rate of an N-photon absorption process. It

starts from the one-photon cross section cr^typically fs 10~17cm2.) A one-photon

absorption process occurs at the rate F*1* = &\F, if it is possible (does not have

to be observable). A second photon can be absorbed if it is incident in the time

T ss u~i. The rate of absorption for the second photon is the same so that the

over all rate for two-photon absorption would be

. (2.45)

On generalizing to an N-photon absorption process, we obtain

r<"> = [a»J-N]FN = *NFN. (2.46)

Then, we obtain the relation

x. (2.47)

For typical optical frequencies w « lO15^"1, we find <7tf+i/<7# * 10~32cm2 • s. At

a wavelength of 10.6 /zm, u> ~ 1.78 x lO14^"1. Then, we may expect the ratio of

cross sections to be an order of magnitude larger, and therefore it would be easier

to observe higher-order effects with lower light intensities.



Chapter 3

Features of Multiphoton Detachment in H" : Theory

Theoretical investigations of Multiphoton processes have shown specific fea-

tures which are not seen in weak-field single-photon processes, related to laser

intensity, frequency, and polarization. Some typical examples are the ponderomo-

tive shifts in the energy levels of hydrogen atom (Pindzola and Dorr, 1991), the

intensity-dependent variation in the energy spectrum of ATI electrons (Becker, et

ai., 1987), and the ponderomotive effects on the detachment threshold energy of

H~ (Becker et al,, 1990a). For electric dipole-dominant transitions, laser polar-

ization determines which final states may be accessed by absorption of a certain

number of photons, according to the dipole selection rules. Focusing on the MPD

of H~ and by the Wigner threshold law (Wigner, 1948), see section 3.1, distinct

laser polarization-dependent threshold behavior may be expected, depending on

the orbital angular momentum of the final state.

Before discussing the measurement of nonresonant MPD in H~, let us first

gain some insight into the physics involved by examining some relevant theoretical

predictions. In particular, by employing the Floquet theory for a three-dimensional

zero-range potential (Becker, et al., 1990a), some calculations were done to show

how the MPD rates may vary with laser intensity, frequency, and polarization.
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3.1 Threshold Behavior and Laser Polarization

The energy dependence of cross sections in the neighborhood of reaction

thresholds has been studied in detail (Wigner, 1948), showing that the thresh-

old behavior of the cross section is determined by the long-range interaction of

the product particles, no matter what the reaction mechanism is. For short-range

potentials (V oc — r~2~€, e > 0), Wigner showed that the inelastic cross sections,

ff«^ + 1 o c £ i ' + 1 / 2 , (3.1)

where kf, If are the momentum and orbital angular momentum quantum number

of the final state, and the excess energy (above threshold), Ee = h2k2j/2m.

The H~ ion is a typical example of a short-range potential. The weakly bound

electron in H~ at large distances from the nucleus is situated in an induced-dipole

potential, V oc —r~4 (Delone, et ai., 1985). Since V drops very fast, the binding

force may easily be overcome by thermal fluctuations or by an external field for r

no more than 10 atomic units. Then, it is plausible that the binding force of the

H~ system has a small range (ro) and the effect of V outside the range can be

ignored.

The Wigner threshold law for short-range potentials may be justified by con-

sidering the asymptotic behavior of the electron wavefunction at r = r0 (Rau,

1984). Since the outgoing radial wavefunction associated with an angular momen-

tum of l/h varies like (jfc/ro)'' (kf is so small that fc/ro «C 1) the (partial) cross

sections per unit interval of energy is

oc <*,)"' (*}|fc) oc *y+• oc &+>», (3.2)

where k\dkffdEt is a phase-space factor. The Wigner threshold law reveals that

the threshold of MPD in H~ is dominated by the channel with lowest //. To find

the dominant channel, we shall consider the effects of laser polarization below.
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Electric dipole coupling is usually the dominant mechanism in radiative atomic

transitions as long as they are not forbidden by the dipole selection rule: Al =

If — U — ±1 , where /, is the orbital angular momentum quantum number of the

initial state. The dipole selection rules for an iV-photon transition are related to

the laser polarization. For linear polarization, a direct application of the single-

photon selection rule to the Nth order results in the selection rule: | A/| = N, X —

2, iV — 4, • • •(> 0). For circular polarization, since each photon carries one unit

of angular momentum in the same direction, the JV-photon dipole selection rule

becomes \lj ^ /,| = N (choose "+" if an S-state is crossed). Fig. 3.1 shows an

example starting with an S-state, the case of our current interest.

N- 1

I

G

D

S

D

G '

i ;

6

Fig. 3 .1 . Multiphoton dipole selection rule: solid lines for linear polarization, and
dashed line for circular polarization.
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For MPD in H~ with a linearly polarized laser field, the lowest angular mo-

mentum channel has // = 0 when N is even, and If = 1 when JV is odd; whereas,

// = -V for circular polarization. Thus, in the neighborhood of the detachment

threshold, the total MPD cross section per unit interval of energy,

{
1 t "2

Ee , for linear polarization and even N;
El/2, for linear polarization and odd N; (3.3)

Ee , for circular polarization.

Then, distinct threshold features may be seen, depending on the number of photons

and laser polarization involved. It is noted that various final states may be available

when linearly polarized light is used; however, only one final state can be accessed

for circular polarization.

3.2 Zero-Range Potential— A Good Approximation for H

The simplest short-range potential is that described by a three-dimensional

S—function, which is associated with a boundary condition for the wavefunction

near the nucleus (Alvarez and Sundaram, 1990). Although this model ignores the

finite effective range of a real short-range potential, it describes well the asymp-

totic behavior of the associated outgoing wavefunctions, which really matter for

detachment probabilities.

In practical applications, the wavefunction of the zero-range potential (see

Appendix C) is usually modified according to the effective-range theory used in

neutron-proton scattering (Bethe, 1949; and Bethe and Longmire, 1950). This ap-

proach has yielded surprisingly good results in comparing with experimental data

of H~ (Ohmura and Ohmura, 1960; and Armstrong, 1963), where the (zero-range)

wavefunction is renormalized by multiplying by 1.63. For the validity of this ap-

proach, the contribution of the atomic core region to the transition matrix element

must be small; this is true for single-photon detachment from H~. However, since
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multiphoton absorptions (especially for a final S-state) are likely to occur at small

distances from the nucleus, we shall not modify the zero-range wavefunction.

It is noted that H~ photodetachment cross sections obtained by using a single-

electron model are usually multiplied by a factor of 2 (e.g., Armstrong, 1963;

Shakeshaft and Tang, 1987; Dorr), et. ai., 1990) to take into account contributions

from the two indistinguishable electrons in H~. However, the calculations shown

in the next section do not include such a modification; they are used to describe

some of the most important features of MPD in H~.

3.3 Roles of Laser Intensity, Frequency, and Polarization

The dependence of MPD rates of H~ on the laser intensity, photon energy, and-

polarization is studied below by using Eq. (C.33), a Floquet eigenvalue integral

equation derived in Appendix C for electron detachment from a three-dimensional

zero-range potential by a plane-wave monochromatic field.

3.3.1 Method of Calculation

This equation is an approximation by assuming that both the energy shift (A)

and width (hT) of the ground state are much smaller than the photon energy (hut),

and that near the nucleus, the wavefunction has approximately a time dependence

of exp(— iEpt/h), where Ep is the quasienergy. It follows from Eqs. (C.33) and

(C.6) that the electron detachment rate,

T = -4Eb(l + Cr)Ci/h, (3.4)

and the real-part energy of the Floquet state shifts from that of the unperturbed

state by

A = -Eh(2Cr + C2
T - Cf) + Ep, (3.5)
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where —Eb is the energy of the unperturbed state, Ep is the ponderomotive energy

(see Eqs. (C.26) and (C.29)), Cr = &(C), the real part of C, C, = 3{C), the

imaginary part of C, C = \J-t'*jtb - 1, and

) (3.6)

where eb = Eb/huj, z = Ep/hu>, e' = (A - Eb - Ep - ihT)/huj, I is the degree

of linear polarization (see Eqs. (C.26) and (C.30)), and u(0) - 2z{\ - cos0)/0.

We shall consider only the special cases of linear polarization, / = 1, and circu-

lar polarization, / = 0. The numerical quadrature for C was performed by using

an automatic adaptive routine based on the eight-panel Newton-Cotes rule (see

Appendix G).

3.3.2 Polarization effects and Shifts in Threshold Energies

To see how the MPD rates vary with laser frequency and polarization, let us

first consider the results obtained at two values of Ep, 0.05 and 0.1 eV, over a

photon energy range of 0.15 < hu> < 0.45 (eV), for linear polarization (LP, 1=1)

and circular polarization (CP, / = 0), respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

It is noted that at the wavelength of A = 10.6/im, 0.1 eV for Ep corresponds

approximately to an intensity of 10 GW/cm2. The effect of changing laser polariza-

tion between the limiting cases may be clearly seen from the shape of the F—curves.

The two very smooth curves are for CP-light, and the other two staircase-like curves

are for LP-light. The distinct change may be attributed to the fact that the func-

tional dependence of T on the excess photon energy,

Ee = nhu — Eb + A — Ep, for an n-photon absorption, (3.7)

changes significantly between the two limiting cases of laser polarization. The

dependence of F on Et may be investigated by studying the partial transition rate
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Fig. 3.2. Dependence of MPD rates on laser frequency, intensity, and polarization.

of each reaction channel; unfortunately, this complicated work can not be covered

in the thesis. Nevertheless, for a qualitative check, one may find that the prediction

of Eq. (3.3) finds good agreement near the thresholds (Ee slightly above 0). Since

various final states may be accessed with LP-light, channel interferences may be

responsible for the small variations in F. In contrast, since, for CP-light, only one

channel (with large / /) is allowed within each order of multiphoton absorption, ths

shape of F looks smoother. In general, F varies slowly with Ee for CP-light, and no

clear threshold feature can be seen on the semi-log scale; however, a faster change

in the slope of F may appear around a threshold, if the curve is plotted on a linear

scale.

A second significant feature may be identified as the ponderomotive shift in the

detachment threshold energies when LP-light is employed. Since A is usually much

smaller than Ep, as discussed below, the shift in the threshold energy is mainly due
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to the quiver energy, Ep, of the continuum states, and thus called a ponderomotive

shift. Then, as an approximation, the N-photon detachment threshold energy may

be written as

N = (Eb+Ep)/N. (3.8)

Not too surprising, the threshold energies shown in Fig. 3.2 are well predicted

by this equation, since the assumed ponderomotive energies are small compared

with the binding energy, and A is usually a small fraction of Ep. The theory

predicts a threshold shift nearly equal to the full ponderomotive energy; however,

in comparing theory with experiment, one must consider the distribution of laser

intensity provided by the experiment.

3.3.3 Channel Closing and Energy Shift of the Ground State

In the above, the ponderomotive shift of threshold energies caused by laser

intensity has been noticed. More laser-intensity related effects, such as channel

closings and shifts in the energy of the quasi-bound ground state, can be investi-

gated by varying the laser intensity (or Ep) over a large range. Figs. 3.3 and 3.4

show an example, where the photon energy is chosen at 0.39 eV, Ep is varied from

0.001 to 1 eV, and the detachment rates are shown for both linear and circular

polarizations.

Fig. 3.3 is plotted in a full-log scale so that one may observe changes in the

slope and thereby identify the transition from one order of nonlinearity to another.

For linear polarization (curve A), it may be seen that channel closings, as indicated

by a rapid decrease in the detachment rates, occur around Ep = 0.026, 0.42, and

0.82 eV at a step size of approximately one photon energy. After the 2-photon

detachment channels are closed, the higher-order reaction channels remain open as

they were. However, one may see that the detachment rate does not drop to zero,
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Fig. 3.3. Channel closing and transition of dominant orders.

which indicates that small but appreciable contributions from higher-orders have

already existed before the channel closing. It is interesting to note that at very low

laser intensities (Ep < 0.01 eV), the curve has a slope of nearly 2, and after the

first channel closing and for Ep < 0.25 eV, the slope becomes 3. Thus, closing of N-

photon channels may result in the dominance of (N+l)-photon processes. However,

at high intensities, significant deviation may be seen by checking the slope of the In-

curve immediately after a channel closing. To be sure of this possible high-intensity

effect, more reliable calculations either by iteration of the eigenvalue or even by

solving the matrix eigenvalue problem (see Appendix C) may be worth while doing.

It is important to note from Fig. 3.3 that the channel closing effect gives rise to

a lower exponent than predicted by LOPT, when a distribution of laser intensities

is involved, as always happens in real experiments. Fig. 3.4, shown on a semi-log
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Fig. 3.4. Same as Fig. 3.3, but on a semi-logrithmic scale.

scale, shows the channel-closing positions better. These features agree very well

with recent publications (Becker, et al., 1990a; and Dorr, et ai., 1990).

In contrast, for circular polarization, F varies smoothly with Ep. The ratio of

F between linear and circular polarization is large for very low values of Ep (or laser

intensities), and after several oscillations, it gets close to one at high intensities,

which reveals that in the calculation of T laser intensity may eventually dominate

over polarization in the high-intensity limit: Ep > Et,. Then, the Wigner threshold

law for short-range potentials may break down.

The energy of a bound state is usually shifted downward in a low frequency

{hijj < Ei) field, since the electric polarization is in the same direction as that

of the electric vector. The energy shift of the ground state of H~ in a dc-field

has been estimated (Demkov and Drukarev, 1965) as, for moderately high fields
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{E ~ 2.5 x 106 V/cm, or less)

;2 . (3.9)

For an ac-field of either linear or circular polarization, one may naively es-

timate A by replacing E in the above equation by E(t), and consider the time-

averaged energy shift,

A = - P '

where the angle bracket denotes averaging over time. It may be clearly seen that at

fixed photon energies, A varies linearly with Ep. Now, let us take A as a reference

to examine how far the energy shift from our calculation may deviate from the

estimate over a wide range of Ep.
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Fig. 3.5. Energy shifts (A) in the energy of the quasi-bound state of H . The
ponderomotive energy (Ep) is varied from 0.01 to 1.0 eV.
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Fig. 3.5 shows the energy shifts calculated for both polarizations at hu> = 0.39

eV. It is seen that for linear polarization, there are small dips occurring around the

previously mentioned positions of channel closing, while, for circular polarization,

A varies smoothly throughout the range. The ratio of A to Ep falls roughly between

0.021 and 0.026 for the whole range of our consideration. On the other hand, the

ratio of A to Ep is found as 0.017. These ratios show that our calculations deviate

from the simple estimate of Eq. (3.10) by a factor of less than 2, although Eq.

(3.9) was originally derived for not very high fields. Thus, Eq. (3.10) may provide

a rough estimate of the ac-field-induced shifts in the ground-state energy.

These features of MPD in H~ and the physics behind will be very useful in

interpreting our experimental results.
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Experiment

This experiment is distinguished by its capability to study MPD in H over a

wide range of photon energies by Doppler shifting the photon energy in the center

of mass of relativistic H~ ions. Because of the low electron affinity of H~, a CO2

laser is a reasonable choice for the experiment. Laser intensities on the order of

10 GW/cm2, available from our CO2 laser, are sufficient to generate strong signals

for some low-order MPD processes in H~. By using appropriate transformation

relations, we may consider the physics within the rest frame of the H~ ions, and

find cross-sections or detachment rates for the processes of interest.

In performing the experiment, we used equipment usually associated with nu-

clear physics: particle detectors, beam monitors, nuclear instrumentation modules

(NIM), a computer automated measurement and control (CAMAC) system, and

especially, the Q-system developed at LAMPF for real-time data acquisition and

display and for data replay. The relevant details, including the H~ beam itself,

experimental setup, limitations of the experiment, data acquisition, experimental

procedure, and calibration of signals, are outlined below.

4.1 LAMPF, HIRAB and the H~ Beam

LAMPF is one of the world's most powerful nuclear science facilities, initially

designed for studying medium-energy physics (Livingston, 1972; Rosen, 1985).

Three beams, H+ , H~, and P~ (H~ with polarized proton), are available at
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LAMPF, with a maximum energy of 800 MeV (84.2% of the speed of light). Sec-

ondary particle beams of pions (for which LAMPF is named), muons, neutrons,

and neutrinos, mostly produced by collisions of the main beams (H+) with various

targets, support a variety of experiments.

The LAMPF linear accelerator (linac) has three stages. The first stage con-

tains three injector systems, one for each of the ion types. Each injector has an ion

source and a high-voltage Cockcroft-Walton accelerator, providing particles of en-

ergy 0.75 MeV. The particles are steered, focused, and bunched (in going through a

series of radio-frequency wave cavities) in a beam transport system, before entering

the second stage.

The second stage (~ 61-m long) is a drift-tube linac, with tubes of increasing

length suspended inside 4 cylindrical vacuum tanks of one-meter diameter. Each

tank is equipped with a radio-frequency (rf) module, including controls, power

supplies, a rf amplifier, and power transmission lines, operating at 201.25 MHz.

An alternating electric field, driven at this frequency, is set between adjacent tubes.

Through 165 steps of alternating acceleration (during one-half of the rf cycle) and

drifting (when shielded by a tube during the other one-half cycle), the particles

reach an energy of 100 MeV at the output. H~ ions are accelerated in different

hay-cycles while H+ ' s are in the drift tubes; there is a relative phase lag of 180° in

accelerating H~ and H+ simultaneously.

The third stage (731-m long) is a side-coupled-cavity linac, which was invented

at LAMPF for maximum energy efficiency and for a shorter accelerator. It consists

of 44 modules (module 5 to module 48), each equipped with a rf power supply sys-

tem operating at 805 MHz. Accelerating power is supplied through the coupling

cavities on the side of the linac, creating strong alternating electric fields along

the axis of the beam line. Each kind of particle, traveling along the axis of about
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Fig. 4 .1 . The experimental areas at LAMPF.

4800 alternate cells and experiencing a forward acceleration (surfing on the accel-

erating slope of the rf wave) all the time, finally reaches an energy as high as SOO

MeV. Lower beam energies can be available by turning off some of the accelerating

modules, or even by detuning the phases of the accelerating modules.

The particle beams from the accelerator are separated in the switchyard and

distributed to the experimental areas, see Fig. 4.1. The H~ beam goes through
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Fig. 4.2. The experimental areas of the external proton beam.
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a series of steering and focusing magnets, finally comes into HIRAB, one of the

experimental areas of the LAMPF external proton beam (EPB), as shown in Fig.

4.2.

The HIRAB beam line has been designed to provide a high-resolution H~

beam such that the vertical angular divergence of the beam can be reduced to

about 1 jxrad (Knudson, 1990). In this design, a pair of beam strippers (LB-ST-2

and EP-ST-2), well separated (~ 50 ft.), are to be put into the beam, allowing

passage of a low-divergence portion; thereafter, two pairs of quadrupole magnets

(EP-QM-3,4 and HI-QM-1,2), serving as a magnetic telescope, expand and further

collimate the beam in the vertical direction, with a vertical beam divergence of

~ lfirad and a vertical-ribbon beam profile. This special beam, however, was not

tuned for this experiment. Instead, a regular beam tuning was provided, by which

the line-B beam stripper (LB-ST-01) was used to control the beam current by clos-

ing or opening its "jaw," and the quadrupole magnets were used to collimate and

focus the beam in the interaction chamber, providing a circular beam profile in the

interaction region, with a beam divergence of ~ 100//rad. If the first HIRAB beam

collimator is used, the beam divergence may be reduced to ~ 10 ^rad (Knudson,

1991). The resulting "small" H"-beam divergence had little effect on the experi-

ment, since the photon energy spread was dominated by the angular divergence of

the focused laser beam (~ 20 mrad).

The H~ beam is composed of trains of micropulses, and each micropulse has a

time spread of ~ | ns. Each train is called a macropulse, of duration ranging from

a few hundred ns to ~800 fis, depending on the operation of LAMPF. An ordi-

nary beam tune has an interpulse span of 5 ns, corresponding to the rf frequency,

201.25 MHz, for the drift-tube linac. The beam can also be chopped such that

the pulse span becomes 100 ns and the instantaneous beam current becomes 20
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times higher at the same average current level. The H~ beam structure provided

for this experiment was very unusual. It was bunched and/or chopped by using

some special accelerator techniques such that the instantaneous H~ flux can be

several orders of magnitude higher than that provided by an ordinary beam tune.

During the experiment, the beam was delivered at 10 Hz, i.e. 10 macropulses came

in 1 second. Each macropulse consisted of 100 micropulses, with an inter-pulse

duration of either 4 f.is (in June and July, 1989) or 5 ns (in August, 1989). In most

runs of the experiment the beam current was set at around 20 pA, corresponding

to 1.2 x 105 H~ per micropulse, which was about 5000 times more intense than

an ordinary beam of the same current. The beam spot, appearing on a fluorescent

screen (1-cm high) in the interaction chamber, was roughly 3 mm in diameter.

Unfortunately, the beam profile was not directly measured in the experiment. It

is very important for us to get this kind of high-intensity beam in order to inves-

tigate reactions of very low cross-sections, e.g. for high-order MPD processes and

high-lying resonances in H~.

4.2 Limitations of the Experiment

There are always restrictions on an experiment resulting from the finite range

of tunability of experimental parameters, and the quality of experiment is deter-

mined by how well those parameters can be controlled and characterized. The

parameters for this experiment were the photon energy, laser intensity, laser po-

larization, and the number of H~ ions interacting with laser light. The photon

energy and laser intensity were characterized by direct measurement and by using

the associated Doppler formulae. The laser wavelength was grating tuned to the

most intense line (the P20 line of 10-^m lasing band of CO2, with A ~ 10.6/im),

and measured with a spectrum analyzer (Optical Engineering 16-A). The laser line
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width is supposedly much narrower than that of the gain profile (see Appendix

D), and the relative photon energy spread (Aw/w) is therefore less than 10~6.

The laser pulses produced by the CO2 oscillator had an energy fluctuation ~ 5%;

amplified pulses show a bigger fluctuation (within 10%). And the maximum laser

intensity used was around 12 GW/cm2. The linearly polarized laser has an ex-

tinction ratio better than 300:1. The H~ beam current (for macropulse) normally

has a fluctuation of 10 to 15%. The instantaneous beam current (for micropulses)

may be monitored with a scintillator, when the pulses are well separated (for the

4-/is beam structure), showing the same degree of fluctuation as when the beam

operation is normal. However, in our experiment the focused laser light samples

only a small fraction (~ j^) of the micropulses that it hits. Nonuniform spatial

distribution of H~ ions in the beam may cause big signal fluctuations from pulse

to pulse. This annoying problem has not been characterized so far, but it may be

eliminated if the H~ beam can be made as small as the laser beam (which of course

introduces other problems); otherwise, high statistical data will be required.

Our main concern in the early considerations of the experiment was the pos-

sible signal counts per laser shot, since the H~-ion density is usually very low,

about 103 H~ per micropulse for the regular beam structure at a beam current of

i. nA, the interaction time is very short (~ 1 ps), and the MPD rates are very low.

Making use of very limited theoretical information and a scaling rule, we estimated

that strong signals could be observable with moderate laser intensities, which could

be readily available with our laser system. The signal count rate is determined by

the associated reaction cross-section, laser intensity, and the H~-target density.

When the signal count rate is low, measuring photo-detachment signals, H° and

e~, in coincidence may help eliminate random noise in the signal; however, the

background due to the stripping of H~ ions by the residual gas, within the section
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between the sweep magnet and the analyzing magnet, cannot be separated from

the signal. In general, the coincidence measurement scheme can be useful when the

background level involved is very stable, i.e., background fluctuation is relatively

small as compared to the signal, or when the signal count rate is significantly higher

than that of the background, which requires a good vacuum in the beam line. The

best vacuum ever available in HIRAB experiments was slightly better than 10~7

torr, corresponding to a background count rate of ~ 1 for a 500-ns data gate;

sometimes, the vacuum could be ten times worse. The experiment had very low

statistics: it used a pulsed laser (0.5 Hz), sampled a small fraction of the H~ beam,

and had data taken with only a few (around 10) laser shots for each photon en-

ergy setting. Therefore, it is natural to find beam-related fluctuations in our data,

usually around ±30%. Although one may suggest reducing the background and

signal fluctuations by taking more data points (higher statistics), it would require

a coujile of hours to finish a run due to the extremely slow data acquisition. In

addition, there are other practical restrictions, including occasional interruptions

of the H~ beam, long-term drifts of the beam and of the laser, that forced us to

shorter periods of runs. The problems of low statistics and beam fluctuations not

only rule out the possibility of investigating processes of very low count rate but

also make data analysis extremely difficult. Detailed data analysis can be possible

if the statistics of signal distribution is well known, although there are only a few

data points; however, the H~ beam statistics inside the small interaction region is

still not well understood.

With the available laser power and the special beam tuning of huge H~-

micropulses provided by LAMPF in 1989, we were able to observe clear signals

from 2- up to 6-photon detachment of electrons from H~. However, because of the

use of smoothed laser pulses, the peak laser intensity was significantly lower (~ 5
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times) than that employed in our first attempts in 1988. To observe even higher-

order processes, we need to enhance the laser intensity. Focusing the laser tighter

may certainly increase the peak intensity; however, it has a disadvantage of getting

a shorter Rayleigh range (see Eq. (4.2)), which complicates the consideration of

the beam overlap problem. Further amplification of the laser power by a factor of

2 or so is practical- a factor of 10 may cause damage to the optics, since the laser

pulse energy was close to 1 joule already. The use of nanosecond Q-switched CO2

laser may be a better choice.

Beam-related ionizing radiation, as first noticed in July 1989, caused serious

problems with the operation of our CO2 laser. In operating the laser, a timely and

uniform preionization of the laser gas medium is required for a subsequent uniform

electrical discharge through the lasing gas. When radiation causes gas ionization

in the laser, the required condition of gas preionization can be destroyed, which

may easily cause problems of laser misfiring and bright arcs. It was found that the

radiation problem was due to either the beam quality or scattering by obstacles

in the beam, e.g. a foil or spider (see Fig. 4.6b). This problem was later reduced

significantly by moving the laser away from the beam line (Altman, 1989) and

shielding the laser with lead sheets.

4.3 Experimental Arrangement and Setup

The overall experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3. The

experiment was remotely controlled from the HIRAB counting house, where power

supplies for magnets and detectors, driving motors for actuators, and control elec-

tronics for the equipment sitting in the experimental area were set for experimental

purposes. Timing signals, including a "precursor" signal (UN02) and a beam gate

(delimiting a macropulse), were p:ovided by the central control room (CCR) of
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LAMPF for the purposes of laser timing, logic-signal conditioning, and gating.

Several TV cameras were set to monitor the experiment and H~-beam position.

Pictures of beam position were sent to CCR for beam-steering purposes. Sig-

nals from the experimental area were checked on a scope, conditioned and delayed

through NIM modules and some passive delay lines, and then sent to preassigned

CA.MAC modules.

A micro-programmable branch driver (MBD) designed at LAMPF is an experi-

ment-independent hardware interface between the CAMAC system and the VAX

microcomputer (a microVAX-II). Experiment-specific MBD codes, written in the

QAL language (Q Documentation) developed at LAMPF. are preloaded into the

MBD at the start of the Q-system. prescribing what operations, e.g. reading, writ-

ing or clearing data, are to be performed (on the CAMAC modules) upon receiving

an event trigger signal. There were three events generated in the experiment (Mo-

hagheghi. 1990): event S read and manipulated signal-data for each end of laser

pulse: event 9 dealt with instrumentation information for each end of macropulse:

and event 4 did data analysis for each angle, when a preset normalization value of

total H~ beam fiuence or total laser shots was reached. For each event, a trigger

pulse is sent to a LAMPF-standard event-trigger module (seated in a CAMAC

crate), which further triggers execution of the corresponding event specified in the

MBD codes, transferring data from prescribed CAMAC modules to the MBD data

buffer. When the MBD data buffer is full, data are transmitted to a raw data buffer

of the microcomputer, waiting for taping and for data processing by the Q-system.

In data replay, data on tape are read into the raw data buffer and processed by

the Q-system.

The CO2 laser system, as described in detail in Appendix D, consists of a

grating-tuned oscillator, including a low-pressure gain cell in the cavity, and a three-

stage amplifier. The layout of the optical train is shown in Fig. 4.4. Temporally
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smoothed laser pulses are produced by the oscillator, operating in the TEMoo

mode, with an energy of ~ 250 mJ/pulse and a pulse length of ~ 130 ns. The laser

beam goes through the amplifier, with a gain factor of ~ 5; however, due to beam

divergence, the amplified beam is bigger than 1 inch in diameter. A telescope

of 0.9-inch clear aperture is used as a condenser/collimator, reducing the beam

diameter to about 1 cm, and energy to ~ 0.8 J/pulse. The collimated beam has a

beam divergence of ~ 0.45 mrad, half-angle at half maximum (see Appendix E).

Two CaF2 plates, of 50% and 67% transmittance at 10.6 /im, respectively, are used

to attenuate the laser power. After a long distance of propagation the beam passes

through a CdS half-wave plate, which is to be turned at half the pace of turning the

spider such that the laser polarization can be maintained in the vertical direction

in passing through the interaction region (see Fig. 4.6a).

The arrangement of HIRAB beam line is shown in Fig. 4.5. This was a

setup for three different experiments, and the equipment has been fully described

elsewhere (Harris. 1990; Mohagheghi, 1990).

In this experiment, we used the "little" chamber as the interaction chamber,

which was designed by Phil Harris and Harold Martinez, and built through the

support of MP-7 at LAMPF. The CC>2-laser beam was bent upward from below the

chamber. A salt (NaCl) window, 2-inch in diameter and half-inch thick, was used as

the entrance window, with a transmittance of ~ 92% at 10.6-/urn wavelength. A side

view and a top view of the interaction chamber are shown in Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b,

respectively. A meniscus focusing lens ( / = 254 mm) was used. Its specification was

a result of optimization among the goals of minimizing the spherical aberration,

obtaining reasonably high laser intensities, getting a Rayleigh range bigger than the

H~ beam size, and having a reasonably big interaction volume to contain enough

H~. However, the laser spot size in the experiment was about 1.7 times bigger
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than that considered in the initial design (0.5 cm), resulting in a Rayleigh range

comparable to the beam size (~ 3 mm). The laser beam, going through two mirror

reflections, was focused onto the axis of rotation, and finally dumped into a beam

catcher. The whole mirror frame, the "spider," was tied to a shaft driven by a
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stepper motor. Through the coupling of a worm/wheel assembly, a 12-bit shaft

angle encoder, sitting on top of the chamber, and the spider were actually driven

at the same pace by the stepper motor. The binary encoder readout (in gray code,

see Harris, 1990) was sent directly into an input gate (Jonvay 61-1) mounted on

CAMAC crate 1, providing data for the relative angle of beam intersection.

Our particle (e~, H°, and H+) detectors utilize a combination of a fast plastic

scintillator and a photomultiplier tube (PMT). A computerized electron spectrom-

eter (Mohagheghi, 1990) is a very efficient and reliable detector for this experiment,

and it is also very useful in detecting some hydrogen Rydberg states by field ion-

ization. The magnetic field inside the spectrometer was read by a gaussmeter (Bell

811), supplying an analog output voltage to a 12-bit analog to digital converter

(ADC) mounted on CAMAC crate 2. The digitized signal was then read into the

micro-VAX and recalibrated, giving the same value as the gaussmeter output. The

spectrometer was equipped with a bipolar programmable power supply. A digital

value set by the computer was converted into an analog dc voltage by a digital-

to-analog converter (DAC) mounted on CAMAC crate 1. The power supply then

put out a current proportional to this reference voltage. By running a program,

which reads and resets the field of the electron spectrometer as prescribed, accurate

electron detection can be readily achieved. On top of the electron spectrometer,

a very thin (0.25 mil) Havar foil was used as a vacuum window. There immedi-

ately followed a scintillator (of 1-cm diameter and 0.6-mm thickness), which was

mounted right before the entrance window of a PMT (Phillips XP-2203B) so that

nearly 50% of the scintillation light was collected by the photocathode of the PMT.

A thin slit (1 inch by 1.5 mm) was once put in between the window and the scintil-

lator for the purpose of getting better resolution. However, the narrow slit might

have blocked a significant fraction of the incoming electrons; thus, it was removed

during the most important runs in August 1989.
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The H° and H+ detectors have poorer light collection efficiency, since scintil-

lation light was generated some distance away from the individual photocathodes,

and imperfect light guides introduce further loss. Nevertheless, each incoming

signal particle can usually produce enormous numbers of photons in the scintilla-

tors, making a detection efficiency of nearly 100% achievable (depending on the

bias voltage setting of the PMT). Occasionally, we used a foil (inside the sliding

foil box) to generate two more particle beams (H° and H+) so as to optimize the

positions of the associated particle detectors.

The long skinny magnet was employed as an analyzing magnet; the field along

its axis pointed upward. In contrast, the sweep magnet used to '"sweep" away

upstream background electrons had its field pointed downward. This arrangement-

has the advantage of steering the H~ beam in a way such that photodetached H°'s

(and H + , if any) can be separated from the upstream background, as shown in Fig.

4.7.

4.4 Experimental Procedure

The main steps that we normally followed in performing the experiment are

outlined below. These included an initial beam alignment performed by LAMPF

support personnel at CCR, further beam steering to a predetermined interaction

region, setting up appropriate magnetic field for the electron spectrometer, send-

ing electrical currents through the sweep and analyzing magnets, positioning other

particle detectors, timing laser trigger pulses for the best temporal beam over-

lap, positioning H+ and H° detectors, adjusting appropriate gain for each particle

detector, setting up signal and background gates, and starting a run.

At the beginning of the experiment, LAMPF accelerator experts at CCR tuned

and steered the H~ beam into the HIRAB area such that the beam was sent
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roughly along the axis of the HIRAB beam line. The beam spot was first observed

on a big (WAFFOG) fluorescent screen near the end of the beam line. Several

auxiliary beam-monitoring fluorescent screens, sitting within the foil box and the

two interaction chambers, were inserted into the beam, one at a time, to check

the beam positions and send requests to CCR for further beam steering. These

screens were moved by linear actuators, and each was remotely controlled within

the counting house. The screen inside the interaction chamber had been marked

before the experiment such that the laser beam would hit the mark when the

actuator moved to the limit of its range, which was a very reproducible and reliable

method. After the H" beam was steered through the expected position, the spatial

overlap setting of the laser and H~ beam was nearly complete.

There were always electrons stripped from H~ by the residual gas in the beam

line, "'convoying" with the H~ beam. One way to produce more convoy electrons is

to insert a thin foil into the beam. The convoy electrons are useful for calibrating

the electron spectrometer before any laser signals can be generated. A computer-

controlled scan of the magnetic field of the electron spectrometer was performed to

find the required magnetic field strengths to steer convoy electrons to the detector

sitting on top of the spectrometer. Then, we raised the electrical current through

the sweep magnet, producing a magnetic field strong enough to remove all the

upstream background electrons and deflect protons and H°'s (relative to H~) such

that they were separated from the signals to be generated by laser excitation. The

downstream analyzing magnet could be optionally tuned at this stage.

In addition to requiring good spatial overlap of the beams, we also needed

to optimize temporal beam overlap such that the H~ ions could sample through

the peak of the laser pulse. This was done first by moving the spider into the 2

(or 3)-photon detachment region, since stronger photodetachment signals might
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be produced with higher photon energies. Then, by continuously adjusting the

"coarse" delay generators (LeCroy 222) and monitoring directly on an oscillo-

scope the relative position of laser pulse (from a pyroelectric detector) to the H~

macropulse (signals from a paddle scintillator), we were able to fire the laser inside

the macropulse and produce photodetachment electrons, detected by the electron

spectrometer. Further adjustment of laser timing was performed such that the

laser pulse was fired at the center of the macropulse. For a beam of 5-ns interpulse

span, no more adjustment of laser timing was necessary up to this stage, since the

laser pulse was 130-ns wide. For the other beam structure (4-/zs interpulse span),

laser timing was tuned continuously until the signal was maximized. Since the

laser had a time jitter of ± 20 ns, from pulse to pulse, and a long-term walk-away

as big as 60 ns, corrections of laser timing had to be done frequently by fine tuning

the laser trigger pulse via some passive delay lines.

At this point, the spatial overlap of the beams was checked by using the vertical

steering magnet. The situation was optimized such that the laser went through

the central portion of the H~ beam and the strongest signals were produced.

After the beam overlap was optimized both in space and in time, the analyzing

magnetic field was set such that H+ 's , H°'s, and H~'s could be well separated. A

convenient way to do this step was to insert a thin foil (~ a 50-//<//cm2 carbon foil)

in the beam such that significant amount of H°'s and H+ ' s could be produced and

three particle beam spots could be clearly seen on the WAFFOG screen, usually

more than 1 cm apart. The H° and H+ detectors were then moved one by one by

actuators, scanning across the beams. In the meantime, the detection position of

each detector were optimized by checking signals on the scope, and the correspond-

ing voltages on the stepping motor drive were recorded. Then, we pulled the foil

out of the beam, adjusted high voltage settings for these detectors such that signal
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amplitudes could be set within a reasonable range, not high enough to saturate

the linear fan-outs and ADC's in the range to be scanned, and not too low to see

any signals, if there were some.

Each signal was provided a delay line for the purpose of timing and gating.

These delay lines were adjusted such that all the signals fell simultaneously within

the data gate of a 11-bit charge-integrating ADC (LeCroy 2249W). For the beam

structure of 5-ns interpulse span, the data gate was set as wide as 250 ns, allowing

for the time jitter and drifts of the laser. No real background gate could be set, since

a macropulse was only 500 ns long and the background gate had to be well separated

from the data gate. Nevertheless, the background level may be identified as the

signal level when no real signals are present. A better approach is to modify our Q-

analyzer such that background signals can be sampled during different macropulses.

It is necessary to calibrate the encoder reading so as to obtain an absolute value

for the angle of beam intersection. This can be done by inserting a thin foil into

the beam to generate various excited hydrogen states, scanning photon energies

to excite transitions between hydrogen states (say from 6 to 11), then detecting

the final state by field ionization in the electron spectrometer. However, a very

convenient and reliable method (with accuracy to a small fraction of a degree) was

used to calibrate the angle, by which the spider was moved slowly until it touched

the beam; then, the corresponding encoder reading was recorded. Repeating the

same procedure at the four different positions for the spider to just touch the beam,

we could immediately identify the encoder reading corresponding to the incident

direction of the H~ beam.

After making sure of good timing for laser and signal, we started taking data

by running the Q-system. In the meantime, we started the histogramming sub-

system to check our data quality. Since the signal count rates were usually much
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higher than one, we used ADC's instead of sealers in our measurements. Digitized

signals (ADC counts) were normalized (to give V) by our Q-analyzer, and then

the averaged value (or sum) of Y were displayed in histograms. The signal counts

(Y) were calculated (Mohagheghi, 1990) according to

Y = pedestal + (ADC counts) x slope, (4.1)

where the pedestal and slope were preset numbers (in the dynamic parameter

array of the Q-system). The pedestal setting represents any bias or background in

the ADC counts, and the reciprocal of the slope corresponds to the ADC counts

per incoming particle or the unit pulse height. By examining the signals and their

(ADC) pulse heights, we may further optimize the voltage settings for the detectors

and the pedestal and slope settings in the dynamic parameter array. Care must be

taken, since a saturation problem shown in a histogram may be simply due to an

improper parameter setting. Usually, it is fine for us to set 1 for the slopes and 0

for the pedestals, giving direct information for the ADC readouts before starting

detailed data analysis.

4.5 Calibration of Relative Signals

In the experiment, signal strengths may change by as much as three orders of

magnitude in a full photon-energy scan so that it becomes necessary for us to adjust

the high-voltage (HV) settings on the detectors to avoid saturation problems and

also get good signal to background ratio. Because of the presence of a background

noise in the signal cables (~ 10 meV peak to peak after being attenuated by a factor

of 10) due to electromagnetic interferences from laser discharge, and because of the

ADC might get saturated for a 150-ns (FWHM) signal of 400-mV amplitude, the

_really_useful dynamic range forjhe li-bif7LDC was roughly from 50 to 1950 counts.
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Fig. 4.8. Relative-gain calibration of the electron spectrometer.

Also, to get good signal to noise ratio, the HV settings on detectors were usually

optimized for stronger signals (50 meV) before raising the photon energy.

Since many of our data runs were performed with different H V settings on the

electron spectrometer, it is important for us to calibrate the relative gain of this

detector so as to combine data from different runs to show how the signal varies

over a wide-range scan of photon energies. By sitting at a fixed photon energy

(0.33G eV) and changing the bias HV on the detector for roughly each ] I>0 laser

shots, we obtained some data of electron signal versus the voltage setting on the

spectrometer.

The result is shown in Fig. 4.8, indicating an increase of gain by a factor of

1.7 when the HV setting is raised by 100 volts within the linear-response range.
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Although the manufacturer's specification for the PMT shows a linear range from

S00 up to 1S00 volts, we will see in next chapter that the response of the PMT

does not seem to be linear when the voltage goes below 1000 volts, possibly due to

a decrease in the collection efficiency of the first dynode of the PMT.

4.6 Measurement of Focal Region

Multiphoton processes are usually very sensitive to laser intensities, except in

cases of strong saturation. To explain experimental data well, it is necessary for

one to characterize well the laser intensity distribution involved. For this purpose,

most multiphoton experiments make use of temporally-smoothed and spatially

well-defined laser pulses. Operating the laser in the TEMoo transverse mode pro-

vides a spatially smooth Gaussian beam, which is easy to trace by using the simple

ABCD law (Yariv, 1975), and easy to measure.

The setup for measuring the intensity distribution of our focused laser beam

is shown in Fig. 4.9. In this arrangement, the focusing lens is put about 6 m

downstream from the beam collimator, approximately the same relative separation

as the lens was in the chamber; a NaCl substrate is used as a beam splitter,

producing two reflected beams from its front and rear surfaces, respectively; a

50-fiva slit is attached to an energy meter that is mounted on a 2-dimensional

translational stage. With this setup, we can scan the slit transversely across the

focused laser beam at different positions along the beam, without exposing the slit

to too much laser power. The energy meter output is shown on a digital scope,

reading the peak amplitude of the signal. Each scan across the focused beam

generates data that can be fit very well by a Gaussian, a typical example is shown

in Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.9. Setup for focal region measurement.

The results of many scans at different distances from the beam waist can be

used to double check whether the beam is really approximately a gaussian beam,

whose spot size

w(z) = u +Z2/Z2
R, (4-2)

where u>o is the waist of the focused beam, ZR — nxvl/X is the associated Rayleigh

range, and z is the distance from the waist. It turns out that the focal region can

be well described as that of a Gaussian beam, see Figs. 4.11a-b.

It is seen in Fig. 4.11b that with the laser amplifier on, the position of the

beam waist is shifted backward by 0.4 mm, possibly due to the very slight focusing
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Fig. 4.10. A spatial-profile scan of the focused laser beam.

effect from the gain medium. The fit for the amplified beam is somewhat off when

not very close to the waist. This deviation may be attributed to a modulation of

the laser beam profile by nonuniform amplification and to the small aperture of

the telescope, which cuts off the outer area of the amplified beam. Nevertheless,

the intensity distribution over the interaction region (around the waist) does not

change much at all. The focused laser beam has a size of approximately 110-

y.m FWHM (intensity). This will be used in the next chapter as a measure of

interaction (or transit) time for H~ passing through this focal region.
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Results and Discussion

In the chapter, the experimental results obtained with linearly polarized laser

light are presented, and the dependence of the MPD rate of H~ on photon energies,

and laser intensities is discussed. The photon energy considered ranges from 0.15

to 0.39 eV, and the peak laser intensity in the lab frame, /p£ajt, from 2 up to 12

GW/cm2. The main results include the observation of threshold structures in the

MPD yield of H~ by absorbing a minimum of two to five photons at several fixed

peak laser intensities, an indication of ponderomotive shifts in the 2-photon detach-

ment threshold energy, intensity-efFect studies showing deviations from predictions

by LOPT, and estimates of the MPD rate of H~. It is shown that improved agree-

ment between experiment and theory may be obtained by considering the laser

intensity distribution of the experiment.

Our data, for the first time, reveal clear threshold phenomena occurring in the

neighborhood of photon energies where a transition from one order of absorption

to another can take place (e.g. N-photon absorption t J N+l) . No signs of double-

electron detachment from H~ could be observed within the available laser intensity

range. Before looking at the results, let us briefly describe the experimental con-

ditions.
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Fig. 5.1. Temporal profile of a smoothed laser pulse.

5.1 Summary of Experimental Conditions

The 800-MeV H~ target ions travel at a speed ~ 2.53xlO8 m/s, correspond-

ing to 0 =0.842 and 7= 1.85. The beam consists of micropulses of a width ~

0.25 ns and a separation of 5 ns. The beam diameter in the interaction region is

roughly 3 mm. The laser is operated in the TEMoo mode at a wavelength of 10.6

/im. Linearly-polarized, temporally-smooth laser pulses are produced in a single-

longitudinal mode of duration ~ 136 (±10) ns (FWHM), and with a 1-̂ s long

tail, as shown in Fig. 5.1. There could be as many as 27±2 micropulses within

the FWHM of the laser pulse. The laser beam size is ~ 1 cm (FWHM) before

the focusing lens ( /= 254 mm), and the focal region is found to have a FWHM

of 110 ±5/im at its waist, indicating that the beam is nearly diffraction limited.

The FWHM of the focal waist corresponds to a transit time of 0.24 ps in the ion's
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frame when the beams cross at 90°, and a Rayleigh range of 2.6 mm. The highest

peak laser intensity employed in the experiment was estimated to be 12 GW/cm2

(±10%) in the lab frame. The photon energy (Ejab) was Doppler-shifted to ECM

in the center-of-mass (CM) frame of the H~ ion according to

ECM = 7 ( ! + i3cosa)Eiab. (5.1)

And, the photon-energy spread experienced by the ion,

sin a , ._ _,
Ao, (5.2)I + P COS Q

is mainly due to the angular spread of the focused laser beam, Aa = 20 mrad half-

width at half-maximum, leading to a CM energy spread ranging from 1.1 (a « 20°)

to 3.6 meV (a ss 90°) per photon.

Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the photon energy spread, the energy

spread of N photons would vary with \/~N. However, when displaying data on the

one-photon energy scale (for example, see Fig. 5.2), one may simply divide the

total energy spread by N to give a measure of the corresponding photon energy

uncertainty (not shown in the figures).

5.2 Threshold Structures

The energy required to detach an electron from H~ is 0.7542 eV. Thus, the

photon energy above which a particular order of MPD occurs is, in the weak-

field limit, nominally 0.377, 0.251, 0.189, 0.151 eV for 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-photon

absorption, respectively. These nominal values ignore the effect of field-induced

shifts of the electron detachment threshold. Even though a given photon energy

range may be labeled as belonging to, for example, the N-photon region, the total
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Fig. 5.2. A photon-energy scan across the 5-photon region.

electron yield can, in general, contain contributions from higher-order processes

(i.e. N+l, N+2, • • •) depending on the laser intensity.

As mentioned earlier in section 4.5, signal strengths may change by orders

of magnitude in a pliOton-energy scan, and the gain of the detectors needs to be

properly adjusted to avoid saturation and background problems. In fact, these

problems occurred frequently during the runs, and only the HV setting for the

electron signal was adjusted for some of the runs.

As a typical example, Fig. 5.2 shows the electron signal for a scan across the

5-photon region without changing the HV settings. It shows a smooth 5-photon

threshold, whose appearance may depend much on the vertical scale of the plot;

and a signal saturation problem, which was due to the relatively small dynamic

range of the ADC (LeCroy- 2249W) rather than saturation of the PMT for the
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electron spectrometer. The background level shown is taken as a reference in doing

background subtraction, and it usually varies with the HV settings on the PMT.

Definite 6-photon signals may be seen in the corresponding range; however, the

threshold falls within the background fluctuation and cannot be very well identified.

Through many scans of the photon energy with various electron signal gains,

we have observed threshold phenomena around the nominal energies required for

the onset of the 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-photon MPD of H~, as shown in Fig. 5.3a-c,

where the peak laser intensity (in the lab frame) is approximately 4, 6, and 12

GW/cm2, respectively, and the background has been subtracted. Each data point

and its error bar (statistical only) are derived from a small sample of data- 8 to 10

laser shots. These data show the relative signal measured at each photon energy -

setting without normalization to the angle-dependent interaction time as will be

discussed in the following section.

It is noted that in a photon-energy scan with increasing ECM, (N-fl)-photon

detached signals could have already existed before the appearance of N-photon

processes; however, the question is whether the detection scheme of an experiment

can be sensitive enough to show such a fact. The occurrences of these thresholds

are evidenced by rapid increases in the relative signal counts. The signal rises

can be relatively slow or fast, depending on the number of photons involved. The

signal drops significantly right before the 2-photon threshold in spite of the fact

that the interaction time here increases with photon energy. This reveals a decrease

in the MPD rate. The contrast between regions corresponding to different orders

of MPD is highest at low laser intensities (see Fig. 5.3a). At the higher intensities

required to observe five-photon absorption, the threshold regions are less distinct

for the lower-order processes (see Fig. 5.3c). This may be attributed to the fact

that higher-order signals usually grow faster with intensity than lower orders, and
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0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
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Fig. 5.3. Dependence of the MPD yield on photon energy for (a) lptak = 4
GW/cm2, (b) IpeaJfc = 6 GW/cm2, and (c) lpeak= 12 GW/cm2. The multiplication
factors indicate the magnification in corresponding relative signal counts.
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that a larger range of intensity may contribute to signals for higher values of Ipeaki

when a distribution of intensity is involved.

5.3 Estimate of Absolute MPD rates

In order to convert relative electron signals into absolute MPD rates, one

has to find the ADC counts per electron (or the pulse height per electron), the

number of H~ ions in the interaction volume, and the interaction time. Although

it is impossible to give an absolute definition for the interaction time, the time of

passage through the focal region may be employed as a rough estimate.

Calibration of relative signals may be done by looking at a constant signal and

varying the PMT voltage setting (see section 4.5); however, this approach cannot

cover the whole dynamic range of the PMT at once. Further calibration of the

relative gain, for PMT voltages beyond the range of Fig. 4.8, was done by checking

various data runs and comparing relative signals corresponding to different voltage

settings. After obtaining the relative pulse height information, including those

shown in Fig. 4.8, absolute values may be obtained when the electron pulse height

is found for one of the voltage settings. Fig. 5.4 shows the electron pulse height

versus the HV setting, where 37 ADC-counts/electron at 1800 volts has been taken

as a reference in doing the calibration. The involved absolute uncertainty is within

a factor of 2, and the relative uncertainty is around 10%.

It must be kept in mind that the H~ ions are subjected to laser pulses with

a range of intensities due to temporal and spatial overlap factors, and that the

detachment rate is expected, in general, to be a nonlinear function of light intensity.

Simplistic estimates of the average election detachment rate (F) at various photon

energies and peak laser intensities have been obtained from the raw data as follows:

(Interaction time) No'
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Fig. 5.4. Electron pulse height versus PMT voltage setting.

where No, the total number of H~ going through laser focus (roughly 105/laser

pulse), and Na, the absolute signal counts, each have a relative uncertainty of

about 30% mainly due to the instantaneous H~ beam current fluctuation within

the small interaction volume. Note that no attempt is made to correct the transit

time specifically for the effective compression of the pulse width due to higher

orders of interaction (Trainham, et ai., 1987a), and that the interaction time is

simply taken as that required for H~ to traverse the laser beam (FWHM) at 90°

divided by sina, ignoring nonuniform beam-overlapping problems. The results

are shown in Fig. 5.5, and the data are tabulated in Appendix H. Taking into

account the possible systematic uncertainties: ±50% in the estimate of No, an

effective compression factor of roughly 1/N/N in the interaction time for an N-

photon process, we claim that these rough estimates of f should be in agreement
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with accurate detachment rates (under the same experimental conditions) within

a factor of 5 or so. Although each set of data may be labeled by the corresponding

setting of lpeak in the lab frame, slight nonoptimal overlap of the crossed beams may

effectively lower lpeak and increase the interaction time (or volume) to a certain

extent. For simplicity, we shall ignore this possibility.

As noticed above, the transition between orders can be more clearly resolved

with lower laser intensity. Although there are apparent shifts in the thresholds,

the positions of the dips are generally not good measures of the threshold shifts

because of effects due to the laser intensity distribution. In the neighborhood

of a threshold there may be comparable contributions to the detachment rate

from adjacent orders (2- and 3-photon absorptions, etc.) and it is not possible to

determine exactly where one order ends and another starts.

5.4 Intensity Effects — Power Law Studies

In general, MPI rates vary roughly as 1^, where N is the minimum number of

photons required. To see how the detachment rate varies with the laser intensity

at various photon energies, measurements were done at several selected photon

energies: 0.39, 0.335, 0.242, and 0.172 eV, corresponding to the 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-

photon regions, respectively. The peak intensity was set at four values: 1, 0.67, 0.5,

and 0.33 with normalization to 1= 12 GW/cm2, and Ipeajt was the only parameter

being changed at each photon energy setting; the space and time distribution of

laser intensity remained the same.

The averaged detachment rates (F) are estimated according to Eq. (5.3), and

each set of data for a fixed photon energy is fitted to the simple form: F oc i£eoJt,

where the effective exponent, s, is a nonlinear index. The results are shown in

Fig. 5.6 and Table 5.1. The error bars shown in the figure are significantly smaller
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Fig. 5.5. Intensity-averaged MPD rate versus photon energy, as Iptak is set at
(a) 12, (b) 6, and (c) 4 GW/cm2.
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Fig. 5.6. A study of laser intensity effects on the MPD rate at several selected
photon energies. The fitted results are shown in Table 5.1.
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Photon Energy (eV)

0.390

0.335

0.242

0.172

Number of Photons

2

3

4

5

Fitted Exponent (s)

1.48±0.02

2.7±0.1

3.4±0.1

4.3±0.1

Table 5.1. Results of power law fitting: F oc Iltak, at selected photon energies.

those in Fig. 5.5, because the statistics of this part of data is higher by a factor

of 10. It is seen that the nonlinear index is, in general, smaller than that expected

by the LOPT power law: F oc lj?eak, where N is the minimum number of photons

required for MPD. Moreover, on connecting adjacent points with straight lines,

one may find that the slope tends to decrease with lptak-

It is unlikely that the observed departure from the power law arises from

saturation of the interacting H~ ions. Even in the range corresponding to 5-photon

absorption, where detachment probabilities are 0.2% or less, the deviation still

exists. It is probably that the intensity range of the study has been large enough

to cause appreciable nonperturbative effects. To be specific, let us consider the

ponderomotive effects in a more quantitative way. The ponderomotive energy (Ep)

corresponding to 1= 12 GW/cm2 is about 0.12 eV, which is a significant fraction of

each of the photon energy settings. On raising the H~ detachment threshold energy

by 0.12 eV, the lowest order would become 3, for Ecu— 0-39 eV; or 6, for ECM—

0.172 eV, because of channel closing (see section 3.3.3). Although at this intensity

level channel closing does not occur in the other two cases of Ecu— 0.242 and

0.335 eV, the excess energy (Et) or the phase-space factor, EXJ* (see section 3.1),
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Fig. 5.7. A fit of 2-photon threshold data to the Wigner threshold law: T
[A(hu - -Y0)1/2 + B] ® Energy Spread, at Ipeak = 2 GW/cra2.

for the individual lowest-order channels has been reduced significantly. In contrast,

channel closing occurs when Et of the channel(s) considered is not positive; then,

the electron cannot escape from the binding potential with no translational energy.

These considerations indicate that the higher-intensity portion of the laser pulse

may actually produce weaker signals than expected by LOPT, resulting in smaller

exponents in the power-law study.

5.5 Comparison with Wigner Threshold Law

When the laser power is set so low, Iptak — 2 GW/cra2, that all the higher-

order signals below the two-photon threshold are further (relatively) suppressed, a

clear transition from three- to two-photon detachment can be observed, as shown

in Fig. 5.7.
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Although an intensity distribution is involved, to quantify the magnitude of the

shift in the detachment threshold, AEt, a least-squares fit to the Wigner threshold

law:

Yield = [A x (ECM - -Yo)1/2 + B] 3 (Energy Spread), (5.4)

is attempted. In this fitting function, A is a constant, XQ is the intensity-dependent

2-photon threshold energy, ® is the convolution operation, and a constant B is

assumed to approximate the contributions from higher orders, in spite of the fact

that B tends to decrease slowly with hu> in this photon-energy range. The first

term does not contribute to the yield when ECM < -Y<j (channel closing). It is

noted here that in varying hu, Ep is essentially invariant so that the excess energy

above threshold varies linearly with ECM, which is not the same as by varying-

ECM while keeping a constant intensity.

The fit yields that .Yo = 0.3817 eV, with a negligible error bar (10~5 eV)

corresponding to \2 equal to 1. Taking the instrumental resolution into account,

it is found that AJ?t ~ 9 ± 1 meV, which is significantly smaller than the pon-

deromotive energy (20 meV) corresponding to the peak laser intensity. Part of the

reason that a smaller shift in the threshold is observed can be attributed to the

fact that detachment of electrons occurs over a range of intensities, and thus over

a range of AEf,. This point may become clear through the following discussion.

5.6 Averaging Effects of an Intensity Distribution

To illustrate the complexities of threshold shifts, we have calculated H~ MPD

rates (F) around the two-photon threshold {ECM— 0.377 eV) using the approx-

imation described in section 3.3.1, for linearly polarized light. Some numerical

results are shown as the solid curves in Fig. 5.9, where a ponderomotive energy

{Ep) of 0.01 eV corresponds to Ilab of 1 GW/cm2. We note that (a) the shift in the
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20

threshold is roughly equal to the ponderomotive energy; this agrees with the fact

that the ac-Stark shift of the ground state is usually much smaller than that of the

continuum; (b) a lower intensity portion of a laser pulse may sometimes produce an

even higher detachment rate, because higher laser intensity can shift the threshold

such that the nominal lowest-order process is no longer possible (channel closing)

and detachment must proceed via higher orders.

Let us consider the situation of Ipeak = 2 GW/cm2. Since the process is far

below saturation, the averaged detachment rate can be evaluated as

T(ECM)= ['""
Jo

W(I)T(ECMJ)dI, (5.5)

where / is the laser intensity, and W is a weighting function of intensity to be

determined by laser/H~ beam overlap conditions.
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Now, let us simulate the experiment with a uniform H~ beam (diameter 3 mm)

and a Gaussian distribution of laser intensity, in space and time, with the same

values of FWHM as in the experiment. By normalizing intensity to Ipeak, dividing

the interaction volume and time interval into small elements and counting the

number of volume elements according to local laser intensities, we may find W(I)

for each angle of beam intersection. For example, see Fig. 5.8, where a = 25°.

Restricting the photon energy range, 0.37 to 0.39 eV (a varies from 33° to 18°),

approximating W(I) as that for a= 25°, and calculating F for E p = 0.001 up to 0.02

eV at a step size of 0.001 eV, with Ipeak— 2 GW/cm2 we have approximated F as

a sum of 20 terms. This simulation is compared directly (no free parameters) with

experimental data in Fig. 5.9. Although none of the 20 F-curves comprising the

simulation fits the experimental data, the simulation is in fairly good agreement.

It is noted that the factor of energy spread has not been included in the above

simulation; better agreement on the rising slope of the threshold may be obtained

by doing a convolution of F with the energy spread. Even so, the intensity-averaged

curve sviggests that the apparent small shift in the threshold is reasonable and may

be attributed to the laser intensity distribution.

In experiment, various situations may occur in regions of different laser inten-

sities. For instance, let us consider the three cases shown in Fig. 5.10, where small

ac-Stark shifts in the energy of the ground state have been ignored. Case (a) is for

weak fields, where the ponderomotive energy is much less than the photon energy

and the zero-field excess photon energy. An absorption of at least 4 photons is re-

quired. Case (b) approaches the limit of channel closing, where the field-dependent

excess photon energy and the phase-space volume of the lowest-order processes are

very small. A further shift of this case towards the higher-intensity side may cause

a drop in the MPD rate, e.g., see curve (A) in Fig. 3.3. At a higher intensity
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level, case (c), MPD through the lowest-order channels are no longer permitted,

and absorptions of a minimum number of five photons are responsible. Note that

various nonlinear processes like these may occur simultaneously, producing very

complicated results. It is important to know the laser intensity distribution in an-
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alyzing data from a multiphoton experiment, especially when detailed qualitative

or quantitative comparison with theory is of interest.

Note that it may be meaningless to label experimental data with Ipeak, when

significant saturation effects occur well below the peak intensity. Then, the deple-

tion of the interacting ions/atoms has to be considered, and the MPD yield (Y)

will be a better experimental result to describe than the MPD rate. The yield as

a function of photon energy may be expressed as

j [/ ^ ( ) ) ] (5-6)

where i labels the individual atoms, r"i{t) are time-dependent position vectors, and

Nt is the total number of interacting atoms. As expected, this expression reduces"

to Y = NtTr, when well below saturation and for a uniform field of pulse length

r ( > 2JT/UT).
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Summary

The thesis study has covered both experimental and theoretical investigations

of MPD in H~. The experimental part is an important breakthrough in experi-

mental studies of multiphoton processes, since no other experiments ever explored

multiphoton ionization/detachment over such a wide range of photon energies as

available by Doppler tuning at LAMPF. In addition to the experiment, many rele-

vant experimental and theoretical works have been studied with an aim to acquire

a consistent and comprehensive understanding of the fundamental multiphoton

physics. The basic concept of how to work with different field gauges will be help-

ful in choosing and using reasonable theoretical results. It should be cautioned that

a gauge-dependent theory may be very accurate for weak fields; however, discrepan-

cies may appeal- when the field is sufficiently intense. Among various theories, the

Floquet theory (Becker, et ai., 1990a) for a three-dimensional S—function potential

has been employed to show features of MPD physics and compare with experi-

ment, because the theory is nearly analytic, nonperturbative, and self-consistent.

Our experiment has unveiled many features of MPD that cannot be observed in

ordinary laboratories. The basic concepts, experimental results, and aspects of

further developing this experiment are summarized below.
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6.1 Multiphoton Processes and Ponderomotive Effects

The interaction of an atom with intense radiation field exhibits many distinct

features that cannot be explained by perturbation theory due to strong nonlinear

couplings between the atom and the field. Multiphoton processes are usually ob-

served in relatively intense laser fields, where strong periodic interactions occur.

The periodicity of the (nonresonant) interaction is responsible for the quantum

nature of multiphoton transitions. However, in the high-intensity limit, i.e., when

the field is dominant over the atomic binding potential, or when the transition rate

is higher than the field frequency, no periodic interactions can be of meaning; then,

the transition could be better described as occurring in a dc field, or a range of dc

fields. Thus, the field cannot be too intense for a multiphoton process to occur. -

In MPD/MPI, the continuum states may be heavily dressed by the field, the

same is true for any state whose orbiting frequency is much lower than the field

frequency. These states are strongly influenced by the ponderomotive effects. In

contrast, the tightly bound ground state in a relatively low-frequency field has

relatively small energy shifts compared to the ponderomotive energy. Then, tran-

sitions from the perturbed ground state to the dressed continuum in an intense

field may deviate significantly from what is expected from perturbation theory.

One may argue that the electron detachment (or ionization) could occur first;

then, the detached electron absorbs more energy from the field so that the pondero-

motive energy does not add to the ionization threshold. This argument certainly

raises a conceptual problem; however, the confusion may readily be clarified by

considering the fact that when the detachment process is completed, the final state

has already been modulated by the field through an interaction over many field

cycles. The misconcept of considering a pure free-electron final state in a strong

ac field should be disputed.
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A very important result from the study is the clarification of the concept of

the ponderomotive effect on the threshold. The usually considered ponderomotive

shift happens in the high-frequency limit: u> 3> F; while, the ponderomotive energy

cannot be associated with the final state whenw <C F. Although the ponderomotive

energy can be derived classically, it may also be seen in the (semiclassical) quantum

mechanical Volkov state wavefunction.

6.2 Outcome of the Experiment

This experiment has explored electron detachment from H~ over a wide range

of photon energies and intensities. It reveals that MPD processes may become

observable, if the field is intense enough. In a weak field, MPD may still occur---

the problem is that the probability of finding a signal could be far below the

detection threshold.

With moderately intense laser fields, Ep ~ 0.1 eV or less, we have observed

two- to five-photon threshold structures in the MPD of H~. Transitions between

adjacent orders by increasing the photon energy are especially interesting. The

MPD rate changes significantly when the photon energy scans across a threshold

position, and it varies smoothly when well above one threshold and below the next

threshold. The five- and three-photon thresholds rise more slowly than the two-

and four- photon thresholds, which is in qualitative agreement with the Wigner

threshold law for short-range potentials. Transitions between orders become less

observable as the range of laser intensities contributing to signal increases, reveal-

ing that the intensity distribution of an experiment may obscure some physical

features that may be expected in a uniform field. The dependence of the MPD

rates on the laser intensity deviates from the power law of LOPT in situations well

below saturation, indicating a nontrivial dependence of the absorption cross-section
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on laser intensity. Fitting the 2-photon threshold data to the Wigner threshold law

reveals an upward shift of the detachment threshold energy, smaller than the pon-

deromotive energy associated with the peak laser intensity. The good agreement

between the simulation using the theory of Becker et al. and experimental data

illustrates the critical importance of the intensity distribution in the space-time

volume of the interaction.

It is interesting to note that the interaction (or transit) times involved in the

experiment correspond to ~ 10 to 60 optical cycles. Although they are not very

long, comparisons with theory seem to suggest that they are long enough to for us

to approximate the interaction as periodic.

6.3 Other Aspects of the Experiment

So far, the experiment has been focused on studying the dependence of the

total MPD rate of H~ on the photon energy and the ponderomotive energy with

linearly polarized light. There are some other related topics that may be of future

interest.

During the experiment, several further developments were attempted; how-

ever, they were not very successful. These include: a test of MPD in H~ in a dc

electric field of about 100 kV/cm in the ion's frame; an observation of multiphoton

ionization from a mixture of H~ and excited H° states, which were prepared by

inserting a thin foil into the H~ beam; running the MPD experiment at 9.58 fim

(grating-tuned in the lab); and the use of an Nd:YAG laser (Eiat= 1.17 eV) to

scan the photon energy from 0.35 eV up to well above the one-photon detachment

threshold of H~.

In testing the dc-field effect, it was found that the de-field may exhibit some

modulation effects near the 3- and 2-photon thresholds; the peak laser field am-

plitude was then around 6 MV/cm in the ion's frame. Unfortunately, the results
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were not reproducible, from comparing the several runs taken while the H~ beam

was unstable. In repeating similar experiments in the future, it would be desirable

to increase the dc-to-ac field-amplitude ratio such that the dc-field effect can be

relatively enhanced. Since the 2-photon threshold region can be observable at even

lower intensities {Ipeak ~ 0.5 GW/cm2), testing the dc-field effect over this region

could be quite feasible.

In the observation of multiphoton ionization from a mixture of initial states,

no clear reaction channels could be identified. Nevertheless, the scheme for de-

tecting certain H° Rydberg states by field ionization in the electron spectrometer

(Mohagheghi, 1990) could be useful in identifying multiphoton transitions between

H° states.

In running the MPD experiment at 9.58 /xm, signals were detected up to

ECM ~ 0.43 eV. An inflection in signal amplitudes was observed around Ecu =

0.415 eV. However, since the laser polarization also varied from angle to angle (see

discussion below), direct comparison between data is not possible.

In photon energy scans with the YAG laser, very weak signals were observed

over a broad range below the one-photon detachment threshold, which might be

due to very low PMT voltage settings. This part of data could have been analyzed,

if more experimental details, such as the laser pulse energy, polarization, and the

geometry of the focal region, had been characterized. It would certainly be de-

sirable to get a complete set of data for the whole 2-photon and the one-photon

threshold regions.

After the experiment, it was found that the (CdS) half-wave (actually a |A)

plate for 10.6 ^m behaves almost like a (^A) quarter-wave plate at 9.58 fiia; it

causes a relative phase lag of 626±7° between the e-wave and o-wave. By slightly

tuning the wavelength of the CO2 laser and carefully measuring the phase delay,
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a reliable quarter-wave plate can be "made." Then, without resorting to a com-

mercial quarter-wave plate, we may further study the effects of laser polarization

in MPD.

This experiment has studied only the total MPD yield of electrons (or H°1s).

Studying ATI in the experiment is a very difficult task. It requires a low-energy

or high-resolution H~ beam, a high-spatial-resolution detector that can be gated

rapidly, and also a Monte Carlo program for data analysis. A nonrelativistic low-

energy H~ beam is probably desirable for good angular/energy resolution; then,

a short-pulse laser might be required to reduce ponderomotive scatterings of ATI

electrons. High-order harmonic generation (HG) is another type of multiphoton

processes, which has not been considered above. Due to the simplicity of H~,-

studying HG in H~ could well be of future experimental interest; however, the ion

density needs to be sufficiently high.
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Integral Equations of the Wave Function

Considerable simplification of theoretical treatment on MPI problems can be

made possible by expressing the wavefunction of the Schrodinger equation in inte-

gral forms. This is because either the atomic potential or the interaction Hamilto-

nian (with an external field) may be treated as a weak perturbation for either the

final state or the initial state. The validity of such simplifications, however, may be

questionable when the assumption of a "weak" perturbation is not well justified,

e.g., the commonly used Keldysh approximation. In MPI of H°, the Keldysh ap-

proximation may be improved by using the complicated Coulomb-Volkov wavefunc-

tion for the advanced state (Burlon, et ai., 1987b). Although practical applications

of the integral equations may be restricted to some simple models, fundamental

physics may be clearly shown.

Consider the Schrodinger equation of a perturbed system,

ihd*{r,t)/dt= H$(r,t)= (Ho+ V,)$(r,t), (A.I)

where HQ(Vi) is the unperturbed (interaction) Hamiltonian, and the interaction VJ

is turned on some time after to, and turned off after a finite period of time. The

retarded (advanced) Green's function, G^+* (G*~*), of this equation satisfies

(ihd/dt- H)G{±\x;x')=6(x-x'), (A2)
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where x = (r,r), t > t' for the "+" case, and t < t' for the •'-" case. The

corresponding wave function is

* ( ± )(f)= ih fd3r'G{±)(x;x)$(.v'). (.4.3)

When the interaction is absent (t < t0), i.e. V, —* 0 and <£> —> $0>
 t n e unperturbed

wave functions, the corresponding Green's function, Go \ obeys

[ihd/dt- H0]G{
0
±)(x;x') = 6(x-x'), (.4.4.1)

and

$J,± )(x)= ih [dir'G{
Q

±)(x;x')$0(x'). (.4.4.2)

Now, let

Oi = ihd/dt- Ho, (-4.5.1)

and

6 2 = *fid/0* - ff = Oi - V',. (.4.5.2)

Then, it is straightforward to verify the following two relations

| " , x ' ) , ( . 4 . 6 )

a n d

<±>T; f ) = Gi±}(f; f ) + j d4x"G^(x- x")Vt(x") G ^ x " , £»), (.4.7)

where / d 4 x " = / / ' di" /ci3r", by operating 61 on Eq. (A.6) and 62 on Eq. (A.7).

For convenience, these two relations can be written in short-hand notation (Becker

et ai., 1989) as

G = Go + Go V,G, (A6.1)
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and

G= Go+ GVtG0. (A.7.1)

Eqs. (A.3), (A.4.2), (A.6) and (A.7) may readily lead to the following useful

integral equations:

*) = *<±}(£) + Jd*x"Gi
0
±\x;x")Vi(x")&±\x"), (A.8)

and

&±>(x) = *l*\S) + J d4x"G^(x;x")Vi(x")^0
±)(x"), (A.9)

where j dAx" = J* dt" J d3r". Eqs. (A.S) and (A.9) are exact and may serve as a

good starting point for studying Keldysh-type theories and the Floquet eigenvalue

problem (Manakov and Fainshtein, 1981; Becker et al., 1990) in great detail. For

example, in studying MPD in H~ one may take the atomic potential, V, as a weak

perturbation on the advanced state (of the photodetached electron), and choose

the "unperturbed" Hamiltonian as Ho = p2 /2m — qr-E. Then, to the zeroth

order in V, the advanced state is approximated by a Volkov state. The subsequent

calculation of the S-matrix element establishes Keldysh's theory as a lowest-order

approximation in V. The detailed procedure is outlined below. Starting with the

advanced case of Eq. (A.S), taking the complex conjugate of the whole equation,

multiplying the result by <fro(x), the initial-state wave function, and integrating

over r*, then, in terms of Dirac's notation, we may find that, by taking to —> <x>,

and t —* — oo)

" J—
>= < *l

o~\t)\*o(t) >~T dr< $(-)(
oo

(A10)

Replacement of the initial state, |$o >, by \i > and the final state, |$o >•> by

| / >, we get the familiar expression for the S-matrix element,

S l W = lim < f(t)\i(t) > - i j°° dr < &-\T)\Vi(T)\i(r) > . (All)
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It is noted that the first term on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of this equation

is bounded, thus, can be dropped in the calculation of MPI/MPD rates, even if

| / > and \i > are associated with different Hamiltonians. In ordinary S-matrix

treatments of MPI problems, it is assumed that the field is adiabatically turned

on and off, and the interaction vanishes as \t\ —• oo. One of the results is to get

< f\i > as Sij. However, we will see in Appd. B that it would be better not

to artificially turn off the field in the Coulomb gauge; otherwise, one may choose

improper wave functions and get gauge-dependent results.
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Fundamental Physics behind The Gauge Problem

In studying atom-field interactions, various field gauges can be employed to

solve the time evolution of a quantum state and the transitions involved. The two

most frequently used gauges in the electric dipole approximation (EDA), the elec-

trie field (E • r) gauge and the velocity (p • A) gauge, are good examples. However,

since conflicting results may be mistakenly obtained when using different gauges,

we shall explore the origin of this problem in the following.

Although it has been noted that state vectors should be represented in a

self-consistent manner according to the gauge being considered, not much atten-

tion has been paid to the requirement that a physical state has to be properly

represented with reference to a particular jraug-e (Lamb et ed., 1987). It is easy

to show that the expansion coefficients of a state vector are gauge invariant, if

one transforms the basis vectors consistently, see Eq. (B.12). However, the fact

of gauge-invariant physics does not mean that the transition problems, especially

the partial cross sections, can be solved independently in any gauge. To see the

point, one may simply consider the following question: What is the connection

between the gauge-invariant expansion coefficients and the physically meaningful

probability amplitudes?

In dealing with practical atom-field interaction problems, the interaction time

is finite, and we are concerned about transitions between energy eigenstates rather
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than simply between eigenvectors of an "unperturbed" operator. Then, it is es-

sential to seek for a gauge in which physical states have well-defined energy. The

situation is rather complicated, since the appearance of an energy eigenstate is

gauge-dependent in the presence of the field. We argue that it is necessary to

identify gauge-consistent energy eigenstates, forming a basis set, so that the ex-

pansion coefficients of a state vector in this base can be of physical meaning. For

this purpose, we shall first review an important concept of gauge-invarian*. energy,

which is quite distinct from the usual concept of the Hamiltonian.

B.I Gauge-Invariant Physics

A gauge-invariant semiclassical formulation of atom-field interactions (Yang,

1976; Kobe et ai.,197S) has demonstrated that the probability amplitudes, an

energy operator {£) and its spectrum are gauge-invariant. The points are briefly

summarized in the following. Without loss of generality, a single-electron model is

considered.

We start with the Coulomb gauge. In semiclassical theory, the minimal-

coupling Hamiltonian is

Hc= [p-qAc]
2/2m + V(r), (B.I)

where p= —ihV is the canonical momentum (Schrodinger picture), Ac{r, t) is the

vector potential, —dAc/dt = E(t) is the external electric field, and V{r) is the

atomic potential energy. The other gauges to be considered below are those which

can be connected by performing a local gauge transformation:

|*M<) >= T*(t)l*c(0 >= exp[UJX(r,t)/h]\^c(t) >, (B.2)

and the field potentials are related according to

A* = Ac + V* and A* = AQ - d\/dt, (B.3)
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where |^c > is the state vector in the Coulomb gauge, \ is a physically well-

defined Hermitian function of r* and t, \ vanishes when no external fields are

present, and the superscript \ 1S u sed to label the associated state vector and

operators. By definition, the gauge-invariant energy is the sum of the kinetic

energy, A*x = (p — qAx)2/2m, and atomic potential energy of the electron, or

alternatively as the difference between the Hamiltonian {Hx) and the scalar-field

potential energy (qAx):

£x = [p - qAx]2/2m + V(r) = ihd/dt - qA^ = Hx - qAx. (B.4)

Let £c be the energy operator in the Coulomb gauge. Then, the above expression

may be identified as TX£CTX\ since V(r) = TxV{r)Tx\ Ac{fJ) = TxAc(r,t)Tx*,,

and p — gVx = TxpTx*. Moreover, the expectation value of £x (also Kx and V)

is gauge-invariant:

|*x > = < TX<HC\TXSCTX*\TX<HC > = < *c\£c\<llc > . (B.5)

Depending on the gauge, however, £x may look different. For example, in the

Coulomb gauge: V- Ac = 0 and ,4o = 0 (with no scalar potential for the radiation),

the energy operator is just the the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian (i.e., £c = Hc).

In contrast, in the electric field gauge: Ax = 0 and Ax = —qf- E, so that

£* = p2/2m + V = Ho, which is the unperturbed Hamiltonian.

This definition of electron energy neglects polarization effects of the field on the

atom, and it also excludes the field from the system. Thus, the work done by the

external field on the bound electron will be converted into £. The physical meaning

of £x may be clearly seen by identifying the velocity operator, v *= (p — qAx)/m,

from

A < tfxi^x > = < vpx|(£_ qA
x)/m\<ifx >, (B.6)

at
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and by considering the fact that,

L < $ | £ | p x > < q \ ( E v + v E W > , ( B . 7 )
at 2m

which corresponds to the classical energy-transfer rate: F-u (product of the external

force and the velocity of the electron).

In the electric dipole approximation (EDA), \h • r\ <C 1, where k is the wave

vector, the electric field, E{r,t) ~ E(t), and the magnetic field, B(r,t) ~ 0, Also,

the Coulomb gauge reduces to the velocity gauge. Let x(f,t) = — r • A(t), then

Tx becomes the familiar Goeppert-Mayer transformation factor, which transforms

states \tyc > into those in the length gauge.

After establishing the concept of the gauge-invariant energy, let us consider

the physics in a particular (reference) gauge, whose Hamiltonian (Href) contains

the intuitively-true energy components of a bound electron:

Href = Kref + V + Hint = £rtf + HinU (B.8)

where the subscript r e / is used to label the operators for this gauge, and ff,nt

may be identified as the polarization energy due to the action of the radiation

field, which does not show up in the Coulomb gauge. The necessity of including

Him in Href must be justified by considering the fact that an atom is indeed

polarized in a dc electric field, and that matter can be polarized by light and

possesses polarization energy. In the EDA, H{nt is just the dipole potential energy:

—qf' E. Let us call this special gauge as the energy gauge, because its Hamiltonian

carries direct information of energy. The energy operator, £re/> is generally time-

dependent, except in the electric field gauge (A a 0). It should be emphasized

here that only when A is a constant of time can £ be time-independent and have

time-harmonic energy eigenstates. For simplicity and for most practical purposes,
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we shall assume the EDA in the following discussion to justify the key point of our

argument.

In the electric field gauge, £re/ is the unperturbed Hamiltonian (Ho), and its

eigenstates, \cf>n >, satisfying

r~= Ho^n > = ̂ nl0n >5 (B-9)

are harmonic in time: |0n(<) >= e~tuJnt\(j>n(O) > . Expansion of a state vector on

the base formed by these eigenstates of £ref, {\<t>n{0) >}, immediately gives well-

defined probability amplitudes. Thus, the electric field gauge is really convenient

(Lamb, 1952). It should be taken as a reference gauge, since the energy states of

any other gauges must be defined with reference to the energy gauge- as long as

the field is on.

Considering the transformation relation for an arbitrary energy eigenstate,

>= e"*""1 ir**B(0) >, (B.io)

we may find that the time-independent basis vectors, {|^n(0) >}, in the energy

gauge, will become time-dependent (basis vectors) through \ m the new gauge,

and

|^(0) >= TX|<MO) >, (B.ll)

which is reminiscent of the same situation in the Heisenberg picture (Sakurai,

1985). Then, we may find the gauge-invariant probability amplitudes:

cm(t) =< <f>m(0Mt) >=<4>m{O)\{Tx(t))'T*{t)\4>{t) >
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Similar results can be obtained in repeating the above procedure, if one starts with

any other gauge than the energy gauge; however, one would then obtain gauge-

in%rariant expansion coefficients rather than probability amplitudes. This is simply

due to the fact that \<j>n > are eigenvectors of # 0 , and

Ho = £-+ V^£, for A^O. (
2m

We emphasize here that the concept of energy states is indispensible in considering

transitions in quantum mechanics.

The interaction Hamiltonian in the energy gauge, see Eq. (B.8), is

Hint = Href-£ref, (B.14)

which is in general a function of rand t, representing the field-dependent potential

energy. It is of real physical meaning, and should thus be gauge-invariant; the

dc-Stark effect is a good example. For a ^-transformation from the energy gauge,

it is straightforward to show that the Hamiltonian for the transformed state is

Hx = T*Hrtf{T*jt - qdx/dt. (B.15)

Also, the Hamiltonian for the unperturbed states can be identified directly from

the relation,

ihd(T*\<Kt) >)/dt = [TX£ref(T*)t - qdX/dt\{T*\<p{t)

Then, the transformed interaction Hamiltonian can be found as

Hfnt

since Him commutes with T*. Thus, like £, the interaction energy, Hint-, is also

gauge-invariant. It should be noted that # , n t is the interaction potential energy
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due to the field, and it is not contained in the Hamiltonian of the Coulomb gauge,

where the field is treated as totally external. In the EDA, Hint= —qr- E (with

reference zero at the nucleus), which is a gauge-invariant interaction potential

energy. For a complete physical description of the atom-field interaction, Hint

must be considered explicitly in the Hamiltonian; otherwise, one need to consider

the gauge transformation effects on the state vector and the Hamiltonian.

In contrast, the Hamiltonian, H = £ + qAo, prescribing the time evolution of

a quantum state: ihdty/dt = Hty, is in general gauge-dependent, since a physical

state may have different time-dependences in different gauges through the scalar

potential, AQ. In the energy gauge, qAo may be identified as Hint- One may

realize that the Hamiltonian is simply the gauge-dependent energy of the electron

from a point of view that a gauge transformation effectively shifts the zero point

of the potential energy in a specific, time-dependent way for a particular gauge.

For example, let us consider again a \-transformation from the energy gauge, and

notice that the transformed Hamiltonian, Eq (B.13), indicates a shift of energy by

—d\/dt from the "real" energy of the electronic state, £+Hint, at each instant of

time. The gauge invariant energy, £, being separated from the gauge-dependent

scalar-field potential energy, is only a part of the energy defined in the energy

gauge.

B.2 Work with Different Gauges

In principle, the expectation value of physical observables are gauge-invariant,

i.e., we should get the same results when using different gauges. In practical appli-

cations, it is wise to choose a convenient gauge to work with. It is not important

whether the unperturbed Hamiltonian being considered is an energy operator or

not. What really matters is (A) how to solve the Schrodinger equation for the
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time-dependent state vector, \<f>x(t) >; and (B) how to find the probability ampli-

tudes by projecting \(px(t) > onto Tx\<pn(Q) >. This means that one must know

Tx. which connects the gauge being considered and the energy gauge. Part (A) is

mainly a mathematical problem; the physics is contained in the Schrodinger equa-

tion. For example, although the physical significance of the so-called interaction

Hamiltonian, — qp • A/m, and the unperturbed Hamiltonian {HQ) in the velocity

gauge are debatable, all one needs to do is to find |<px(tf) > mathematically. Part

(B) is usually much easier to deal with than part (A); however, correct physical

concepts are required not to make mistakes. This complexity has much to do

with the gauge-dependent time evolution of the energy eigenstates, and with the

confusing field turn-on and turn-off effects.

For simplicity, let us consider interactions that last for a finite number of

cycles, and let the field be turned on and off abruptly. No changes in the state

could occur due to the sudden presence or absence of the field. Before and after

the interaction, Tx = 1, the Hamiltonian is the unperturbed energy operator, and

the state evolves freely; no field gauges are needed. The moment (£= 0) when

the (sinusoidal) field is turned on (from zero) a pre-selected gauge (\) is also

turned on, i.e., a transformation from the energy gauge to the ,\-g&uge is executed.

Then, the state begins to evolve according to the Schrodinger equation for this

gauge. Right before the end of the interation (t = tj), let the state vector be

\4>*{tf) >= £ n c n ( t / ) r* |^ n (0 ) >. Immediately after the interaction (t = */), a

transformation of the state (and operators) back to the energy gauge is required.

Then, the state vector becomes \<j>(t) >= J2n
 cn(t)Wn(0) >, for t > //, where

cn(t) = cn(tf) exp[—iu(t — t/)] is the probability amplitudes of interest, ignoring

finite lifetimes of excited states. By the above procedure, there are no worries of

getting disagreement from using different gauges.
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The situation becomes quite different when the transition rate is of inter-

est. Under conditions where the transition rate can be of meaning, the transition

probability is increasing linearly with time, and the field (of constant intensity) is

supposedly on. Although the field lasts only for a finite period of time as happens

in real situations, one has to do extrapolation, assuming the field is still on, to

find the transition rate during the interaction time. Then, the energy eigenstates

should be taken as those transformed from the energy gauge, i.e., {Tx\pn >}• In

particular, for the velocity gauge, Tx — exp[̂ f*- A(t)/h]. This explains why those

formulae found by Reiss (1980) and Faisal (1973) are reliable only for weak fields,

i.e., T* ca 1.

B.3 Physics behind the Gauge Problem

In a full quantum mechai-.oal treatment of interactions of atoms with radi-

ation, the Hamiltonian of the whole system contains unperturbed Hamiltonians

for the atom and for the field, respectively, and also an interaction part. In the

Schrodinger picture, the Hamiltonian is time-independent. However, through a

gauge transformation (e.g., Dirac et al, 1932), which factors out the time evolu-

tion of the free field from the state vector, the unperturbed Hamiltonian for the

free field is removed from the Hamiltonian as happens in the transition from the

Schrodinger picture to the interaction picture. Then, all field-related operators

become time-dependent; this effectively gives a mixed Schrodinger and Heisenberg

picture for an open system.

In dealing with intense-field-related phenomena, the number of photons of a

quantized field is always huge. As long as there are no depletion effects on the field,

it is a good approximation to describe the field classically. Therefore, semiclassical

approaches are commonly employed in treating these problems. By analogy with
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either classical or relativistic dynamics, the Hamiltonian of a quantum system may

be obtained. We shall restrict our interest to non-relativistic approximations in

the following.

It is well known in classical mechanics that through minimal coupling the

kinetic momentum of a charged particle interacting with a radiation field of vector

potential A is mv= P~qA, and that identical equations of motion are obtained when

an arbitrary total time derivative is added to the associated Lagrangian. Thus,

there are various Hamiltonians for the same classical system. Similar situations

occur in the quantum mechanical analogue by performing unitary (or contact)

transformations (e.g., Richards, 194S). Our interest here, however, will be focused

on the gauge-dependent Hainiltonian and gauge-independent physics.

Consider a radiation field far from its source, which is represented by the four-

vector potential, (A(r, t), 0), in the Coulomb gauge (V • A = 0). The Hamiltonian

for an electron sitting in an atomic potential, V, and interacting with the field is,

H = mv2/2 + V = [p - qA(r, tf/2m. + V, (B.18)

which is just the sum of the kinetic energy and the atomic potential energy of the

charged particle. The interaction of the particle with the radiation field, includ-

ing the usually interesting dipole interaction and the usually neglected multipole

interactions, are somehow missing in the classical consideration. The interesting

question of how these interaction? are absent in the Hamiltonian is very fundamen-

tal. The physical origin and some other points are explored below.

To show explicitly the hidden interactions, one has to resort to appropriate

gauge transformations. For example, the Goppert-Mayer transformation demon-

strates the electric-dipole interaction in the EDA, and a more general consideration
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(Power and Zienau, 1958) shows magnetic-dipole electric-quadrupole, and other in-

teractions in the transformed Hamiltonian.

In the EDA, through the gauge transformation from the Coulomb gauge:

\<p{t) >= T|*c(<) >= e - ' ^ ' ^ l t f e W >=

where Hx{t) = —qf- E(t), we obtain the Hamiltouian for the electric field gauge

He = miP/2 + V + Hi = film + V + Ht = Ho + H,, (B.20)

where p is also the kinetic momentum in this gauge. It is noted that in the E-r-

gauge the Hamiltonian contains an additional energy of dipole interaction to that

in the p-A-gauge; thus, it appears that the interaction energy with the radiation

field is gauge-dependent, although it is not. The subtle relationship between these

two gauges is analogous to that between the Schrodinger and interaction pictures.

For the latter, the unperturbed time evolution is factored out from the state vector:

\ip(t) >schr = exp(—iHot/h)\r/> >int.\ while, for the former the interaction part is

that to be factored out. This point will become clear as soon as one reverses the

transformation, Eq. (B.19), back to the p-A-gauge.

To get deeper insight into the effects of gauge transformation and the physics

involved, let us start with the energy gauge. The Hamiltonian contains the kinetic

energy (K), atomic potential energy, and the interaction potential with the field:

ihd\4> >/dt= Href\4> > = K + V(r) + Hint(

On performing the gauge transformation,

{ ~ y dt'Hint(r,t')}\<f>>, (B.22)
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the time evolution associated with i7in< in \<j> > is cancelled and does not appear

in |-J/J >, which is demonstrated in the Schrodinger equation,

ihd\ip > /dt = [T0KT£ + V(r)]\xP >, (B.23)

where the interaction part, i/Jt,<, has been removed. Thus, the net effect of doing

this gauge transformation amounts to eliminating the dynamical dependence of

the particle motion on Hu,f Note that the transformed kinetic energy, TbA'Tj,

still plays the same physical role of kinetic energy (gauge invariant), and the new

Hamiltonian contains only the kinetic and atomic potential energies of the particle.

This situation illustrates the fundamental difference between the energy gauge

and the Coulomb gauge. Because of the elimination of H{nt from Href, this new

gauge effectively provides an "anti-interaction" picture. It is noted that this gauge

transformation not only shifts time dependence, although partially, from the state

vector to operators but changes the zero-point of potential energy from time to time

(Sakurai, 1985) so that Hinl is missing. Now, assume the EDA and let To = T*

(see Eq. (B.19)), then this anti-interaction gauge can immediately be identified as

the p-A-gauge.

It is interesting to note that for an unperturbed eigenstate \(j>Q > in the E-r-

gauge, satisfying HQ\4>Q > = a\<f>a >> the same physical state, T^\<j>a >, in the

p-A-gauge satisfies

Hc{T*\<f>a » = {T^HQT)T^\4>a >= a(T*\<j>Q >). (B.24)

It may be amazing to see that the "perturbed" Hamiltonian, Hc, in the p-A-gauge

should have unperturbed eigenstates. In fact, this is simply due to the fact that

the energy operator, £", has the same physically unperturbed eigenstates and the
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same energy spectrum in different gauges. Also, it will be shown that in the p-A

gauge, Hc does not describe the time evolution of the unperturbed states, T^\<f>a >.

Conventionally, the interaction Hamiltonian in the p-A-gauge is taken as

H\A\t) = -qp- A(t)/m + q2A\t)/2m, (B.25)

and the Hamiltonian Hc — Ho + Hi . However, the physical situation is not so

simple, since p is not a physical observable when .4 7̂  0, neither is HQ. From

another point of view, if the energy concept is fully described in the p-A-gauge,

we should get

^ v , (B.26)

in the Heisenberg picture. However, through direct calculation one may find that

this requirement is true not for the p-A gauge but for the E r gauge. As shown

in section B.I, the work done by the external field is converted into £ rather than

simply into the kinetic energy, which contains the interaction involved. Thus,

for a bound electron, it is incorrect to take the above H\ as the interaction

Hamiltonian. In order to identify the interaction Hamiltonian for the velocity

gauge, we need to find the unperturbed Hamiltonian. For this purpose, first one has

to find the Schrodinger equation for the unperturbed energy eigenstates, T^\(i>n >.

It is straightforward to find that, in the EDA

4>n > ) / d t = { H - Hxnt)T^\4>n > • (B.27)

Thus, the Hamiltonian for the unperturbed energy states in the p-A-gauge should

be identified as

H{
0
A) = H - Hint = [p - q A } 2 / 2 m +V- Htnt = £ - HinU (B.28)
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so that the interaction Hamiltonian is exactly the same as that in the E-r-gauge.

HQ may also be found (Becker, 1991) by considering the Hamiltonian correspond-

ing to the zero-field four-vector potential: (.4, — f- dA/dt). There is no doubt that

both the perturbed and unperturbed Hamiltonians should have their current ap-

pearances, because when starting with the energy gauge, the gauge transformation,

T*, effectively shifts their "apparent" energy downward by Hini. In practice, cal-

culating transition rates in intense fields in the p-A-gauge could be convenient

mathematically; however, it is easy to make mistakes.

Although the p-A-gauge may cause great confusion, it may be very useful when

appropriately used. To see physics better in this gauge, two dynamical quantities

must be interpreted.

(a) First, let us analyze the kinetic momentum, p — qA(t). The physical meaning

of "—qA(t)" can be justified as the momentum increment due to the field (or the

''quiver" momentum), pq(t), by the relation

4 < *l - 9-4(<)|* >= < V\qE{t)\V >, (B.29)

which implies that the canonical momentum is simply the field-free part of the

kinetic momentum. In fact, one may easily find that

~ < #|p1* >= - < # | W | * > . (B.30)

A direct combination of these two equations leads to the familiar equation of mo-

tion:

4 < *\{P- ?-4)|* >=at

(b) The quantity

s(t) = -(q/m) / dt'A(t'), (B.32)
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may be interpreted as the position shifted solely by the field, since

4- < <W)I* >= < *|( — ) l * >, (B.33)
at in

which is useful in understanding the so called space-translation transformation

(Faisal, 1973) or the acceleration gauge (Henneberger, 1968; Giusti-Suzor and

Zoller, 1987).

The gauge problem has been argued for many years for an inconsistent view

of using gauges. The minimal coupling (Coulomb) gauge is usually taken as a

reference for its direct connection with classical mechanics, and no approximations

are assumed (in the sense of a classical field). Even so, we must realize that other

gauges also lead to agreement with classical mechanics. It is important to note that '

the Coulomb gauge does not fully describe the energy of a bound electron: (1) the

physically meaningful polarization potential energy, #,„<, of a bound electron in the

field is obviously missing in the Coulomb gauge; and (2) the apparent interaction is

contained in the kinetic energy rather than in the form of a physical potential; this

is due to a gauge transformation from the energy gauge, which eliminates if,n< from

Href and explicitly shows the field-dependent kinetic energy. The gauge-invariant

formalism based on the energy gauge shows gauge-invariant energy and interaction

energy; it will guarantee gauge-invariant probability amplitudes.
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Floquet Eigenvalue Problem in a Zero-Rangt Potential

A bound electron may be released in an external nonresonant EM field. This

may be understood by considering the change in the electron energy by suddenly

switching on the field. This change may show up as a sudden increment in the

electron potential energy in the low-frequency (field frequency <C characteristic

atomic frequency) limit, or as an increment in the (quivering) kinetic energy in the

high-frequency limit. Thus, as compared to the field-free case, the bound electron

has its energy raised by the field, and may decay (or be ionized) into the field so

as to get into a state with lower potential energy, From another point of view,

there are high-energy components of the wave function formed through periodic

interactions, resulting in open-channel decay into the dressed continuum.

A zero-range potential model has shown very good agreement with experi-

ment for single-photon detachment cross section of H~ (Armstrong, 1963). In this

section, we shall review a more general approach (Manakov and Fainshtein, 1980;

Becker et a/., 1990), which studies the decay of a weakly-bound electronic state

in a monochromatic field by assuming a 3-dimensional zero-range potential and

a quasistationary Floquet state. This approach considers a particular boundary

condition of the wave function at the origin, expresses the wave function in an

integral form, and finally leads to an integral equation for the complex eigenvalue

of the decaying state. The imaginary part of the eigenvalue gives the decay rate,
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and the real part gives the energy shift. Thanks to very helpful guidance from Dr.

Wilhelm Becker can the following derivation be completed.

The zero-range potential is given in the regularized form,

where K = \f2mEb, and Ei, is the binding energy of the only supported bound

state,

<j>b{?) = v /K/27re-Kr/r. (C.2)

One may easily find that

<j>b(r) K - - K + O(r), as r ~ 0, (C.3)

which is a boundary condition for the unperturbed state. Alternatively, this bound-

ary condition can be rewritten as

v dln(r<ftt) tn ..
hm £ = —K. (C.4)
r—o dr

In the presence of a monochromatic EM field, E(t) = —dAc{t)/dt (in EDA),

we may seek a wave function in the Floquet form

*(*) = exp(-iEFt/h)$F(x), (C.5)

where x'= (r,t), Ep is the complex Floquet eigenvalue,

EF = $(EF) + &(EF) = (-Eb + A) - ihT/2, (C.6)

A is the energy shift, F is the detachment rate, and $F is a time-periodic function,

)= $F(r,t). (C.7)
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The Schrodinger equation for the wave function in the velocity gauge is

which can be written in an integral form (see Appendix A) as

$(r,*)= ^~ I dt' Idr'G<£)(r,i;fV) kr')^r']$(r',<'), (C.9)
Km J-co J l- Or J

or

— /
Km J_oo J

(CIO)

where no incoming wave is present, and G^E) is the retarded Volkov Green's func-

tion (t > t'), satisfying

[ihd/dt+ h2V2/2rn+ qf-E(t)}G{E){x;x>)= Six-x1). (C.ll)

To find G^E\ we consider the solutions of Eq. (C.8) with Vo = 0, which are the

well-known Volkov states,

where pjt(r) = p — qA(r) is the kinetic momentum, p is the drift (or zero-field)

momentum, A is the vector potential, and — qA(— pq) is the quiver momentum.

In terms of the complete basis set, {0X. }, the Volkov Green's function can be

expressed as

Through some manipulation, this reduces to
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m 13/2 f»™gf- m - r - *ioi)8
13/2 f »

-t'y P U

x[pg(t).r-pq(t')-r' + j dT?q(T)f2m]lh),

where 0 is the step function, if (see Eq. (B.32)) is the shift in the electron position

by the field, r — s(t) gives the position of a field-free particle, and pq is the quiver

momentum (see Eq. (B.29)). Alternatively, Eq. (C.15) may be expressed as

(Becker, et. ai., 1989)

G{E)(r,t;r',t') = el7J(r"t;?'''')e-

where

;r',(') = ̂ { .4(0 • ?- X(t) • f - (-^p- • J'drA(T)},

and G^ is the retarded free-particle Green's function

The behavior of $p near the origin is similar to >̂j, except for a multiplicative

time-periodic factor (u(t)):

#F(f, t) ~ -(1 - nr)u(t), for r ~ 0 (C.19)
r

which may be verified by considering a general solution of $f for Eq. (CIO),

$p(r*, £) = f(r, t)/r, and imposing the weak-field limit, Eq. (C.2), and the periodic

condition, Eq. (C.7). Then, the boundary condition for $ can be expressed as

*(?,<) ~ -(1 - Kr)n(t), for r ~ 0 (C.20)
r
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where fi(t) — v(t)exp(—iEFt/h)- This boundary condition will be used to find the

complex eigenvalue.

From Eqs. (C.9) and (C. 15-20), we may find that, for small r

2-rrh [°° , . im 3/2 iaul~ / dT(—-r) e 2hT

r)e-,M(t}t-r)fjlit _ r ) _ ^ + ^ J (

By using the simple Gamma-function formula,

where e > 0, we may find that

111
m

by which the singularity at r = 0 in Eq. (C.21) can be removed. Then, by taking

the limit: r —> 0, Eq. (C.21) is reduced to

f %
The second term on the right-hand side may be identified by Eq. (C.22) as the limit

of a zero distribution; thus, it can be dropped. Substituting u(t)exp(—iEpt/h) for

fi(t)., we find that

f (C.25)

This integral equation may be considered explicitly on specifying the vector poten-

tial.

For an arbitrary elliptically polarized field with a vector potential,

-• E
A= —(cos utx + ( smut y), (C.26)

where - 1 < £ < 1, Eq. (C.17) gives
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+(1 - £2)cosu;(2i - r)(sinu>r - — sin2 ^ ) | . (C.27)

It is obvious that M. is a periodic function of t with a period of n/uj. Substituting

this expression into Eq. (C.25), employing the identity (see Eq. (C.22))

r '^ i B - i h '
where

E' = EF - Ep = EF - (1 + (2)e2JS;2/4mu2, (C.29)

and making the approximation: u{t) ~ constant, we may find that, with some

manipulation

M'l!M-uW])-0- (CM)

where e' = E'/hoj, e& = Eb/hu, and z = Ep/hu> are normalized energies; 8 — u>r

is a new dummy variable; / = (1 — £2)/(l + £2) is the degree of linear polarization;

and u{6) — 2z{\ — cos8)/$. It should be noted that since the sought-for solution,

e', has a non-positive imaginary part, the r.h.s. of Eq. (C.30), / c(e ') ' has to

be defined through analytic continuation from the upper-half into the lower-half

complex plane of e'; the same is true for Eq. (C.28). To do this, we shall find

an expression for /c(e'*) and employ the Schwarz reflection principle (Polya and

Latta, 1974): Consider an arbitrary analytic function, / , in a domain D, part of

whose boundary consists of an open segment of the real axis. If f{z) is real and

continuous on the open segment, then f(z) can be continued analytically into the

reflected domain D' of £>, i.e. f(z*)= f*(z), for z e D.
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To find /c(e'*), we rewrite the integrand of Eq. (C.30) as a five-fold sum of

infinite series of the form,

k3,m

(C.31)

where a's are coefficients, and n, k, fcj, £3? and m are integers. Then, through

term-by-term integration, fc may be obtained as a five-fold sum of square roots:

(n + 2k - kW + k, - 2k2 + m)n+2*-*,+i/2 j
[2(n + 2A- - it,) + l)(n + 2Jt - Jb, + m)l(n + 2k - fc, - m)! l ' j * ^ • ° 1 ' 1 '

For the simplest case of circular polarization (Berson, 1975; Becker, et. ai., 1989).

In doing the analytic continuation, first, we divide /c(e'*) into two (real and

imaginary) parts:

/ c ( O = /r(c'*) + i/,-(e'*), (C.31.3)

where / r and /, are real functions, and e' is treated as a real parameter. It is easy to

verify that fr (/,-) is the sum of those terms satisfying 3J(€') + &! — 2k2 +m < 0(> 0).

Second, for t'- in the lower half-plane, we apply the Schwarz reflection principle to

the two parts respectively:

(C32)

where fr and /,- each are multiple sums of square roots. Or, we may write

/ r(6'*)-i/ ,(6"), (C.32.1)
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Alternatively, the analytic continuation described by Eq. (C.32) can be imple-

mented by placing the square-root branch cut along the negative imaginary axis

of the complex e'-plane. Then, /c(e') remains the same form, a multiple sum of

square roots, as in the upper-half plane.

Since the assumption of a zero-range potential for MPD in H~ may not be

valid in very intense fields, i.e., when other transitions than described by Eq. (1.3)

are dominant, we shall focus on limited cases. For not too strong fields, i.e., hT

and |A| <C huj, on the r.h.s. of Eq. (C.32.1) we may approximate e' by —ej — z (a

real number), leading to

Note that this formula is defined in the principal branch; it has been used for

calculating e' in Chapter 3. It is more accurate for circular polarization, since for

£ = 1, Eq. (C.27) becomes

M{t,t - r) = | -r[l - (^~-f], (C.34)

which is independent of t, allowing a solution of u(t) = constant for Eq. (C.25).

In comparison, the assumption of v ~ const is only an approximation for general

elliptical polarizations, and the resulting relative error has been estimated to be ~

[hui/AEb)2 for low frequencies (Manakov and Fainshtein, 1980); higher frequencies

seem to give smaller error. This relative error is usually very small. For the whole

range of our current interest, 0.1 eV< Tiw < 0.4 eV, the maximum relative error

can be a few percent only, unless further approximations are made in practical

calculations.

To make corrections to the above approximation of v ~ constant, we expand

i/(0 as a Fourier series,

*(0= Y ane
t2n"\ (C.35)
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To make corrections to the above approximation of v ~ constant, we expand

u{t) as a Fourier series,
oo

V(t)= Y, °»el2nut, (C35)

where the periodicity of M, as explicitly shown in Eq. (C.27), has been considered.

Substituting Eq. (C.35) into Eq. (C.24), using the Bessel-Fourier formula,

inJn(x)ein\ (C.36)

and following the same procedure as leading to Eq. (C.33), we finally obtain a

matrix eigenvalue equation (still for not too strong fields)

(\l-7--l)a» =

where

Wnk~

(C.38)

By calculating Wnk and properly truncating the infinite matrix, minor corrections

can be made. However, since the zero-range potential itself has been an approxi-

mation for H~, small corrections to Eq. (C.33) may not be very important.
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CO2 Laser System

The CO2 laser system employed in the experiment consisted of a grating-tuned

oscillator (Tachisto-215), an amplifier (Lumonics-103), and a low-pressure gain cell

(Pulse Systems LP-30). The system is shown schematically in Fig. D.I. The laser

gas medium was a mixture of CO2, N2, and He gases. Each gas component was

pressure-regulated at 20 psi at the outlet of its gas cylinder, and the flow rates

were set by adjusting the flow meters on the control boxes. Gas mixtures in the

laser heads of the oscillator and the amplifier were excited by transverse electrical

discharge at atmospheric pressures; lasers of this type are called "TEA lasers."

The main advantage of using TEA lasers is to obtain a higher gain from a high-

density gas medium. Because of a short discharge gap, the high voltage required

for breaking down the gas medium is usually not too high. In contrast, longitudinal

electrical discharge usually occurs through a long path and is therefore performed

in a low-pressure environment, providing lower gains.

In the mixed laser gas, CO2 is the lasing gas, N2 helps excitation efficiency by

resonant energy transfer, and He is the buffer gas, useful in depopulating the lower

laser level of CO2 and conducting heat from the gas medium to the cavity wall. It

is noted that use of too much helium in the mixture may adversely depopulate the

upper laser level such that the output energy may decrease with increasing helium;

however, stable laser operation may be optimized not simultaneously with highest
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Fig. D.I. Arrangement of the CO2 laser system.
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output energy. Using too much nitrogen may simply increase laser pulse widths

without improving peak laser power.

The gain curve of the lasing medium is pressure-broadened and has a line

width (Witteman, 1987)

Avp = 7.58P(300/r) 1 / 2 { / C O j + 0.73/jv, + O.G4fH,} MHz, (D.I)

where fx is the fraction of the gas component x, P is the total gas pressure in torr,

and T is the gas temperature (K). In operation, the optimized ratio of gas flow

rates for the oscillator was CC>2:Ni:He~ 1.6: 1: 9, in standard cubic feet per hour

(SCFH). Assuming that T= 300°A', and P= 760 torr, then the line width Aup ~ 4

GHz. The cavity length was about 1.5 m, corresponding to an intermode spacing

of 108 Hz. Thus, when the low-pressure gain section was off there could be a few

tens (less than 40) of axial modes lasing simultaneously, depending on the gain and

cavity loss. The temporal profile of laser pulses then appeared very spiky. Because

of strong mode competition, the detailed pulse structures changed from pulse to

pulse. Therefore, it becomes necessary to operate the laser in single longitudinal

mode so that the laser intensity can be characterized for the experiment.

The transversely discharged, low-pressure gain cell inside the oscillator cav-

ity shared a small fraction of the gas mixture prepared for the oscillator. Its gas

pressure was maintained around 18 torr. The corresponding line width of the gain

curve may be found to be cs: 1.0 x 108 Hz, which just provides a very desirable con-

dition for single-longitudinal-mode operation. On taking the Doppler broadening

effect into account (Yariv, 1975), the Doppler line width (FWHM) may be found

as

Ai/D = T ( 2 1 " 2 f c g r ) 1 / 2 * 5.3 x 107Hz, for T = 300°A', (D.2)
A McOi
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Fig. D.2. Modification of CO2 gain curve by using a low-pressure gain cell.

where A is the laser wavelength, ks is the Boltzmann constant, and Mcot is the

mass of a CO2 molecule. Thus, the overall line width due to pressure and Doppler

broadening is still about 1 x 108 Hz, which can support only one axial mode. The

gain cell was fired ~ 100 (is earlier than firing the oscillator, and the overall gain

profile inside the cavity was modified to support oscillation of just one axial mode,

see Fig D.2. In fact, the timing of firing the gain ceil may be varied from 50 to

250 ps, because the upper laser level (within the gas mixture) may have a long

lifetime (a few hundred microseconds) at low pressures (Svelto, 1986). However,

it is noted that the gain cell has to be operated below threshold when the main

discharge occurs in the oscillator; otherwise, the oscillator simply behaves as an

amplifier and the output would be a long pulse of much lower peak power (Chin,

1980).
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Fig. D.3 . A schematic diagram of triggering the CO2 oscillator.
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The scheme of operating the oscillator is shown in Fig. D.3, where the thyra-

tron (HY-3202) is a fast (rise time 8 ns), low-jitter (< 1 ns), high-voltage, and

high-current trigger unit, playing a key role in the LC-inversion circuit (Questek,

19S6). When a negative-volt age trigger pulse (rise time ~ 20 ns, pulse width ~ lfis,

with a peak voltage between —500 and —2000 volts) is sent to the cathode (K),

a fast process of plasma generation develops inside the thyratron (Friedman and

Caristi, 1987) and effectively shorts the anode (A) and cathode. Then, charge

oscillation occurs in the circuit loop containing the capacitors (C2) and the thyra-

tron; a distributed inductance in the loop (Lj) is responsible for this oscillation,

with a time constant of 1/\JLdCi. The inductance (L) across the electrodes (E)

is much larger than L<* such that the voltage across Ci can be maintained nearly,

constant during the oscillation. When the voltage across C2 is inverted (as charge

oscillations in an LC-circuit), the voltage across the gas medium is nearly doubled

(from 28 kV), which is high enough to break down the gap of laser gas (~ 2 cm)

and then produce a gain medium. A preionization scheme using UV light is also

provided for uniform discharge.

The 3-stage TEA amplifier operates in a different way; its electrical discharge

system (for each stage) is shown in Fig. D.4. A HV trigger pulse is sent to

the spark gap, triggering preionization between the pin-electrode and the anode,

which further induces a main discharge through the gas medium. The ratio of the

amplifier gas mixture was CO2: N2: He~ 1: 2: 7 (SCFH), optimized for good

stability and high gain. In practice, this unit can only be fired up to 0.5 Hz with

good stability, and undesirable bright arcs may occur frequently when run at 1

Hz. This problem has much to do with the slow gas flow rate of the system and

the large capacitance (0.075 /iF) of the energy-storage capacitors thus the time

constant of the circuit. The slow repetition rate of the CO2 laser system did not
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Fig. D.4. A schematic diagram for the amplifier electrical discharge system.

allow efficient use of the H" beam, and restricted the data rate of the experiment.

It is important for us to obtain another laser system that is designed for both high

power and high repetition rate so that we may obtain high-quality data.
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Optical Alignment

E.I Laser Alignment

Preliminary alignment of the CO2 oscillator cavity was performed with a HeNe

laser of wavelength Aa= 632.S nm (visible). The detailed procedure is outlined

below.

(1) Set up alignment laser beam through the axis of laser cavity:

This was done by mounting an alignment piece, 2-inch in diameter with a 1-

mm pin-hole at the center, onto the mount for the output coupler (dismounted at

beginning), then steering the laser beam through both the pin-hole and the center

of the grating, which was mounted on the other end of the laser cavity. Another

pin-hole, about 1 m or further upstream from the laser cavity, was used to align

the output coupler later on.

(2) Check grating orientation:

To get laser polarization in the horizontal plane, the direction of grating

grooves is to be aligned in the vertical direction. This was done by turning the

grating such that all the diffracted beams fall in the horizontal plane through the

pin-hole.

(3) Measure the grating distance, d:

The grating distance can be found by turning the grating in the horizontal

plane, counting the orders of diffracted beams (being steered back into the incident
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beam), recording the corresponding angles (from the grating normal), and using

the grating equation

2dsin0n = n\a. (E.I)

The measured grating distance was 150"1 mm.

(4) Find the blazed angle:

The blazed angle of the grating can be estimated by turning the grating until

a mirror image can be most clearly seen. This angle was found as #& ~ 53° (or

alternatively 37°). Using the grating equation, we find

2</sin06~ 10.6 fim, (E.2)

which reveals that this grating has been designed to operate at 10.6 //m in the

first diffraction order. Operation at other wavelengths within the gain curve of the

lasing medium may be done by tuning the grating such that the grating equation

is satisfied; however, more diffraction loss is expected. (5) Tilt the grating roughly

at the blazed angle:

Using the grating equation for Aa, we may find that n=16.8. Thus, this step was

done by turning the grating from normal incidence and counting the diffracted

HeNe beams till around n=17; then, the tilt angle was close to #j.

(6) Align the output coupler:

The output coupler was a plano-concave piece of germanium with a reflectance

of 65%. The inner surface was coated and has a radius of curvature of Ri = 20 m,

and the outer surface was uncoated. Aligning the output coupler is as straightfor-

ward as aligning a plane mirror. We put the output coupler back to its mount,

and adjusted the horizontal and vertical micrometers such that the beam reflected

from the outer surface of the output piece was steered back into the incident beam.
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This step can make the output coupler perpendicular to the axis of the laser cavity

to within 0.5 mrad.

(7) Final Adjustments:

The last few steps were done by firing the CO2 laser. Since the gain of the

lasing medium is very high, lasing may still occur even if the laser cavity is slightly

misaligned. A joulemeter (Gen-Tec ED-200) was used to monitor the output en-

ergy, choosing the most sensitive scale if no signals could be detected. The first

improvement of the alignment may be done by turning the grating with a microme-

ter at small step sizes until the joulemeter reads maximum. Then, by adjusting the

orientation of the output coupler, the laser pulse energy can be further optimized.

These two steps were repeated a few times until no improvements can be made.

Up to this stage, the cavity has only been optimized for multi-transverse-mode

operation. An intracavity aperture (~ 1 cm in diameter) was then inserted and

roughly centered at the cavity axis to constrain the usable gain volume such that

only one (TEMoo) transverse mode could lase. The beam profile can be examined

by burning marks on a piece of thermal paper. Further adjustments of the position

of the aperture and the orientation of the output coupler were performed such that

the beam profile was circularly symmetric with a central maximum.

After the laser beam was amplified, it passed through a telescope. The purpose

of using this telescope was to collimate the laser beam and also reduce the beam

spot size by a factor of 2 to about 1 cm (FWHM). The laser beam divergence was

found to be ~ 0.45 mrad half-angle at half-maximum intensity by measuring the

laser spot size at several different locations along the beam, which is similar to the

focal region measurement.
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E.2 Alignment in the Interaction Chamber

Alignment of the laser beam inside the interaction chamber is not trivial. It

has to be done very carefully such that the laser spot, appearing on an alignment

piece, does not wobble during a complete rotation of the spider. In this optimized

situation (see Fig. 4.6a), the laser beam first propagates upward along the axis

of rotation; after passing through a 254-mm focusing lens, it reflects off a copper

mirror, which is tilted at 65° from the horizontal plane, and moves towards another

copper mirror (tilt at 20°), where the beam is bent horizontally; finally, the beam

is focused at the center of rotation and dumped into a beam catcher. To get the

alignment work done, we may take the following steps:

(1) Steer the laser beam such that it is roughly centered on the salt (NaCl) win--

dow of the chamber and also centered on the focusing lens, which has taken

advantage of the symmetry of the mechanical design.

(2) Since the geometry of the setup inside the chamber cannot be perfect, the beam

spot on the alignment piece usually wobbles when rotating the spider. To make

correction to the beam alignment, a convenient approach is to view along the

beam into the chamber, locate laser spots on the mirrors and focusing lens,

then steer the beam by adjusting the last two mirrors outside the chamber

such that all of these spots sit on the same straight line during a rotation.

Then, the requirement of making the beam to first propagate along the axis

of rotation is done.

(3) At last, one may need to fine adjust the last two mirrors before the interaction

region such that the beam is sent through the center of rotation.
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Multiphoton Detachment Rate and Cross Section

For an nfA-order MPI process well below saturation and with the Reiss pa-

rameter (Reiss, 1980), IR — Ep/hu> <C 1, the transition rate per atom may be

described by lowest-order perturbation theory:

T'n = anF
ln, (F.I).

where F is the photon flux, an is the generalized cross section and the prime

indicates the rest frame of the ion. If higher-order processes also contribute, we

may write the transition rate as

amF'm = vF', (F.2)

where am is in general intensity-dependent, and a is the total cross section:

mF'm-X- (F.3)

The total number of counts per micropulse is therefore given by

jV'= / fdV'dt'p'aF1, (FA)

where the integrals cover the interaction volume and time (one micropulse of the

H~ beam) of the photon and atomic beams, and p is the density of H~ ions. Since

the total number of counts is invariant, density p transforms as p' = p/y, dV'dt' =
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dVdt, and photon flux F = Ijhuj transforms as photon energy to the first power

(see Section 2.6), i.e. F' = F-y(l + ficosa), we have

N= I I dVdt(l +3cosa)crpF. (F.5)

In a real situation, H~ ions traversing the interaction region at different posi-

tions and times may see varying fields, due to the spatial and temporal distribution

of the laser intensity. Let us, however, assume that the interaction volume is a cylin-

der, corresponding to that part of the focus of the laser beam which lies within

the H~ beam; assume also that the laser beam is uniform in intensity and in time

within this cylinder. Then, the last equation simplifies to

.. . _ I + tfcosa , „ . , •
N = V0TQP<TF : , (F.6)

sina

where To is the time of interaction of the beams, and Vo is the interaction volume

at a = 90°. We may then obtain the relative cross section:

Nsina ( F °
bearing in mind that a is, in general, dependent on laser intensity.

The lowest possible order of the multiphoton process is determined in part by

the ponderomotive potential (Ep), which is independent of angle, and therefore of

photon energy, in our experiment. Unfortunately, we were unable to resolve the

orders of these processes. If, however, the lowest-order process is dominant, then

the generalized cross section,

a = onFln-x = c r n F n - x
7

n - 1 ( l + /3cosa)n-\ (F.8)

and the n'*-order total cross section,

Nsina
on oc ——
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For an intensity of 20 GW/cm2 at 10.6 fim, the photon flux F is approximately

1.1 x 1030 photons/cm2-s. Using our rough estimates of Vo = 3 xlO~4 cm3, To ~ 1

ns, and p = 1200 H~/cm3 (Tang, et ai., 1989), a typical 40 counts per micropulse

for a four-photon process yields a total cross section ~ 10"19 cm2 and a count

rate per atom (barycentric frame) of order 10 u per second, in good agreement

with the theoretical predictions of Shakeshaft and Tang (1987) and the theoretical

calculation using the method of Becker et al. (1990a).

Generalized cross sections may be useful in interpreting experimental results,

if the individual multiphoton absorption channels can be identified. Unfortunately,

this was not feasible in our experiment. Also, because of the spatio-temporal laser

intensity distribution in real experiments, it is impossible to get simple data for a"

constant intensity. These difficulties allow two options in presenting experimental

data, giving either the signal counts or the intensity-averaged MPD rates for a

specific experimental condition. Since MPD rates may carry more direct informa-

tion relating to the interested physical process, and since we had little saturation

problem with the H~ target, we choose to present our data in the form of aver-

aged MPD rates for our experimental condition. The averaged MPD rate is simply

defined as

r - N'

where Na is the absolute signal counts/laser pulse, Nt is the total number of H~

going through the interaction region per laser pulse, and r is the transit time in

the ion's frame.
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Calculation of MPD Rate and Energy Level Shift

C PROGRAM L2.F0R, to be linked with IMSL/LIB for calculating JO(x)
C * To calculte MPD RATE of H- in the ZERO-RANGE approx. for LP light.
C Also, to calculate the energy level shifts of the GND state. •
C ••This prograa works for not too strong fields: MPD rate« oaega ••
C RELATIVE ERROR "" (hv/4Eb)«*2, which is saall for our exp. cases.
C For CIRCULAR POLARIZATION set J0(x)-l.
C ••• The numerical integration is done thru SUBROUTINE QUAIC8,
C which has been tested to give an ERROR less than the preaasigned
C torlerable value, ABSERR, for integrating DSqRT(l/x) oTer finite
C intervals. This subroutine is provided by Aair H. Nohagheghi. •••

C0NPLEX«16 C,CE,CC,C2>CTE«P
REAL*8 ER.EI.TEMPR,TEMPI
REAL*16 CR.CI
real«8 crO.ciO.h
REAL*8 PH0C181),AL.E,DR(131),SH(181)
REAL»8 PI,EP0.EPI.EP,EPSTEP,EB,EBZ,U,PI4
REAL*8 DX1,DX2.DI3,DX4.DX5
REAL*8 A,B,ABSERR,RELERR.ERREST,FLAG
real*8 err1,err2,ERRT,RESULT
INTEGER NOFUl.IN.NUMINT
R£AL*8 BETA,GAMMA,Z.PH01.PH02,STEP,ABSO.RELA.hv
EXTERNAL RFU11,RFUN2,IFUI1.IFUN2
COMMON /SPECIAL/Z.EB.EBZ.ER.EI
COMMON DX1

<;••*•••• START (for 800 MeV H-) •••••••••
GAMMA-1.852DO
BETA-0.8417D0
READ(5.*)EP0.PH01,PH02,STEP,NUMINT,EPSTEF ! Require 6 inputs

C EPO: starting value for ponderoaotive energy
C PH0KPH02): start (end) of photon energy range
C STEP (>0): step size for varying photon energy
C NUNIIT: tponderoHotive energy settings at step size EPSTEP

OPEN (Uin-11, FILE-' DRATE. TOP', STATUS- • NEW)
OPEN(UIIT-14,FILE-'SHIFT.TOP',STATUS-'NEW')
PI-DACOS(-l.DO)
PI4-PI/4.D0
h-4.1357d-15 ! in eV.s
CC-DCMPU(l.D0,l.D0)/DCMPLI(DSQRT(2.D0)) !SQRT OF ' i '

< > • • • DO LOOP TO SET LASER INTENSITT/PONDEROMOTIVE ENEKT • • • • • • •
DO 70 L-l.NWCNT
EP-EPO+EPSTEP»DFLOAT(L-1)
WRITE(U,*)EP
VRITE(14,*)EP

C**** DETERMINE hv.z.EB • • • • • • » • * • • * • • • • • • * • • • • * • • • • • • • • • •
DO 10 1 -1 ,181
PHO(I)-PHO1*DFLOAT(I-1)*STEP
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hT-PHO(I)
IF(hT.GE.PH02+STEP)G0T0 70 ! Reach end of h»-rang«
EB-0.7542D0/hr ! Normalized Binding energy
Z»EP/h» ! Normalized Ponderoaotire energy

C *•* To sar* CPU tii« and also get reasonably good accuracy,
C choose different values of ABSERR, depending on KPD rates.

IF(EP.GE.0.2)THEM
ABSERR-1.D-11
IF(hT.GE.0.15D0)ABSERR-1.D-10

C IF(hT.GE.0.175D0)ABSERR-5.D-11
IF(hT.GE.0.215D0)ABSERR-3.E-10
IF(hT.GE.0.29D0)ABSERR-1.D-9
IF(hT.GE.0.35D0)ABSERR-3.D-9
IF(hr.GE.0.39D0)ABSERR-3.D-9
IF(hT.GE.0.4SD0) ABSERR-l.D-8

ELSE IF(EP.GE.0.05)THE«
ABSERR-1.0-12
IF(hT.GE.0.15D0)ABSERR-5.D-12
IF(hT.GE.0.175DO)ABSERR-5.I>-11
IF(hT.GE.0.215D0)ABSERR-l.E-10
IF(hT.GE.0.29D0)ABSERR-5.D-10
IF(hT.GE.0.35D0)ABSERR-l.D-9
IF(hT.GE.0.39D0)ABSERR-3.0-9
IF(h».GE.0.45D0)ABSERR-l.D-8

ELSE IF(EP.GE.0.025D0)THE«

ABSERR-2.D-13
IF(hr.GE.O.16D0)ABSERR-5.D-13
IF(hT.GE.0.18D0)ABSERR-2.D-12
IF(hT.GE.0.20D0)ABSERR-5.D-12
IF(hT.GE.0.2SDO)ABSERR-2.D-ll
IF(hT.GE.0.30D0) ABSERR-2.D-10
IF(hT.GE.0.35D0)ABSERR-5.0-10
IF(hT.GE.0.39D0)ABSERR-l.D-9
IF(hT.GE.0.50DO)ABSERR-5.D-9

ELSE IF(EP.GE.0.01D0)THEI

ABSERR-1.0-IS
IF(hT.GE.0.16D0)ABSERR-3.D-14
IF(hT.GE.0.20DO)ABSERR-l.D-12
IF(hT.GE.0.2SD0)ABSERR-2.D-12
IF(hT.GE.0.30DO)ABSERR-5.D-l2
IF(hT.GE.0.3SD0)ABSERR-2.D-11
IF(hT.GE.0.40D0)ABSERR-2.D-10
IF(hT.GE.0.50D0)ABSERR-1.D-9

ELSE IF(EP.GE.0.003D0)THEI
ABSERR-1.D-16 ! B««d R*16 precision
IF(hT.GE.0.16D0)ABSERR-l.d-15
IF(hf.GE.0.26D0)ABSERR-l.d-13
IF(hT.GE.0.3SD0)ABSERR-2.D-12
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IF(hv.GE.0.385D0)ABSERR-2.D-ll
ELSE IF(EP.GE.0.001DO)THEN

ABSERR-l.D-16 ! Need R*16 precision
IF(hv.GE.0.2S5DO)ABSERR-1.D-14
IF(h».GE.0.35DO)ABSERR-1.D-I3
IF(h».GE.0.378D0)ABSERR-1.D-12

ELSE
GOTO 11

END IF
RELERR-ABSERR
ERRT*ABSERR+ABSERR

ER--EB ! Approximate the Real part of the Quasienergy, CE,
C which neglect* the shift in the GND state energy.
C El, the imaginary part of CE is ignored in the calculation.

EBZ—ER+Z
C The integral in Eq. (C.33)- CR+ i*CI, real and iaaginary parts
C«*** INITIALIZE CR AID CI *••••«»• SQRT(i) NOT INCLUDED •••••••••••••••••
C The integration froa "0" to 10**-8 gives the initial values, CR ft CI.
C ••• NO EI-CORRECTIOI TO THE INITIAL VALUES, RESULTING
C IN A RELATIVE ERROR OF (USUALLY MUCH) LESS THAN 10**-3

CR-QEXTD(2.DO*Z*(-ER+O.5D0*Z)»l.D-12/3.D0) ! ERROR '10*»-28
CI-QEXTD(-Z»2.D-4) ! ERROR OH THE ORDER OF 10»»-20

C PRIMT«,'CRO-'.CR,' CIO-',CI
C * Then, integrate froa 10**-8 step by step utill conrergence is aet.
C »••••••••••«•••••»•••••••••••••••••••••*•••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A-l.D-8
B»PI*2.D-3/EBZ

C To save CPU t i a * , choose v a r i a b l e s t e p s i z e s DX1, DZ2...DXS
C STAGE 1

IK-1
DX1-2.OD-3»PI/EBZ
DX2-2.0D-2»PI/EBZ
IF(hv.LE.0.21D0)DX2-DXl
DX3-2.00-l*PI/EBZ
DX4-2.0D0«PI/EBZ
DX5-2.0O»PI
IF(hv.GE.0.3D0.AID.Z.LE.0.002)DX5-4.DO*PI

1 IFCB.EQ.DXDTHEN
CALL qUAIC8(RFUIl,A,B,ABSERR.RELERR,RESULT,ERREST.NOFUI,FUG)

IF(FLAG.IE.O.)THEN
PRINT* , ' R F U G l - ' , FLAG.' EST-'.ERREST,' NOF-'.NOFUN
PRINT*,'A ft B- ' ,A ,B
END IP

ELSE
CALL QUANC8(RFUN2,A,B,ABSERR,RELERR.RESULT.ERREST,NOFUN.FLAG)

IF(FLAG.IE.O.)THEI
PR»T*,>RFLA62-',FLAG,' EST-' .ERREST, ' lOF-'.IOFDI
PRINT*.'A ft B- ' .A .B
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END IF
END IF

CR-CR+RESULT
ERR1-DABS(RESULT)

IF(B.EQ. DID THEM
CALL QUAMC8(IFUN1,A,B,ABSERR,RELERR,RESULT,ERREST,NOFUM,FLAG)

IF(FLAG.ME.0.)THEM
PRINT*,'IFLAG1-',FLAG,' EST-',ERREST.' MOF-'.MOFUI
PRINT*,'A t B-\A,B
END IF

ELSE
CALL QUANC8(IFUI2.A,B,ABSERR,RELERR.RESULT,ERREST,N0FU1,FLAG)

IF(FLAG.HE.0.)THEN
PRINT*,'IFLAG2-',FLAG,' EST-\ERREST,' NOF-',NOFUN
PRINT*,'A ft B-',A,B
END IF

END IF
OCI+RESULT
ERR2-DABS(RESULT)

C ••••«*«•••••«•*••••••*•••••••••»•••**••
IF(ERRl+ERR2.LT.ERBT)G0T0 777
IF(B.GE.2.OD1*PI)THEN ! STAGE 5

A-B
B-B+DI5
GOTO 1

ELSE IF(B.GE.PI*2.D0/EBZ)THEN ! STAGE 4
A-B
B-B+DI4 :
GOTO 1

ELSE IF(B.GE.0.2D0*PI/EBZ)THEI ! STAGE 3
A-B
B-B+DX3
GOTO 1

ELSE IF(B.GE.2.D-2*PI/EBZ)THEN
A-B
B-B+DX2 ! STAGE 2
GOTO 1

ELSE
A-B
B-B+DI1 ! STAGE 1
GOTO 1

END IF

777 COITIIDE
C PRINT* ,EWH,ERR2,ERRT

C-DCMPLX(CR.CI)
C PRINT*,'INTEGRAL- ' ,C
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C*CDSQRT(DCMPLI(l.D0/(4.D0*PI*EB)))»C«CC « VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL
ODCHPLXU.DCO+C

c PRINT*.'c-\c
CE»DCHPU(Z)-C«C»EB [ACTUALLY C.C. OF CE
TEKPR«DREAL(CE)
TEKPI-DIMAG(CE) ! change sign of the imaginary part
CE~DCKPLX(TEMPR,TEMPI) ! No» get the quasi-enargy

C ••• CALCULATE DECAY RATE AND ENERGY LEVEL SHIFT ••••
5HCI)-(TEMPR+EB)»hT JENERGY SHIFTS in eV
DR(I)—2.D0«TEMPI»hT»2.D0»PI/H '*** TEMPI SHOULD BE NEGATIVE *••
PRINT*,hT,DR(I) .SHU)
IFCPH01.EQ.PH02)THEI

VRITE(11,1OO)EP,DR(I)
VRITE(14.100)EP.SH(I)

ELSE
WRITEOl,100)hT,DR(I)
VRITE(14,100)hv,SH(I)

END IF
100 F0RMATUX,E12.5,5X,E12.5>
C««***««**«*«**«««*« ADJUST STEP SIZE «•••••*•••••*•*•*
C IF(PHO(I).GE.0.45DO)STEP-1.0D-2
10 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE

CLOSE(ll)
CL0SEC14)

11 STOP
END

SUBROUTINE QUANC8CFUN,A,B.ABSERR.RELERH,RESULT,ERREST.NOFUN.FLAG)

DOUBLE PRECISION FUN, A, B, ABSERR, RELERR, RESULT, ERREST, FLAG
INTEGER NOFUN

•
! ESTIMATE THE INTEGRAL OF FUN(X) FROM A TO B
! TO A USER PROVIDED TOLERANCE.
! AN AUTOMATIC ADAPTIVE ROUTINE BASED ON
! THE 8-PANEL NEVTON-COTES RULE,
i

! INPUT ..
i

! FUN THE NAME OF THE INTEGRAND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FUN(X).
• A THE LOWE* LIMIT OF INTEGRATION.
! B THE UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION.(B MAY BE LESS THAN A.)
• RELERR A RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE. (SHOULD BE NON-NEGATIVE)
! ABSERR AN ABSOLUTE ERROR TOLERANCE. (SHOULD BE NON-NEGATIVE)
i

• OUTPUT ..
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! RESULT AN APPROXIMATION TO THE INTEGRAL HOPEFULLY SATISFYING THE
! LEAST STRINGENT OF THE TWO ERROR TOLERANCES.
! ERREST AN ESTIMATE OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE ACTUAL ERROR.
! NOFUN THE NUMBER OF FUNCTION VALUES USED IN CALCULATION OF RES
! ULT.
• FUG A RELIABILITY INDICATOR. IF FUG IS ZERO, THEN RESULT
! PROBABLY SATISFIES THE ERROR TOLERANCE. IF FLAG IS
! XIX.YYY . THEN XIX - THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS WHICH HAVE
> NOT CONVERGED AND O.YYY - THE FRACTION OF THE INTERVAL
! LEFT TO DO WHEN THE LIMIT ON NOFUN WAS APPROACHED.
I

DOUBLE PRECISION WO,W1.W2.W3.W4,AREA,XO.FO.STONE,STEP,COR11,TEMP
DOUBLE PRECISION QPREV.QNOW.QDIFF.QLEFT.ESTERR.TOLERR
DOUBLE PRECISION QRIGHTOl) ,F(16) ,X(16) ,FSAVE(8,30) ,XSAVE(8.3O)
DOUBLE PRECISION DABS.DMAXl
INTEGER LEVMIN,LEVMAX,LEVOUT(NOMAX,NOFIN.LEV,HIM,I,J

• •*• STAGE 1 ••• GENERAL INITIALIZATION
! SET CONSTANTS.
J

LEVMIN - 1
LEVMAX - 30
LEVOUT - 6
NONAX - 5000
NOFIN - NOMAX - 8*(LEVMAX-LEV0UT+2**(LEV0UT+l))

i

• TROUBLE WHEN NOFUN REACHES NOFIN
i

WO - 3956.ODO / 14175.ODO
Wl - 23552.ODO / 14175.ODO
W2 - -3712.ODO / 14175.ODO
W3 - 41984.ODO / 14175.ODO
W4 - -18160.ODO / 14175.ODO

i

! INITIALIZE RUNNING SUMS TO ZERO.

FLAG -
RESULT
C0R11
ERREST
AREA
NOFUN >

0.
•

•1

•1

•t

• 0

ODO
O.ODO
O.ODO
O.ODO
O.ODO

IF (A .EQ. B) RETURN

••• STAGE 2 »•• INITIALIZATION FOR FIRST INTERVAL

LEV - 0
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HIM - 1
XO * A
X(16) -
QPREV •

B
• 0 . 0 0 0

FO - FUN(XO)
STONE -
X(8) -
X(4) -
X(12) -
X(2) -
X(6) -
XUO) -
X(14) -
DO 25 J

F(J)
25 CONTINUE

NOFUN -

(B - A)
(XO +
(XO +
(1(8)
(XO +
(X(4)
(X(8>
(X(12)

- 2 , 16,

/ 16.ODO
X(16)) /
X(8)) /
+ X(16))
X(4)) /
+ X(8))
+ X(12))
+ X(16))

2
- FUN(KJ))
•
9

2.000
2.ODO
/ 2.000
2.ODO
/ 2.ODO
/ 2.ODO
/ 2.ODO

! • * • STAGE 3 * • • CENTRAL CALCULATION
i REQUIRES QPREV,X0.X2.X4 X 1 6 . F 0 . F 2 . F 4 , . . . , F 1 6 .
! CALCULATES X I , X 3 . . . . 1 1 5 , Fl,F3,...F15,QLEFT,QRIGHT,QN0W,QDIFF.AREA.
i

30 X(l> - (XO + X(2)) / 2.ODO
F ( l ) - FUN(X(D)
DO 35 J - 3 , 15, 2

X(J) - (X(J-l) + X(J+D) / 2.ODO
F(J) - FU»(X(J))

35 CONTINUE
NOFUN - NOFUI • 8
STEP - (X(16) - XO) / 16.ODO
QLEFT - (VO*(FO * F(8)) + V1»(F(1)+F(7)) + V2«(F(2)+F(6))

*+ W3»(F(3)+F(5)) + ¥4»F(4)) • STEP
QRIGHT(LEV+l)-(V0*(F(8)+F(16))+Vl«(F(9)+F(15))+V2*(FU0)+FU4>)

*+ H3»(F(11)+F(13)) + W4*F(12)) • STEP
QMOW - QLEFT • QRIGHT(LEV+1)
QDIFF - QNOV - qPREV
AREA - AREA + QDIFF

! ••• STAGE 4 ••• INTERVAL CONVERGENCE TEST
i

ESTERR - DABS(QDIFF) / 1023.ODO
TOLERR •> DMAX1(ABSERR,RELERR*DABS(AREA)) • (STEP/STONE)
IF (LEV .LT. LEVMIN) GO TO 50
IF (LEV .GE. LEVHAX) GO TO 62
IT (NOFUI .GT. NOni) GO TO 60
IF (ESTERR .LE. TOLERR) GO TO 70

i

• *•* STAGE S ••• NO CONVERGENCE
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>. LOCATE NEXT INTERVAL,
i

50 NIN - 2*NIH
LEV - LEV+1

! STORE RIGHT HAM) ELEMENTS FOR FUTURE USE.
I

DO 52 I - 1, 8
FSAVE(I.LEV) - F(I+8)
XSAVE(I.LEV) - 3CCI+8)

52 CONTINUE
i

! ASSEMBLE LEFT HARD ELEMENTS FOR IMMEDIATE USE.
i

QPREV • QLEFT
DO 55 I - 1, 8

J - -I
F(2*J+18) - F(J+9)
X(2«J+18) - KJ+9)

55 CONTIIIUE
GO TO 30

! *•• STAGE 6 **• TROUBLE SECTION
• NUMBER OF FUNCTION VALUES IS ABOUT TO EXCEED LIMIT
i

60 M0FIN-2*N0FIN
LEVMAX - LEVOUT
FLAG - FUG + (B - XO) / (B - A)
GO TO 70

!

( CURRENT LEVEL IS LEVMAX
i

62 FUG - FLAG + 1.000
i

! *•* STAGE 7 *•• INTERVAL CONVERGED
! ADD CONTRIBUTIONS INTO RUNNING SUMS,
i

70 RESULT - RESULT + QNOV
ERREST - ERREST + ESTERR
C0R11 - C0R11 + QDIFF / 1023.ODO

i

! LOCATE NEXT INTERVAL,
i

72 IF (NIM .EQ. 2*(NIM/2)) GO TO 75
NIM - NIM/2
LEV - LEV-1
GO TO 72

75 NIM - HIM • 1
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IF (LEV .LE. 0) GO TO 80
i

! ASSEMBLE ELEMENTS REQUIRED FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL,
i

QPREV - QRIGHT(LEV)
XO » X(16)
FO » FU6)
DO 78 I - 1, 8

F(2»I) - FSAVE(I.LEV)
X(2*I) - XSAVE(I.LEV)

78 CONTINUE
GO TO 30

i

! •*• STAGE 8 **• FINALIZE AN
i

80 RESULT - RESULT + C0R11
i

! HAKE SURE ERREST NOT LESS THAN ROUNDOFF LEVEL.

IF (ERREST .EQ. O.ODO) RETURN
82 TEMP - DABS(RESULT) + ERREST

IF (TEMP .HE. DABS(RESULT)) RETURN
ERREST - 2.0D0*ERREST
GO TO 32
END

C ••»•• DEFINE FUNCTION OF INTEGRATION: REAL PART •••••
C For smaller valuta of x, naad R*16 for aora accurst* U

FUNCTION RFUNKX)
IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON /SPECIAL/Z.EB.EBZ
REAL*8 RFUN1.X
REAL'S Z,EB.EBZ,V,BS(2),BV
REAL*16 qX.QZ.QEB.QEBZ.EBZZ
REAL*16 SQX,SqX3,U,QBV,FUl
QX-QEITD(X)
qz-qEZTO(Z)
QEB-QEXTD(EB)
QEBZ-QEITD(EBZ)
IF(I.LT.1.D-8)THEN
PRINT*.'XI-',I,' chack aiataka!'
GOTO 999
ELSE
U-2.QO*qZ*(1.DO-QCOS(QX))/QX
V-Z»DSIN(X)-DBLE(U)
CALL DBSJNS(V.l.BS)
BV»BS(1) !BV-JO(V), Doubl* praciaion hara ia OK for our c
QBV-QEITD(BV)
END IF
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SqX-QSQRT(QX)
SQX3»1.DO/(SQX*SqX*SQX)
EfiZX>QEBZ*qX
FUN-SQX3*(QCOS(EBZX-U)*QBV-QCOS(EBZX))
RFUN1»DBLE(FUN)

C IF(QX.LE.1.3q-8)THEM
C PRINT*.'Z«\Z,' EBZX-',EBZX
C PRINT*.'ZX-'.qZ^QX,' U-',U
C PRINT*,'X t FUM2/(-Z/SqX)-',X,-FUM»SqX/qZ
C END IF
999 RETURN

END
C •*• For largar Talue» of z, choose RFUN2 for calculation *••••

FUNCTION RFUN2U)
IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON /SPECIAL/Z.EB.EBZ
COMMON DX1
REAL*8 Z.EB.EBZ.EBZX.DXl
REAL*8 RFUI2,X.SqX3,U,V,BS(2),BV
IF(X.LT.DX1)THEN
PRINT*,'X2-'.X,' CHECK MISTAKE!'
GOTO 999
ELSE
U«2.D0*Z»(l.D0-DC0S(X))/X
V-Z*DSIN(X)-U
CALL DBSJNSCV.l.BS)
BV-BS(l)
END IF
SQX3-DSQRT(1/X)
sqx3-sqx3«sqx3«SQX3
EBZX-EBZ«X
RFUN2>SqX3«(DCOS(EBZX-U)*BV-DCOS(EBZX))

999 RETURI
END

C ***••*«• DEFINE FUNCTION OF INTEGRATION— Imaginary Part *•••
FUNCTION IFUIKX)
IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON /SPECIAL/Z.EB.EBZ
REAL*8 IFUN1.X
REAL*8 Z,EB,EBZ,V,BS(2),BV
REAL*16 qX.QZ.qEB.QEBZ.EBZX
REAL*16 SqX,Sqi3,U,qBV,FUN
QX-qEXTD(X)
qZ-QEITD(Z)
QEB-qEXTD(EB)
QEBZ-qEITD(EBZ)
IF(X.LT.1.D-8)THEI
PRINT*,'check aistak*!'
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GOTO 999
ELSE
u«2.qo*qz*U.DO-qcos(qx))/qx
V-Z»DSIN(X)-DBLE<U)
CALL D3SJNS(V.1,BS)
BV»BS(1) (BV-JO(V), Double precision here i s OK for our case*.
qBV-qEXTD(BV)
END IF
sqx-qsqRTCqx)
sqx3-i .Do/(sqx*sqx*sqx)
EBZX-QEBZ«QI
FUN-sqx3* (qsiN (EBZX-U) »QB v-qsm CEBZX) )
IFUHl-DBLE(FUN)

C IF(qX.LE.1.3q-8)THEM
C PRINT*,'Z"\Z,' EBZX"',EBZX
c PRINT*,'zx»'.qz*qx,' u-',u
c PRINT*.•x ft FUN2/(-z/sqx)-',x,-FUN»sqx/qz
C END IF
999 RETURN

END
C **••** FUNCTION OF INTEGRATION— Imaginary peart •«•*•*

FUNCTION IFUN2U)
IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON /SPECIAL/Z.EB,EBZ
COMMON DX1
REAL*8 IFUN2.X.DX1
REAL*8 Z.EB.EBZ.EBZX
REAL«8 SqX,SqX3.U,V,BS(2),BV
IF(X.LT.DX1)THEI
print*,'X2-',X,' check Mistake!'
GOTO 999
ELSE
U-2.D0*Z*(l.D0-DC0S(X))/X
V-Z*DSIN(X)-U
CALL DBSJNS(V,1.BS)
BV-BS(l)
END IF
sqx-DsqRT(i)
SqX3-l.DO/(SQX*SQX*SQX)
EBZX-EBZ*X
IFUN2-SqX3*(DSIN(EBZX-U)*BV-DSIN(EBZX))

999 RETURN
END
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Appendix H

MPD Data for Figure 5.5

0.148
0.151

0.155
0.160

0.163

0.168
0.171

0.175

0.299

0.176

0.181

0.185

0.189

0.193

0.197

0.201

Q.206
0.210

0.214

0.218

0.222

0.226

0.229

0.234

0.238

0.242

0.246

0.247

0.250
0.251

0.254

0.255

0.259

0.260

0.263
0.267

0.271

0.27S
0.27*

0.281

0.285

0.289

0.293
0.297

0.301

0.303

0.617E+09
0.972E+09

0.706E+09
0.127E+10

0.132E+10

0.170E+10
0.237E+10

0.3S5E+10

0.140E+12

0.371E+10

0.523E+10

0.535E+10
0.615E+10

0.896E+10

0.649E+10

0.694E+10

0.10SE+11
0.137E+11

0.194E+11

0.220E+11

0.239E+11

0.279E+11

0.264E+11

0.271E+U

0.275E+11
0.291E+11

0.305E+11

0.342E-M1
0.327E+11
0.340E+11
0.3642*11
0.357E+11
0.366E+11
0.327E-H1
0.3S3E+11
0.369E+U
0.398E+11
0.605E+11
0.663E+11
0.667E+U
O.lOSE-t-12
0.898E-H1
0.140E+12
0.184E+12
0.186E+12
0.143E+12

0.38SE+08

0.722E+08
0.841E+08

0.904E+08
0.165E+O9

0.321E+09
0.225E+09

0.220E+09

0.125E+11
0.S74E+09

0.973E+09

0.613E+09

0.299E+09

0.123E+10

0.109E+10
0.258E+10

0.114E+10
0.491E+10

0.247E+10

0.273E+I0

0.178E+10

0.333E+10

0.9O8E+O9

0.289E+10

0.270E+10

0.465E+10

0.355E+10

0.248Et-10

0.423E+10

0.476E+10

0.246E+10

0.667E+10

0.4ME4-10

0.471Efl0

0.214E*10

0.248E+10

0.387E+10

0.350E+10

0.590E+10

0.447E+10

0.273E+10

0.810E+10

0.104E+11

0.760E+10
0.140E+11

0.119E+11

0.305

0.307

0.309

0.311

0.313

0.315

0.317

0.319

0.321

0.323

0.325
0.327

0.329

0.331

0.333

0.33S
0.337

0.339

0.341

0.343

0.345

0.347

0.349

0.351

0.353
6.355
0.357

0.359

0.361

0.363
0.365

0.367

0.369

0.371

0.373

0.375

0.377

0.379

0.381
0.383

0.38S

0.387

0.389

0.154E+12

0.173E+12

0.177E+12

0.223E+12

0.226E+12

0.208E+12

0.180E+12

0.244E+12

0.226E+12

0.186E+12

0.226E+12

0.216E+12

0.225E+12

0.219E+12

0.241E+12

0.216E+12

0.191E+12
0.230E+12

0.214E+12

0.228E+12

0.184E+12

0.220E+12

0.224E+12

0.223E+12

0.239E+12

0.271E+12
0.242E+12

0.240E+12

0.226E+12

0.205E+12

0.241E+12

0.206E+12

0.203E+12

0.201E+12

0.193E+12

0.186E+12

0.224E+12

0.173E+12
0.133E+12
0.174E+12

0.155E+12

0.165E+12

0.190E+12

0.135E+11
0.117E+11

0.121E+11

0.142E+11

0.210E+11

O.959E+1O

0.S63E+10

0.183E+11

0.191E+11

0.840E+10

0.170E+11
0.143E+11

0.154E+11

0.187E+11

0.S40E+10

0.231E+11

0.114E+11
0.150E+11

0.166E+11

0.143E+11

0.786E+10

0.211E+11
0.167E+11

0.192E+11

0.216E+11

0.121E+11

0.182E+11

0.185E+11

0.121E+11

0.169E+11

0.213E+11

0.142E+11

0.1SOE+11

0.156E+11

0.122E+11

0.132E+11

0.173E+11
0.972E+10
0.S64E+10

0.164E+11

0.373E+10

0.9O6E+10

0.124E+11

Table H.I . Averaged MPD rate (V) versus photon energy (fiw) for IFtak= 12 GW/cm2
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0.160
0.168
0.172
0.176
0.180
0.184
0.188
0.192
0.196
0.200
0.204
0.20S
0.206
0.209
0.214
0.218
0.222
0.226
0.230
0.235
0.239
0.243
0.247
0.259
0.252
0.256
0.260
0.264
0.268
0.272
0.276
0.280
0.284
0.287
0.292
0.295
0.299
0.295
0.298
0.302
0.306
0.309
0.313
0.317
0.320
0.324

0.286E+08
0.130E+09
0.192E+09
0.296E+09
0.236E+O9
0.369E+09
0.126E+09
0.496E+09
O.660E+O9
0.889E+09
0.127E+10
0.127E+10
0.115E+10
0.833E+09
0.120E-M0
0.174E+10
0.101E+10
0.204E+10
0.236E+10
0.279E+10
0.208E+10
0.284E+10
0.180E+10
0.301E+10
0.345E+10
0.232E+10
0.303E+10
0.195Et-10
0.253E+10
0.523E+10
0.56SE+10
0.750E+-10
0.131E+11
0.153E+11
0.149E+11
0.197E+11
0.233E+11
0.253E+U
0.284E+11
0.297E+11
0.297E+11
0.427E+U
0.3S4E-H1
0.310E+11
0.35SE+11
0.422E+11

0.S36E+O8
0.632E+08
0.704E+O8
0.106E+09
0.612E+08
0.99OE+O8
0.940E+O8
0.128E+09
0.134E+09
0.119E+09
0.328E+O9
0.328E+09
0.382E+O9
0.233E+09
0.120E+09
0.405E+09
0.388E+09
0.440E+09
0.419E+O9
0.483E+O9
0.209E+09
0.267E+O9
0.350E+O9
0.564E+09
0.116E+10
0.214£-K»9
0.427E+O9
0.170E+O9
0.337E+09
0.S02E+O9
0.457E+09
0.111E+10
0.694E+09
0.190E+10
0.292E+10
0.1S9E+10
0.941E+O9
0.282E+10
0.269E+10
0.216E+10
0.233E+10
0.326E+10
0.349E+10
0.363E+10
0.S87E+I0
0.713E+10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0,
0.
0,
0.
0.
0.
0 .
0.
0.
0.
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0.

.327

.330
.333
.337
.340
.343
.34«
.349
.352
.354
.357
.360
.362
365
367
370
372
374
376
378
380
382
383
385
387
388
390

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,
0
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0 .
0 .
0.
0 .
0 .
0 .

.466E+11

.372E+11
.328E+11
.223E+11
.524E-M1
.366E+11
.377E+11
.427E+11
.421E+11
.326E+11
.350E+11
.383E+11
.296E+U
.216E>11
.304E+U
399E+11
238E+11
252E-t-ll
296E+U
196E+11
208E+11
224E+11
304E+11
388E+11
384E+11
538E+U
633E+11

0.541E+10
0.278E+10
0.342E+10
0.461E+10
0.411E+10
0.402E+10
0.935E+10
0.737E+10
0.831E+1O
0.387E+10
0.696E+10
0.269E+10
0.375E+10
0.370E+10
0.296E+10
0.559E+10
0.211E+10
0.378E+10
0.271E+10
0.494E+10
0.273E+10
0.744E-t-10
0.383E+10
0.363E+10
0.356E+10
0.53SE+10
0.519E+10

Table H.2. Averaged MPD rate (T) versus photon energy (hu) for /,«,*= 6 GVV/cm2.
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hu (eV) Ar(l/s) hu (eV) Ar(l/s)

0.
0.
0.
0.

.182

.190

.194

.198
0.202
0.206
0.210
0.214
0.218
0.222
0.226
0.230
0.234
0.238
0.242
0.246
0.250

.254

.258

.248

.252

.256

.260

.264

.268
0.272
0.276

.280

.284

.288

.292
0.295
0.299
0.303
0.300
0.304
0.308
0.311
0.315
0.318
0.322
0.32S
0.328
0.332
0.335
0.33«
0.341
0.344

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

540E+08
421E+08
14SE+09
194E+O9
148E+09

135E+08

224E+08

0.358E+09

0.261E+09

0.663E+O9

0.513E+09

0.493E+09

0.698E+09

0.964E+09

0.108E+10

0.122E+10

0.812E+09

0.16SE+10

0.126E+10

0.142E+10

0.178E+10

0.122E+10

0.934E+O9

0.172E+10

0.139E+10

0.152E+10

0.192E+10

0.272E+10

0.333E+10

0.589E+10

0.664E+10

0.754E+10

0.907E+10

0.121E+11

0.994E+10

0.148E+11

0.141E+11

0.136E+11

0.160E+11

0.164E+11

0.141E+11

0.142E+11

0.154E+U

0.146E+11

0.114E+11

0.139E+11

0.177E+11

0.169E+U

0.125E+11

0.132E+11

0.290E+08

0.889E+08

0.717E+08

0.59SE+08

0.694E+08

0.115E+09

0.754E+08

0.154E+09

0.8S9E+O8

0.142E+09

0.194E+09

0.173E+09

0.190E+O9

0.128E+09

0.154E+09

0.198E+09

0.633E+08

0.188E+09

0.140E+09

0.325E+09

0.924E+08

0.138E+O9

0.228E+O9

0.272E+09

0.270E+09

0.625E+09

0.796E+09

0.614E+09

0.126E+10

0.133E+10

0.161E+10

0.20SE+10

0.799E+09

0.789E+09

0.935E+09

0.169E+10

0.136E+10

0.896E+O9

0.117E+10

0.144E+10

0.852E+O9

0.976E+O9

0.137E+10

0.268E+10

0.656E-H)9

0.643E+09

0.347
0.350

0.353
0.356

0.358

0.361

0.363

0.366

0.368
0.370

0.373

0.375
0.377

0.379

0.381

0.382
0.384

0.386
0.387

0.389

0.130E+11
0.124E+11

O.129E+11
0.127E+11

0.135E+11

0.116E+11

0.145E+11

0.963E+10

0.132E+11
0.110E+11

0.941E+10

0.105E+11
0.722E+10

0.707E+10

0.113Et-ll

0.109E+11

0.126E+11

0.150E+U

O.183E+11

0.224E+11

0.138E+10
0.980E+O9

0.957E+09
0.116E+10

0.680E+09

0.770E+09

0.213E+10

0.518E+O9

0.200E+10
0.106E+10

0.652E+09

0.895E+O9

0.430E+09
0.493E+09

0.102E+10

0.975E+09

0.498E+09

0.806E+O9

0.761E+09

0.125E+10

Table H.3. Averaged MPD rate (F) versus photon energy (hu) for / p e o t= 4 GW/cm2.
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